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Great Eroectatioiis rrs REALLY SPRING; 

NO MORE WAR 

(THOUGH THE WAR 
was improbably brief); 
no more cold weather 
(though the winter was 
improbably mild); no 
more Daily JSlews strike 
(though the denouement 
was improbably happy). 
The crocuses are wilt¬ 
ing, and rhe tulips are 

in bloom; the Oscars are over, and the Pulitzers arc imminent; 
the NCAA Final Four is history, and they're playing ball up at 
Yankee Stadium—and, even better, George Steinbrenner is 
prohibited from being anywhere near the players. It turns out 
the Yankees’ owner had tried hard to plant negative press sto¬ 
ries about John Dowd, the lawyer who led the official investi¬ 
gation of him, and even begged Sports Illustrated to publish the 
highly relevant news that Dowd and his wife had adopted 
black children. Is it time for Major League Baseball to consid¬ 
er capital punishment? Its clearer than ever that Stein¬ 
brenner and his kind are headed for history s dustbin. 

The Census Bureau announced that the U.S. is becoming non¬ 
white at an incredible clip. In !9S(), I 5 percent of Americans 
were black, Hispanic, Asian or American Indian; today, its 20 
percent. At that rate, well all be minorities in 35 years. It s 
going to cause some turmoil, says Ben Wattenberg, the polit¬ 
ical demographer, "but on balance it's an incredibly poetic 
fact. J Down in Louisiana, they've been tending to focus 
more on the turmoil than on the poetry. David Duke, the Ku 
Klux Klan official turned sex-book author turned Republican 
legislator, is planning to run lor governor this talk The in¬ 
cumbent, Buddy Roemer, a Democrat, announced in March 
that he is running tor reelec¬ 
tion—as an anti-Duke Republi¬ 
can. The moment he switched 
his party affiliation, he visited 
the White House and suddenly 
began talking just like a certain 
high-ranking, war-winning, 
verb-and-prono tin-eschewing 
Republican. "Not perfect, this 

i MM im SF* 7 ja| 



party/’ said Roemer of the GOP, ' Bur 

in a prime position to Open Lip/1 

Roemer turns himself into a Repub¬ 

lican on command; Bush turns himself 

overnight from an unloved, risk-averse 

wimp into a damn- 

the-polis president- 

for-Jife, "Bush/1 said 

a White House offi¬ 

cial, summarizing his 

boss's recent perfor¬ 

mance as commander 

in chief, "went tints. 

It's amazing/1 And 

Saddam Hussein 

turns himself into a democratic re~ 

former Still, wishful, premature ru¬ 

mors of his exile proliferated, Sad¬ 

dam," said one of General Schwarz¬ 

kopf's staff officers, "has shown up in 

more places than Elvis/ 

According to Major Rhonda Cor- 

num, one of our POWs released in 

Baghdad, her captors weren’t interest¬ 

ed in American battle plans; they 

wanted to know whether she was 

friends with Brooke Shields and Sly 

Stallone. (It caused no turmoil, but on 

balance — Saddam and Elvis, now 

Brooke and Sly-—it is a poetic fact.) 

Aside from that, she says, they were 

very nice—unJike the secret police, 

who committed unspeakable atroci¬ 

ties: one Kuwaiti cold a reporter that 

the Iraqis who picked him up did 

not Jet me sleep and made me sit 

naked on a bottle of hoc sauce/’ Good 

God! Does Amnesty International 

know about this? 

Having been so,,,thrifty conee rn- 

ing the Gulf War, the Japanese had 

the cash to back the Tampa Bay 

Lightning, the new National Hockey 

League expansion team. Fortunately, 

there aren’t many Jewish hockey play¬ 

ers: the uptick in anti-Semitism 

among the Japanese may be, on bal¬ 

ance, a poetic fact (just who n run¬ 

ning the world these days?), but it is 

nevertheless causing some turmoil, 

Neil Sandberg, an official of the 

American Jewish Committee, has 

been in Japan trying to get the gov¬ 

ernment to discourage distribution of 

a spate of recent anti-Semitic books. 

The Japanese, Sandberg says, are un¬ 

comprehending: "They told us, 

’You're a member of a superior race, 

and you come from a successful 

group, and we’re surprised this mate¬ 

rial concerns you/1' 

The lawyer Alan Dershowitz, a 

member of the same superior race, lias 

been representing Jim Bakker, and he 

got the religious leader 

and theme-park impre¬ 

sario's prison sentence 

thrown out on appeal. 

"Jim and I are really sold 

on him/' Tammy Bakker 

said of Dershowitz, "and 

think he's the greatest, He)r 

our hind of people—a real 

dowrt-to-earth, nice man. 

One of my biggest desires now is to 

meet him/’ Such teams: Saddam and 

Elvis, Brooke and Sly, now Der¬ 

showitz and the Bakkers. 

Jim Bakker gets 45 years for sell¬ 

ing too many time-shares to credulous 

born-again Christians; Daniel 

Rakowitz, the marijuana buff and 

roommate-murderer who dismem¬ 

bered and boiled his victim on the 

kitchen stove {East 9tb Street—it's so 

bohemian!)^ is acquitted by reason of 

insanity. “I hope someday," Rakowitz 

said to the jury, "we can smoke a joint 

together." He also offered to smoke a 

joint with the judge, and that caused 

some turmoil. 

Speaking of turmoil, speaking of in¬ 

credibly poetic facts: during the late 

1according to a $4 million sexu¬ 

al-harassment suit filed by a former 

waitress at The Four Seasons, the man¬ 

ager of the restaurant confronted her 

with "a large white radish carved into 

the form of a male genital/’ But these 

are the nineties, and a few weeks ago, 

inmates at a prison in Texas rioted, ei¬ 

ther because (1) they had been mis¬ 

treated by guards, (2) they were 

crammed into uninhabitably small 

cells or (3) they had been served too 

few vegetables in the mess hall. The 

correct answer—these are the nineties, 

don't forget”-is (3), 

and the rioters held 

the jailers at bay with 

(1) zip guns fashioned 

in the prison work¬ 

shops, (2) smuggled- 

in automatic weapons 

or (3) ordinary kitch¬ 

en utensils. These are 

the nineties; gum. 

The nineties: soon¬ 

er or later it always gets back to that, 

doesn't it? Take McDonald's. On the 

one hand, they’re advising the city of 

Los Angeles on how to make L.A. 

municipal workers more courteous 

(evidently not including the police), 

and all over the country they're intro¬ 

ducing a new, low-fat hamburger. On 

die other hand, at McDonald's in five 

southern states you can now actually 

order catfish. So is this the beginning 

of the anodyne twenty-first century? 

Or a return to the grtingy nineteenth? 

Or—our bet—a misbegotten new hy¬ 

brid? If we can have Saddam and 

El vis, Brooke and Sly, Dershowitz and 

Tammy Faye, why not Blade Runner 

starring Huck Finn? indeed, the evil- 

Huck-Fmn thing is picking up speed. 

Sumter, South Carolina — first the 

Civil Wat, now this—has just had its 

second case of attempted murder of a 

teacher by a grade-school child since 

last fall. Both children used rat poi¬ 

son, the first as a blow against an un¬ 

just recess policy, the more recent one 

(the child tainted a cupcake) to prevent 

die teacher from calling her parents. 

Meanwhile, a computer programmer 

in Florida slipped his neighbor a Coke 

laced with thallium nitrate—that is, 

rat poison—and succeeded in killing 

her; he was found out by an undercov¬ 

er cop who had infiltrated (this is the 

poetic fact) his Mensa group. 

Even Liz Smith (the Widow Doug¬ 

las of our story) has mastered nineties- 

speak. "[Fox chairman] Barry [Diller] 

wants to develop me into a serious 

commentator for serious television 

news/' she says of her new job on Per¬ 

sonalities, Fox’s ersatz Entertainment 

Tonight. Her timing couldn't be 

better: Brooke Shields, Sly Stallone 

and Smith’s other regular subjects are 

now interesting mainly to Iraqis, and 

with Bill Moyers running for presi¬ 

dent (according to a Tom Wicker col¬ 

umn), there’s an opening in 

the serious-commentator- 

for-serio us-television-news 

field. Saddam and Elvis, 

Dershowitz and Tammy 

Faye, now Liz Smith and 

the spirit of Edward R. 

Mur row. It’s going to cause 

some turmoil, but on bal¬ 

ance its an incredibly pa¬ 

thetic fact. ® 
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Contributors 

Few men seem as re- 

porterly, in the old-fash¬ 

ioned, Damon Runyon— 

esque sense, as SPY'S own 

Michael Hainey: he was 

born and raised in Chica¬ 

go, lives in an actual boardinghouse, is 

fond of gabardine and suspenders and 

has been heard to say—we swear— I 

was out tomcattin last weekend. Nat¬ 

urally, his contribution to this issue is a 

police story: a profile of the LAPD’s 

pugnacious Daryl Gates. 

tm McNichol has written 

for SPY about smarmy 

lobbyists, the inside-the- 

Reltway mentality and, 

in this issue, Art Buch- 

wald s unfunniness. A 

regular contributor to National Public 

Radios All Things Considered\ McNichol 

says he has met NPRs Cokie Roberts 

and insists that she is “a lot taller than 

Cincinnatian C. F. Payne, 

who illustrated this 

month s story on Orion 

Pictures, is perhaps the 

only SPY contributing 

editor whose original 

artwork for the magazine was pur¬ 

chased by Malcolm Forbes—a notewor¬ 

thy distinction, especially considering 

chat the drawing in question, an illus¬ 

tration for the November 1989 feature 

"Inside Bohemian Grove, depicts 

Forbes urinating into a patch of shrub¬ 

bery, Payne's wTork has also appeared in 

Rolling Stone and GQ. 

Fred Shaver's precarious 

career as a United Stares 

Information Agency offi¬ 

cer began in 1963, when 

he was sworn in by Ed¬ 

ward R. Murrow; contili¬ 

the late sixties, when he 

fortune to be assigned to 

Vietnam; and concluded in the mid¬ 

eighties, when he served in the African 

nations of Gabon and Nigeria, His 

reminiscence- of the Gabon years, and of 

chat nation’s lecherous despot, appears 

in this issue. } 

had the good 

you think." 
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From the SPY Mailroom 

We’re feeling amtie 
melancholy-partly nostalgia far the 

war, partly the fact that our lunch has 

not arrived, and it's been 45 minutes 

since we ordered, There is little we can 
do about the latter, but Dave McEnery 

of San Antonio has sent us the lyrics 

and sheet music to a song of his that is 

helping us relive the former. It’s called 

“The Soldier's Letter (Desert Storm 

Song)/’ and McEnery—who performs 

as “Red River Dave”—says he wrote it 

while his heart had stopped “for some 

time” following a heat stroke. “While I 

was dead/1 he writes, “there was an 

angel in white who came to me with a 

glowing wand In her hand. She looked 

just like Amelia EarharL She tapped 

me on the forehead with her wand and 

said, ‘You have been brought back to 

write the Desert Storm song. You shall 

call the song “The Soldier’s Letter” 

and write it in honor of the precious, 

praying mothers who have loved ones 

serving God and country in the Persian 

Gulf conflict."1 We have room for just 
one of the six verses: 

Cruel dictator, Saddan Hussein, by 

invasion planned to gain 

The great wealth of small Kawait and 

all it's spoil, 

But free nations ’round the world, 

with their battle flags unfurled, 

Came to save the largest oil fields in 

the world, 

We’re sure we’re all having the same 

thought: epic poem about a war 

somewhere near the Mediterranean, 

stanza-by-stanza account, memorable 

characters—McEnery is only 16,000 

verses shy of producing his own Mad. 
Our advice: don't stop now. 

We'll stop ourselves for a moment, 

however, to address the obvious: that 

our many-months-in-the-making 

redesign of spy is unveiled in the very 

issue you hold before you. This is also— 

coincidentally—our first issue with some 

new investors aboard. So, naturally, 
you'll be looking to see whether we ► 

cmfrleps lit note, in 
As one of those trashed by the talented 

Richard Stengel, who accompanied us 

on our sojourn throughout Eastern Eu¬ 

rope last year {“If It's Tuesday, This 

Must Be a Liberated Former Colony of 

the Soviet Empire/’ February], I am 

naturally offended and saddened by his 

sophomoric depiction of us as a bunch 

of bubbleheaded Ugly Americans. 

Richard certainly knows better. Even a 

cursory reading of his article reveals a 

reasonably literate, articulate group 

who ve done their homework. It's been 

said most Americans know more about 

sports scores than they do about their 

Bill of Rights, That cannot be said 

about this crowd, who on occasion 

even had to correct Richard s Prince¬ 

ton/Oxford revisionist knowledge of 

history on such items as the Hi tier- 

Stalm pact, which led to the decima¬ 

tion of Poland in 7939- We didn’t 

merely learn years later thar the Com¬ 

munists were unrepentant imperialists; 

anyone with open eyes could under¬ 

stand it axiomatical I y, given the basis 

of their illegitimate power, 

By the time this appears in print, 

Gorbachev may have moved the tanks 

around Isis disintegrating empire in a 

vain attempt to salvage his "king¬ 

dom11—and journalists may again take 

tip their trusty laptops to pooh-pooh 

the freedom fight of those risking their 

lives rather than vegetating under the 

horrors of Communism. 

To paraphrase the Heritage founda¬ 

tion: to earn such scorn and vicious 

treatment, we must be doing some¬ 

thing right, 

"Diamond Gary” Hof men ter 

l ndianapoTts, /ndiana 

Richard Stengel replies, “As a liberal. I've 

often found myself in the position of dislik¬ 

ing people I agree with, hut on the Capi¬ 

ta l ism Has WonV tour l was in the unac¬ 

customed role of liking folks I disagreed 

with. One of those was the knowledgeable 

Diamond Gary. On the ideological front, 

however l found my fellow travelers curi¬ 

ously inconsistent. They generally considered 

Gorbachei1 the cat's meow. When l suggested 

that we not bolster Gorby because he could 

turn out to he a conservative—that is, a 

diehard, dictatorial Communist—l was 

dismissed by my colleagues as hopelessly 

naive. And as for the risks these folks look 

in the cause of freedom, the only one l could 

recall was that a feus of them put some of 

their money in volatile mutual funds. " 

Regarding your article questioning 

the existence of Santa Claus ["SPY Ju¬ 

nior: No, Virginia, There Isn't a Santa 

Claus!,,T February], I wonder if there 

isn’t an error in your calculations, 

The 214,200 reindeer pulling this 

sleigh, assuming a mean length be¬ 

tween harnesses (at two abreast) of six 

feet, would create a chain approximate¬ 

ly 121,7 miles long. Using your figure 

of 0,79 miles between houses, Santa 

could theoretically land on 154 houses 

per stop. Let’s also assume that Santa is 

merely a front man and instead of 

going down chimneys himself he dele¬ 

gates that dirty, possibly flammable, 

task to those more physically appropri¬ 

ate for such behavior—his elves. This 

would enable Santa to process 154 sites 

at om time, assuming a uniform deer- 

co-gift-elf ratio along the length of the 

chain. All 91,8 million households 

containing well-behaved Christian kids 

could then be serviced with a little 

under 600,000 stops, or only 5,34 vis¬ 

its per second. Santa’s average speed is 

now a much more reasonable 4.22 

miles per second (about 15,000 mph), 

I hope this clears things up. 

Peter Curtiss 

Boulder. Colorado 

Fine, A1 k Curtiss, but that would mean 

that in the 0. 79 miles between houses, rein¬ 

deer are unsupported by roofs, and are thus 

left dangling from their tethers, which 

would strangle them, Besidest elves don't 

ride the sleigh, Noiv resume your life. nr* 
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JUST FOR THE RECORD, fT'S LOUIS, BOSTON- ECLECTIC CLOTHING FOR MEN AND WOMEN 



'SPY Junior" was brilliant. Your mag™ 

azine is excellent. Your writers—espe¬ 

cially Philip Weiss, Ned Zeman, James 

Traub, Joe Queenan and Richard Sten¬ 

gel—“fill a gap in the British marker, 

which mainly consists of tedious 

toadying profiles and lackluster univer¬ 

sity reviews, How about a trip across 

the Atlantic for a British special? 

Name withheld 

London. E ngla nd 

Kinder, Genilep. Shorter 
What does King Hussein s size have to 

do with anything ["Snow White and 

the Sovereign Dwarf/’ hy Harriet Bar¬ 

ov ick, February]? A grotesque obses¬ 

sion threads through your pages that 

could be called physiqueism, or stao 

Lireism. It is irritating. Sophomoric. 

Dale Douglas Mills 

Seattle, Washington 

Your magazine undoubtedly holds the 

record for most uses of the word lil- 

liputian per annum. In the February 

issue alone, there are nine unflattering 

references to someone or other s 

diminutive stature. Among them, Car¬ 

rie Fisher and Henry Kissinger are 

each called into question for employ¬ 

ing techniques to conceal their lack of 

height. Who could blame them for 

doing so3 if they knew your minions 

were about? 

You cheapen the whole effort of in¬ 

sulting public figures for their pom¬ 

posity or policies when you stoop to 

making fun of them for something 

that isn’t their fault, especially when 

the ribbing takes on an obsessive qual¬ 

ity. What's next, fat jokes? 

Adam Long 

Pott la ml, Oregon 

Revenge it me Nevis 
After your groundbreaking articles on 

time travel and the effect of mi¬ 

crowaves on Twinkles, we thought SHY 

was a reliable source of scientific infor¬ 

mation. That impression was shattered 

by your February Great Expectations 

column. You recklessly and incorrectly 

asserted that "only 36 percent of peo¬ 

ple have urine chat gives off that spe¬ 

cial sulphur smell following a meal of 

asparagus." While flawred research in 

the 1950s did come up with this Con¬ 

clusion, more recent studies show that 

everyone produces that smell—it is the 

ability to detect the odor that varies ge¬ 

netically. Your percentage is probably 

wrong, too. In a scientifically rigorous 

poll recently performed in Cambridge, 

17 people said they could detect the 

smell and 8 couldn’t. These results 

might be skewed by the fact that 67 

people ignored the query completely. 

That "special sulphur smell ’ is be¬ 

lieved to come from methyl mercaptan, 

which has the chemical formula 

HSCH3, Carl Feynman points out that 

this is obviously a breakdown product 

of the two compounds that give undi¬ 

gested asparagus its distinctive odor: 

H5C$CH2CH2C(0)SCH3 and H2CC- 

HCfOJSCH^. To former organic 

chemists like Carl, these are of course 

easily distinguishable from CH^CH- 

(■CH*)CH2COOH, the odor of the fe¬ 

male rhesus monkey in heat. But to 

the lackadaisical authors of the Great 

Expectations column, perhaps they 

look the same. Frankly, we expected 

more from a column whose name is an 

anagram for "penetrate toxic gas/’ 

(And contrary to the letter in your 

November 1990 issue, we are not 

"dweebish, bean-counting nurks/J 

Gary Sabot and Brian Silverman 

Cambridge, Massachusetts 

The 1950$ research is "flawed" only if you 

choose to believe these two nerds (not 

Mirks), instead of last year's New York 

Times. Sabot and Silvermans “scien¬ 

tifically rigorous poll" was. as they later 

admitted to us, conducted privately, (Carl 

Feynman, we discovered after hours of phone 

calls to laboratories and research institutes, 

is a friend of theirs.) A world in which 

people can hound 92 friends and acquain¬ 

tances for information about their urine 

and then disclose the results to magazines in 

other states is a far-from-perfect world. 

Jn February's Review of Reviewers, 

Humphrey G redd on quotes Richard 

Locke s account of “the pure Oxford 

Union debating style"—"the reductive 

certainty, the flashing dichotomy" 

(whatever that may be; Hashing as op¬ 

posed to what?), the precise wit that 

can still cut it. Well save you the 
effort; we can't. If this issue seems less 
sharp, less irreverent, it's because it is. 
We're not sure what went wrong. It may 
simply be that the new, larger typeface 
(you did notice) threw us, that we're 
essentially IQ^point writers and 
editors, and making the transition to 
ll«point is beyond our present abilities. 
(Certainly we have always felt that our 
jokes worked best in—and were indeed 
created specifically for-smaller-size 
type, and with a gray background. Half 
a point may not seem like much, but in 
dealing with the mail, it can be the 
difference between merciless skewering 
and benign acknowledgment. Admit it— 
we went pretty easy on Red River Dave 
hack there, didn't we? We didn't even 
foucMhe Amelia Earhart line.) So here 
we are—it's the talkies, and we're the 
silenbmovie stars of satirical magazines. 

JtI thought of writing a letter in the 
style of others I have read in spy—i.e., 
with that hipper-thamthou attention 

paid to phrasing and wit—but then grew 
tired thinking about all the effort and 
opted for plainspeak/' writes Richard 
Bedard of BensaJem, Pennsylvania. 
“After all, even if 1 did manage a couple 
of nice, hip paragraphs, you could out- 
hip me with the editorial italics at the 
end/' Once upon a time, Mr. Bedard, 
but no longer. Our first impulse is, of 
course, to confuse (to hilarious effect) 
£tedarf/with Bensafemf maybe say 
something dismissive about your use of 
plainspeak, maybe make some generally 
derogatory remark about Pennsylvania- 
Gut something—new design? new 
owners?—holds us back. And when you 
go on to ask us, for no apparent reason, 
how many teeth CBS correspondent Bill 
Plante has, we find that no exasperated 
putdown is forthcoming. Instead— 
incredibly—we start making phone calls, 
eventually reaching Mr. Plante's son. 

Mr. Plante has 31 teeth. 
Must we spell it out? We would never 

have spent the time and resources to 
answer some insane question about Bill 
Plante's teeth in 10%-point type. 

But W6 haven't gone completely 
soft. We're sorry, for example, that 
we're unable to underwrite The 
Forgotten Facts, which its editor, Scott 
Royer III, describes to us as “a small 
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underground publication located at the 
high school that i$ known and Santa 
Rosa High School." So: as we 
understand it, FF is published—located, 
rather—at two high schools, one of 
which is known but not named and one 
of which is named (Santa Rosa} but not 
known. Whatever. But if someone else 
would like to help Mr. Royer realize his 
dream of eventually publishing a second 
and even a third page, we’re sure he'd 
he glad to hear from you. Good luck. 

We also regret being unable to assist 
David C. Swanson of Manhattan in his 
private vendetta against a particular 
Upper West Side bicycle store. Mr. 
Swanson may indeed have lost his front 
deraiileur under suspicious 
circumstances—hut is that reason 
enough for us to drop everything and 
“run a little investigation of New York 
bicycle repair shops”? No, Mr. 

Swanson. We will conduct no such 
investigation. We have our priorities 
straight. Our lunch has still not arrived. 
Your front deraiileur means nothing to 
us. Sorry: it means very tittle (new 
design, new owners). 

Well, maybe that's not such a bad 
idea, that bicycle-shop expose. Or 
maybe something bigger on the whole 
bike-theft thing. We had an old Raleigh 
stolen right from our basement once, 
and it was chained. 

Did you ever get a new deraiileur, by 
the way? God, this city. 

Hugh Hart of Evanston, Illinois, 
wonders whether there was “some kind 
of conspiracy” in the January issue of 
Vanity Fair. In her profile of Sophia 
Loren, Haney Collins writes, “As we sit 
in Bungalow 11 of the Beverly Hills 
Hotel../’ Several pages later, Bob 
Colacello begins his article on George 
Hamilton with “Bungalow 5 of the 
Beverly Hills Hotel...” (That story also 
includes a photo caption that reads, 
“Hamilton beside the Bungalow 5 
pool/1) “Free rooms in exchange for 
prominent plugola?,” Mr. Hart wonders. 
Well, we're not that cynical. We prefer 
to assume that the Vanity Fair 
stylebook requires that writers mention 
themselves as frequently as their 
nominal subjects, even if that means 
being repetitious about the setting. 
{Besides, the Beverly Hills Hotel—a 
simply wonderful place that ► 
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advertises irk spy—has always been very 
accommodating to us.) 

And look whom we’re letting back 
in this column (new design, new 
owners): we should have realized that no 
matter how much print was expended 
this past winter on Pete Rose and the 
Baseball Hall of Fame (the basic debate: 
Keep the Bum Out vs. Let the Bum In), 
the issue would never be considered 
exhausted until Frantic Fran Lilienfeld 
had her say, “'FAME' is his as a 
ballplayer & cannot be taken away from 
him,’1 she wrote. “Gambling is like 
sex—very good when its good, & when 
bad, is still good.” (This was clearly an 
early draft of the postcard; we can 
assume Ms, Lilienfeld would have 
polished and honed the phrasing if she’d 
had more time,) uTO ERR IS HUMAN, 
TO FORGIVE DIVINE^-FOR THE KIDS 
IN AMERICA LET HIM TALK ABOUT 
The LESSON He learned FROM HIS 
Experience as the best teacher—once 
admitted, he can always be removed to 
an even greater dishonor than today 
keeping him off,1’ Ms, Lilienfeld’s 
position, then, as far as we can tell: Let 

the bum in—then kick him out. 
This from “Stuart De Ocampo, 

Philosopher,11 of Los Angeles: “The 
stupidity of the letters printed in your 
Letters to SPY is appalling. Are all your 
readers pseudo-intellectuals who spend 
their free time trying unsuccessfully to 
he witty? And don’t you think you make 
an obscene display of your pettiness by 
following Donald Trump around as if he 
were an icon? Does anyone connected 
with spy have any semblance of what is 
colloquially referred to as a life?’1 What 
a meanspirited fellow Mr, De Ocampo 
must be—wouldn’t you all agree? Let's 
just ignore him. 

In March we predicted the arrival of 
camouflage-patterned 11 Desert-Storm 
Chic1’ clothing ("We Make the Call: SPY 
Forecasts the Trends of the Nineties!,1T 
by David Kamp), Almost unbelievably, 
as our March issue was being assembled 
at the printer’s we spotted three 
newspaper articles announcing that 
designers were hard at work on just 
such a line. Soundlessly mouthing the 
obvious question— Whither satire?— 
we rearranged our bulletproof shift 
and stretched out for a while. 

Finally, SPY’S pervasive influence 
now extends from Roiling Stone, which 
recently referred to “faux naif magician 
Doug Henning/’ to Entertainment 
Weekly, which just noted the “earnest 
faux naif way’1 of a band called Ed’s 
Redeeming Dualities, to the Dayton 
Daily Newsr whose movie critic a few 
months ago described a world that “has 
been taken over by short-fingered 
vulgarians.’1 The time seemed ripe to 
quantify all this pervasive influence, so 
we ran a NEXIS search to determine 
whether sf>y has in fact popularized such 
words as faux, vulgarian and, oh, 
preternatural Because the NEXIS data 
base is larger now than when spy began 
publishing, we controlled the 
experiment by combing the same 
sources year by year. The sources: APr 
UPI, Reuters, the Christian Science 
Monitor, The Los Angeles Times, The 

New York Times, The Wall Street 
Journal, Ad week. The Atlantic, The 
Economist, Folio:, Forbes, Fortune, 
Maclean's, The Nation, The New 
Republic, Newsweek, People, Sports 
Illustrated, Time, the Washington 
Quarterly, The Washington Post The 
results: 

1986 MM 
Uses of faux: 244 515 

of vulgarian: 17 45 
of preternatural 19 35 

Well, wefre convinced. (Memo to 
ourselves: in 1996 tabulate general 
usage of putative.) 

But you know something? We don't 
mind. 

New design? New owners? Nope— 
lunch has just arrived. } 

CORRECTIONS 

In December’s Times column, we 
overestimated the salary of Times Metro 
News reporter John Tierney, who in fact 
earns less than $75,000 per year. In 
“Chain of Foolishness" (December) 
former Ventura Films executive Stephen 
Girard’s name was misspelled. And in 
our February story on Queen Noor, we 
misidentified the British royal couple 
who benefited from the Jordanian royal 
couple’s hospitality. The temporary 
dwellers in the Jordanians' Ascot home 
were actually the Duke and Duchess 
of York. ) 

runs to parados and aphorism’’“and 

remarks that ' his description has the 

ring of complete fantasy.1' 

I ll say. Of course, standards may 

have improved dramatically since I last 

sat in on an Oxford Union debate a 

dozen or so years ago, but one of my 

more disillusioning experiences as a 

new undergraduate was the first debate 

I attended, which instilled an as yet 

uncorrected impression of a bunch of 

pompous, immature buffoons success¬ 

fully disguising any intellectual ben¬ 

efits they may have acquired as stu¬ 

dents. (Observe any House of Com¬ 

mons debate and you will see the same 

thing: it is surely not original to note 

that the nursery-food-loving British 

ruling class, if we can still call it chat, 

appears not to grow up.) The students 

with the best minds seemed to avoid 

the place (though it does have a useful 

library with comfortable, if dilapidat¬ 

ed, armchairs); the only distinguished 

contributions, depressingly rare, come 

from guest speakers. This may be in¬ 

evitable: the institution of the debate 

seems to inspire mere show, the play¬ 

ing of silly, immature games that have 

everything to do with scoring points 

and nothing to do with the advance¬ 

ment of understanding (as the occa¬ 

sional debates on Firing Line helpfully 

remind us). 

Later, in the context of remarks on 

some overcited Japanese movie, Mr. 

Greddon quotes one Leslie Geib’s as¬ 

sertion that the law of noncontradic¬ 

tion means "you can't have two truths 

in the same place at the same time/' 

That is, of course, false: rather, it 

means that two or more contradictory 

statements cannot all be true. Unless 

they arc old-fashioned objectivists, it 

should be clear that four people, as 

presumably in Geib’s example, can 

have different perceptions of the world 

without contradicting one another and 

hence without violating the law oi non¬ 

contradiction—an observation that 

rather undermines Geib’s tiresumely 

trendy bit of intercultutal epistemology. 

Simon Roberts 

Philadelphia„ Pennsylvania 

Humphrey Greddon replies, '/ am grateful 

to Alt: Roberts for confirming my specula¬ 

tion about the Oxford Union's pomposity 

and silliness. I suspect, however, that some- 
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one who makes observations that undermine 

another person's trendy hit of intenultural 

epistemology may have had a hit more to do 

with the Oxford Union than he is willing 

to admit," 

111 Nil HR MeSSHtf 
l strongly condemn your actions with 

regard to Walter Monheit1'1 [Blurb-o- 

Mat, December 1990], Mr, Monhcit 

has served your magazine well through 

both prosperous and congressional 

times. Now, after all his hours of ser¬ 

vice, you cum on him, treating him as 

Dan Rather would treat a Republican 

presidential candidate, 1 know that I 

am speaking for many wrhen I say that 

Walter Mon he it provides the extra <mf 

your magazine needs. 

Evan Coyne Maloney 

Lewishu rg, Penmylvania 

Monbeit was reinstated beginning with the 

March issue, and the layoff didnt seem to 

affect him in the least: a total of 12 mono¬ 

cles, out of a possible 12. for the three mimes 

he reviewed Ooof, indeed. 

fife Line rill Hal None 
Ned Zeman's excellent piece about the 

art of American Kabuki [December] 

reminded me of a news story from a 

few years back: Apparently a woman 

who had visited Disneyland later filed 

suit because one of the Three Little 

Pigs had allegedly fondled her in a 

suggestive manner. The suit was 

dropped, however, when it was re¬ 

vealed that the pig suits don’t have 

movable arms. 

I’ve since hoped that the story 

would be made into a TV movie. 

Theres something about the image of 

Raymond Burr cross-examining a man 

in a pig suit that I find irresistible, 

Tom Huntington 

Washington, D C. 

INS OK Han ANSI OKI 
Congratulations on your remarkably 

serious and sensible article about the 

National Endowment for the Arts 

[“How the NEA Really Works/' by 

Mark Lass well, November 1990}. 

Avoid all roast-beef sandwiches and 

platters offered for sale in the Union 

Square area. Insist on french fries before 

they are fried in oik 

Stephen U nsr.no 

Easrchester, New York 

Interesting. A performance letter. Fascinat¬ 

ing, really, About the grant—we ll get back 

to you. 

Further to your “What s in a Name? 

(Special Gulf-Crisis Edition}1' [Decem¬ 

ber], chomp on this: 

SCUD MISSILE 
□ is is muscle:? 

AL K, Nadonley 

Washington. D.C. 

I just received your well-argued, hand¬ 

somely typeset letter cajoling me to 

renew my subscription, While I’m sure 

your making a form letter so humane 

and doleful is calculated for its humor¬ 

ous effect (which then becomes a clever 

and I’m sure effective sales tool) and 

not to actually begin an intercourse 

with your readers, it has nevertheless 

moved me to write to explain why I'm 

not renewing my subscription. 

I love spy. Rumors I hear chat SPY is 

in financial trouble break my heart 

(we'd all be staring down the barrel of 

a dismal reality of life without SPY) and 

are in part the reason I'm writing this 

letter: to reassure you that although 

I’ve taken a second apartment and mail 

has become a bit of a hassle, I’ll still be 

buying each and every issue of SPY—at 

the higher newsstand price. 

Good luck to you guys. I've got 

nothing but respect for you. Count on 

my support; it's money in the bank, 

Jon Ross 

Santa Monica. California 

You like us—you really Like us! Actually, 

we're now on extremely solid financial foot¬ 

ing (see mt-so-tMique references to sale of 

magazine in From the SPY Mailroom), 

but that’s no reason for you—and your 

friends—not to buy three or four copies of 

mxry issue, Or even five. 

SPY welcomes letters from its readers. Ad¬ 

dress correspondence to SPY, The SPY 

Building, 5 Union Square West, New 

York, N, Y 10003* Typewritten letters are 

preferred. Please include your daytime tele¬ 

phone number. Letters may be edited for 

length or clarity. J) 
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The Webs 

Gumbel I: The Beqinniaq of the End? 
After tampering with the careers of producers 

and cohosts for reasons of his own egotism, Bryant Gumbel 

must feel like a tragic character anticipating a fifth-act come¬ 

uppance for his treachery. Thanks in large part to Gumbel’s machi¬ 

nations, the ratings of the Today show continue to totter, and the 

War in the Gulf did little for the program s luster or for NBC News’s 
prestige in general. While ABC, and CBS were broadcasting satellite pic¬ 
tures of Forrest Sawyer and Dan Rather from a liberated Kuwait City, 
NBC was struggling to get a phone line out of Kuwait. As for the morning 

shows, Fox $ Good Day New York has 
been beating our Today in the local 

ratings, and the generally pathetic 

CBS This Morning has crept within 

half a point of Gumbd's show in the 

national ratings. Aside from the in¬ 

dignity of competing with Fox and 

C BS, Todays star has suffered a series 

of vexations that suggest a creeping 

loserishness has begun to envelop 

him, even as his S2 million sinecure 

appears safe. 

Annoyance No, I: When Deborah 

Norville joined Today as a newsread¬ 

er, Gumbel relentlessly flirted with 

her offscreen—a result, no doubt, of 

her resemblance to the cocktail wait¬ 

resses and stewardesses (or stews, as 

he calls them) he chats up when he’s 

on the road. But as soon as the press 

cast Norville as the Other Woman 

who had usurped Jane Pauley’s place 

on the sofa, Gumbel turned his back 

on Debbie. He blames her for the 

show's troubles and believes she 

treats him without the appropriate 

girlish deference. He has fought with 

executive producer Tom Capra over 

removing her—more trouble for the 

feckless, not-altogether-competent 

Capra, whose days may be numbered, 

Jr was widely assumed that Nor¬ 

ville would rake a six-month materni¬ 

ty leave beginning last fall (she had 

her child in February); she would thus 

have left Today while viewers still 

thought her a vixen. But while Nor¬ 

ville looks like a cupcake, she proved 

shrewder than anyone thought. In¬ 

stead of going on maternity leave—a 

leave, if Gumbel had had his way, 

from which she would never have re¬ 

turned—Norville remained on the air, 

growing ever-more-visibly pregnant, 

until five days before her son wras 

born. Eight months ago NBC could 

have acceded to Gumbd's wishes and 

summarily dispatched Norville. At 

present, it would be bad business, at a 

show that strives for a family aura, to 

toss a mother and newborn into the 

street. Remember, CBS received bad 

press last winter when it fired 

Meredith Vieira from 60 Minutes while 

she was pregnant—the vision of a 

weepy Norville nursing her in¬ 

fant on Oprah terrifies NBC 

News executives. 

When Norville left the 

broadcast on the Friday prior 

to delivering—she spent a 

month at home with her son, 

Niki—Gumbel had to be or¬ 

dered by Capra to bid her fare¬ 

well on rhe air and 

told staffers. She's 

not coming hack. 

Well, she has, and 

Gumbel racks up 

his first loss in a 

long time. 

Annoyance No. 

2: What heart 

doesn’t warm to 

joe Garagiola's folksy banter, so per¬ 

fectly suited to radio in the 1940s? 

Apparently not those of the important 

people on the third floor of 30 Rocke¬ 

feller Plaza, who will almost certainly 

purge good old Joe by summer Gara- 

giola, readers may remember, was 

brought on the broadcast at the insis¬ 

tence of Gumbel, and he is one col¬ 

league with whom Gumbel remains 

friendly off the air. So his inevitable 

leave-taking suggests that Gumbel 

may be back on cool terms with NBC 

News president Michael Gartner, with 

whom he'd achieved a difficult rap¬ 

prochement after the Pauley brouhaha. 

Annoyance No, j; Dick Hbersol— 

briefly Today s executive producer, 

and Gumbd's co-conspirator in the 

chain of events that sent the show to 

ratings Coventry—currently oversees 

NBC’s preparations for its coverage of 

the 1992 Summer Olympics in Bar¬ 

celona. Sports fans may remember 

Gumbel s NBC anchoring of the 

Seoul games in 1988; yet Gumbel has 

not been asked to host Barcelona. 

During his Seoul days, Gumbel 

would regularly bad-mouth NBC 

Sports producers to his pals in Newrs, 

and he wras also one of the few nonpo¬ 

litical visitors to demand bodyguards. 

If Gumbel s old chum F.bersol 

has passed him over for the 

1992 Olympics chair, how 

much clout can Today's host 

still have left? 

Meanwhile, Jane Pauley 

fares no better in her prime¬ 

time vehicle, Real Life With 

Jane Pauley. Pauley was 

thought to have a large fol¬ 

lowing of devoted 

fans, bur this sea¬ 

son her show is 

placing 95th out of 

129. Real Ufe has 

traded time slots 

with Expose and 

now follows that 

more popular show, 

but even this hasn’t 

helped. NBC executives would cancel 

Real Life in a second if only they had 

something with which to replace it. 

With Pauley’s shotv on the rocks, and 

Gumbel apparently being edged out 

of the power loop, the old morning 

team must be looking back fondly to 

the days of offscreen intrigue and on¬ 

screen popularity. —Latereen Hobbs 

Bryn ut 

While Deborah Norville looks like 

a cupcake* she proved shrewder 

than anyone thought 
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CALL TICKETRON TODAY 
(212) 246-0102 w 

Jujamcyn Theaters James 8, Freydberg 
Robert G. Perkins Margo Lion 

Present 

Nicol Williamson 
and 

Evan Handler 
in 

Hate Hamlet 
A New Comedy 

by 

Paul Rudnick 
with 

Caroline Aaron Jane Adams 
and 

Adam Arkin 
Also ^tarring 

Celeste Holm 
Setting by Costume* by Lighting by 

Tony Sfrraages Jane Greenwood Paul Gallo 
Sound by Music by 

Scott Lehrer Kim Sherman 
Fight Dinection by Coiting by 

B. H. Barry John Lyons/Randy Carrig 
Associate Producers 

126 Second Ave. Carp, William Wingate 
Directed by 

Michael Engler 

MWALTER KERR THEATRE 219 West48th Street 



The Industry 

Casualties of Wat 
Its been quiet out here. Too quiet. Six weeks of war 

will do that to a town, and until the bombs stopped falling on 

Baghdad and Kuwait, the important inhabitants ot Holly¬ 

wood were CNN-addicted shut-ins just like the rest of us. The only 

difference was they were watching the war on 54-inch screens in lac¬ 

quer-cab i noted media rooms. The resulting period of inactivity was 
startling. There were no multibillion-dollar Japanese studio buyouts. 
No executive sackings. No high-minded pseudo-internal memos from 
Disney chairman Jeff 'Sparky" Katzenberg* 

But unlike the rest of the country, 

which watched the news to stay 

abreast of war developments, keep 

track of laved ones and/or monitor 

Tom Brokaw's seemingly endless sup¬ 

ply of turtlenecks, Hollywood's stu¬ 

dio executives tuned in simply to de¬ 

termine how the con diet would affect 

American filmgoing choices—partic¬ 

ularly those choices involving com¬ 

pleted films or films already in pro¬ 

duction, 

Ac Warners the entire production 

slate of blood-and-guts action films, 

nearly 100 titles strong, is in ques¬ 

tion. Don't even mention the name 

Shane Black, the screenwriter who 

was paid $1.75 million for the vio¬ 

lence-riddled script to the Bruce 

Willis thriller The Last Boy Scouts now 

in production; Warners is now kick¬ 

ing itself for having bought that 

screenplay, and many more like it, 

Disney, in the midst of an unchar¬ 

acteristic lapse in quality control — 

Scenes from a AW/; the soon-to-be-di¬ 

sastrous Marrying Alan, starring Alec 

Baldwin and Kim Basinger; the dubi¬ 

ous Kathleen Turner vehicle War- 

s haw sky—is concerned that today’s 

hunky young male stars will now 

suffer from a severe credibility prob¬ 

lem; whereas Clark Gable, Glenn 

Ford and Jimmy Stewart famously 

did their patriotic duty during 

wartime, Johnny Depp and Christian 

Slater twerpishly stayed home, 

Katzenberg is worried that returning 

vets and regular civilians will no 

longer buy today's kids in macho, 

valorous roles as they did when Tom 

Cruise starred in Top Cun. 

A similar war-movie wariness per¬ 

vades Columbia, Tri-Star and the be¬ 

leaguered Orion and MGM/Pathe. 

Tri-Star is petrified about the June 

opening of Hudson Hawk, the $75- 

miilion Bruce WiliiS“J°H Silver ex¬ 

travaganza. Its dreadful word of 

mouth and horrible trailer suggest 

chat epic failure lies ahead, that never 

again (meaning, in Hollywood, not 

for at least two or three years) 

will the industry fall prey to 

eighties-style, free-spending 

excess. Unless, of course, 

Hudson Hawk is a hit. 

Both 20th Century Fox and 

Universal are fortifying cbeir de¬ 

velopment rosters with win¬ 

some, clever, John Hughes—tan 

projects and trying earnestly to 

avoid violent Stallone-age pic¬ 

tures that, in the view of at least 

one Fox executive, 

might appear 

bogus and laugh¬ 

able in the current 

climate. Indeed, 

the conventional 

wisdom our here 

is that after Sad¬ 

dam Hussein, the 

wars two biggest 

losers are Stallone and Hollywood's 

left-wing political caucuses. 

Unlike Schwarzenegger, whose ca¬ 

reer has benefited enormously from 

his emergence as a sort of found-ob^ 

jeer comedy scar, Stallone appears to 

have worn out his welcome with Hol¬ 

lywood and the public, His image is 

too firmly bound up with Reagan-era 

Warner Bros/s entire slate 

of blood-and-guts action films is 

in question; don't even mention the 

name Shane Black 

power fantasies, and his recent public 

attempts to appear more sensitive and 

cerebral “complete with nonprescrip- 

tion eyeglasses—seem as useless and 

transparent as, well, his nonprescrip¬ 

tion eyeglasses. Oscar, the comedy ve¬ 

hicle he just wrapped, is generally re¬ 

garded as too desperate, too larc, even 

though Stallone (grudgingly) played 

the straight man in the picture. But 

then, he is still something of an ac¬ 

tion-star draw abroad, which is a mar¬ 

ket he wishes to protect. To that end, 

he recently sued the social commenta¬ 

tor [and SPY contributing editor] Taki 

for pointing out in his column in 

London's Spectator that during Viet¬ 

nam, Stallone spent his draft-eligible 

years lying lowr in Switzerland, where 

he taught girls' athletics. This episode 

has been pointed out countless times 

in American publications; Stal¬ 

lone has chosen to challenge the 

assertion in Britain, where libel 

laws overwhelmingly favor the 

plaintiff. 

Trim and Ends: Anybody got a 

script for Tom Hanks? Hanks, pos¬ 

sibly the last remaining movie star 

at William Morris, has already fired 

his former manager for advising 

him to take millions for roles like 

Bonjm\ Sherman McCoy and Joe 

in Joe Versus the Vol¬ 

cano. Now he's 

- threatening to leave 

Will Mo unless 

they come up with 

a surefire Oscar- 

Sly 

nomination 

part... Speaking of 

Morris, the agents 

remaining there 
breathed a general sigh of relief at rhe 
latest round of defections to ICM, It 

seems the main motivation for the exit 

of so many agents was the Will Mo pay 

scale—and the agents who've hung on 

are hoping the keepers of the purse 

strings have learned their lesson. 

See von Monday night at Mortons. 

—Celia Brady 
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( 7 79) 
Then,.. 
*ZT PICK 'EM: On your first call* you select your team, (Keep 

paper and pen on hand to record and score your players,) You 

pick one player for each of nine positions from among those 

listed at right. Enter once, and you will be eligible to win ti'itk 

after u'td after tied-. 

TP SCORE "EM; One point is awarded lor each mention a 

news-maker entry receives in USA Today (which is not affiliated 

with tins game in arty way). You’ll be able to hear your own 

personal weekly score and the average score of all those who are 

playing. Want to know what the top scores are? just choose the 

Commissioners Corner option from the main menu. Staff are 

updated daily. Need inside information on whose star is rising * 

Just listen to spy's This Week in Lite, where well wrap up the 
previous week's action and report on. news-makers worth 

watching in coming days. 

IT TRADE 'EM; On subsequent calls, you can swap your 

dead wood tor fab new talent. Be sure to check out spy's Pick of 

the Week, a hot prospect tor you to consider. 

TTWIN WITH 'EM; Shrewd management of news-maker 

teams has already made players rich—well, ifdvrni, with weekly 

prizes of $100. $7 5 and $50 going to the three top-scoring 
players, Of course, all callers arc keeping their eyes on the 
GRAND PRIZE: $1,000, plus a special trophy, for the player 

who accumulates the top score lor the season (January 1T 1991, 

to June 30, 1991k Yd add to the thrill, lucky INSTANT 
WINNERS are selected rn receive a SPY Pak of stylish items 

from the SPY show room catalog of ultrasrylish merchandise. 

P LU S: Got a niggling gripe about the way we run things? 

Check in with the Commissioner's Corner, where callers can 

comment on league action and hear responses from league 

officials. 
To THriVT .i 11►jw 11! thr S^nemher 1990 issues original Roiiskrfie League Lite 

j-rnrle, send us j check or money Of lie r for SI (an CJ*h (*r credit yards accepted) 

AKn* okl-timm pJayir;,!' tlic ni«£imrLf vision since last September un ge-i 

Ih11!i■ 1111:11 coring fit-siiIes i'nr that contest bj mail, ,U no COSE, Si-rul orH sumjKd, 

self-itIJfesseil, business'stae envelope for ouch score update to spy's RoiLsserie 
Update, The SPY Building, 5 iJllton %ua« West. Nl-w York, N Y. lOtHl.T 

CALLS COST $2 ton TNI FUtST JulNUTE, 95 CEHT5 FOR EACH ADDITIONAL MINUTE, 

i. 

It youre still not playing Rotisterte 

league }Jft 1991—The Pb&m Version, 

here's what you've been missing: 

► Hank Morgan of Tuscaloosa, 

Alabama, professing his devotion to 

one of the disembodied voices rltar 

narrates our game! 

► Julia Drebin of Seattle, Wash¬ 

ington, poignantly insisting that she 

has a life outside ftonsscrie League Life! 

► An erudite discussion of the potential 

for headlines if scientists proceed with 

plans to clone Abraham Lincoln! 

^ A stunning performance of "Roadhouse 

Blues" by the same disembodied voice that 

entrances Hank Morgan! 

^ The amazing Consequences, newswise, of Julia 

Roberts :s becoming an a unit 

► Plus, week after week, an elegant exegesis of the news, as interpreted in 

nine useful categories! 

Who knows what could happen over the rest of the season? But one 

thing s for sure: it's not very hard to win this game. In some weeks, a lousy 

■IS points for the ream you assembled would have put you in the money! 

TO ASSEMBLE YOUR TEAM OR MAKE TRADES, PICK YOUR 

FAVORITE ENTRY FROM EACH CATEGORY BELOW, THEN CALL 

Greedy Treads 

10] Leipriii Helms ley 

102 Curl [calm 

103 Charles it. Keating Jr. 

H)4 Henry Kravis 

105 Mike Milken 

106 Ruptrt Murdoch 

107 Run Ptrdmafl 

i l)K Layn rice L isch 

100 Donald Trump 

1 1 (1 Mort Y.ut kt-rman 

J1 I baseball moguls 

112 Robert Maxwell 

Scandal-Tainted 

Politician 

201 A bn f iriinstiui 

202 AI □ Amato 

203 Den nis De Cun uni 

2(l-i David Duke 

203 Barney Frank 

2(K> Gingrich 

207 Gary Hart 

20HTed Kenney 

2W Don Kiegk 
210 David Oi ukim 

21 ! Slate legislators 

Fictitious 

ANNOYANCE 

301 Agent Da I c- Cooper 

302 Freddy Krueger 
30’ Ml! k: y Mo.jsc- 

1-900-B84 

3(34 Dan Qu-ayle s 

respet sahility 

5 0 5 Barr Simpson 

3 L]ili Teenage Myiam 

Ninja Turtles 

307 Dirk Tracy 

30-H Uncle Ruck 

30V Nancy Wesion 

310 [be world against 

Saddam 

Scary Organization 

[Of ihoholbh 

402 IK A 

403 IRS 

404 Ku Klux Kl.ii i 

403 Malia 

■UM> Medellin carrel 

407 TheStti York Times 
10K NKA 
400 PM RC 
4 10 Academy of Motion 

PsCTUre- Arrs and 

Sue tires 

- S 1 Los Angelo, Police 

Dtparrmt-rit 

Crumbling 

Institution 

501 CIA 
51.3 2 t ong ress kinai cllnes 

503 Bill Cosby 

4-SPY. 

504 health care 

505 NATO 
5Oft network ftt-ws 

507 New York City 

5(IK New York Yankees 

5(iy nuclear family 
510 Warsaw Pact 

51L playoff-bound 

tfuarrer backs 

512 jir travel 

Panacea 

601 Barbara Bush 

602 condoms 

603 increased 
productivity 

604 Just Say Mm 

605 limiting terms tn 

office 
C-iOfi liquid diets 

607 Pro/if 

60S ree yc 1 i ng 

609 tough schools 

610 Boris Yelt^m 

Get-Rich-Quick 

Scheme 

703 casino gambling 

’132 ge; bought r?ur by 

the Japanese 

"03 own the film rights 

m a tragic tale 

704 "900" phone lines 

705 Simple-sSe 

706 sleep with a 

celebrity 

70" win on America's 

PitmUtlf Hvm 
7()tf win the lottery 
709 write- .i screenplay 

7 1(1 war pmfircpring 

Dead Celebrity 

£0 L James Dean 
SO 2 Buddy Hotly 

S03JFK 

SOI John Ijmnon 
S05 Marilyn Monroe 

8(NjJim Morrison 

SO7 EEvts Presley 

JiOH Andy Warhol 
K(Y2 Malcolm X 
■H HJ Ak- Lincoln 

£EXPOT 

9ul Tom Cruise 

<:)02 Sh«ilyn Fenn 
90.3 Andy GaTfij 
5A34 Mel Gibson 

<K?5 Jtihn I-. Kennedy Jr. 

’hJfi Xtadonna 
907 Michelle Pfeiffer 

90H J D11 a Roberrs 

LX)9 Claudia SclnlTer 
910 Andie MacDcwt-IL 

in E‘ ?T.-- fjfi t f^iiii £\mjde S> r-*--: t-r.-riLAn S'isd wfWr frzJwl'iiRi . Dth 4 smiIth > P. •-siniHr iA-i+e •” Lilr a> >'■»-r-■ >m- Irirr* J ^ 

■Vlhhih-Iklrr-.Jl' at Hrt Idb0*1r$fir *4 ■, ilHW *■ ?rf m -Cl tfHIH fMW V«|C>49> JdMHY I. IW. • .qnilfMCI- J»if 10. CW) 4 ‘A—r n#F S^nup^*ni i-nf 4|iinj, 
i|«r Irli ur vi.iu-ii h! .i.iiihrf I Ix'rjAww hr>|-->rMTM^I C A*i*n *-.ih * I'uh i.rB i^ihr-r ■ ati [lit ■ I# tfdrw Iriif jnrWN .n ifcv i irit.r.^iia! L^nriref inam ^ 

■ i I h s.- . i hiBirv .■ iLi. .uruig r»F ipin 4 aIIp'i i.- ■»- nuarv ■r'Jfphi'^.ri «rp I'jl r m |4 j - 7- Hirvint ue-r-i AiT|n» *«ih a Vniii- Sss urn nunbre-.in plii 

ih-fcjari- . i-i4>‘■i-oti-r ih-i jfc'i if I* re.-■ Avr rHriTi'-'-^i&irf *er4.L.iini AI ?njn- »«i fcn- vysw vrktrr I ts »,ll ■■■■inird in Pu- »ur^r fw hn jwtnl fi !»f i 6 3 ■■rt 
■n.-Jil-ifc TkiA |inr re KiFfni «■ ckc. irryirir CKhid W.iin A Vj-fi •<! «b-<Xkid R..-r* ilk- ffclhwd <4 cAIri H ■ i-fTifiHr .-j *-.r, r>u. rw .^u>i»|. trat 

»JIPT •!■ iVwrti PPl. MIM Til- P AtvHw. Xr« Vifk. -NY bWCL *il anwhI ItaMfteM ** ■«!« 19 w% l Iai.>.«--< Up. e « rft. r f> Dm Olf I1H Mma, Sir* 
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The Times 

The same grit and determination that made his 

7 Days a favorite of New York s youngish would-be movers and 

shakers has made Adam Moss, New York s most huggable edi¬ 

tor-for-hi re, the Times's most celebrated new employee. In late win¬ 

ter Moss began his job as a consultant to managing editor Joseph 

Lelyveld, in charge of nothing in particular but on hand, in Moss s 

own words, HSto help out in any way 1 can, particularly with new projects 

down the pike." 
As readers of this column will recall, Moss had some weeks earlier met 

with brand-new culture editor Paul 

Gold be r^er and new Times Magazine 

editor Warren Hoge to discuss em¬ 

ployment prospects, and both had de¬ 

clined to hire him. But the ever-re¬ 

sourceful Moss, tapping into the same 

genius that spawned such unforget¬ 

table 7 Days features as "28 Ways to 

Make a Baby Laugh'1 and "Cowboy 

Bars; The Good, the Bad & the Ugly," 
managed an end run, bypassing Gold- 

berger and Hoge and dealing directly 

with their superior, Lelyveld. The re¬ 

sult is that the Times now has its first- 

ever Big Picture man, a circumstance 
rendered all the more astounding by 

the fact that publisher Punch 
Sulzberger has ordered hiring freezes 

in most of the recession-plagued 

paper s departments, 

For Moss, who figures that his 

every gesture is monitored by media 

barons from here to Hanover 

Square, the Times post is major- 

league journalism's long-overdue 
recognition of his manifold talents: 

despite his new friendship with Si 

New house, Moss was offered no top 

Conde Nast job; and despite his pre¬ 

vious employment as the deputy ed¬ 

itor of Esquire, Moss was denied the 

editorships of Hearst Corporation's 

Esquire and Connoisseur, Perhaps they 

felt they had an abundance of Big 

Picture people already on the 

premises, 

For Goldberger and Hoge, Moss's 

arrival was just the addition of anoth¬ 

er colleague, nothing to worry about. 

Listen to how unworried Goldberger 

sounded when the Neu' York Post's 

Page Sis called him for comment on 

his new colleague; "Culture is not one 

of Adam's mandates,1' Goldberger 

said, "He is not in any U'ay being 

brought in above me." And Hoge, who 

couldn't get the Times's 7 Days—ish 

Blocks off the ground and didn’t hire 

Moss because he apparently didn't 

recognize the Big Picture abilities of 

the little fellow, is surely not in any 

way threatened by Moss's sudden on- 

staff presence and evident belief that 

he will take over the magazine within 

two years. 

Of course, Moss's successful 
employment campaign consist¬ 

ed of more than one simple 

visit to Lelyveld s office. In¬ 
deed, his old friend Frank 

Rich had for years been try¬ 
ing ro orchestrate a deal that 

would bring Moss to the Times, 

Last winter, when Goldbcrger's 

and Hoge s rebuffs 

appeared to dash 

all hopes for a - 

Times embrace of 

Moss, Rich pulled 

off his master¬ 

stroke: together 

with his girl¬ 

friend, Times the¬ 
ater reporter Alex 

Moss suggested that the Times hire 

him as a consulting editor, but he has 

talked himself into believing it was 

Joseph Letyveld’s idea 

trict restaurant where Rich orders 

his Sankaccinos, and which serves 

as the Times's dc facto senior-staff 
canteen,) 

Ultimately, Moss was obliged to 

suggest himself that he be hired as a 

consulting editor—remember, he's the 

Big Picture man, not Lelyveld—but 

he has since talked himself into be¬ 

lieving that the newly treated posi¬ 

tion was Lelyveld s idea. 

The arrival of the 33-year-old 

Moss has been met with, at best, a 

gleeful condescension. His Morgan- 

En trek in-meets-Christopher- Robin 

brand of cuteness—pajama tops worn 

as shirts, studiously tousled hair, tan 

Hush Puppies worn with dark suits, 

adenoidal speaking voice—has 

prompted many staffers to treat him 

like a visiting grammar-school in¬ 

tern, as if Macaulay Culkin had 

stopped by to bone up for a role in a 

forthcoming film about a news¬ 

paper prodigy. Reporters in 

the third-floor newsroom have 

been heard to ask earnestly, 
"Who is that child?" 

The location of Moss's 

desk has made him even 

more of a curiosity. He sits 

in a prominent position in the 

newsroom where the message 

deskT rendered ob¬ 

solete by voice 

mail, used to be. 

And while the 
reporters face norrh 

and the editors 

south. Moss's desk 

is the only one on 

an east-west axis- 

perfect Big Picture 

Adam 

Witchd, he threw' a dinner party for 

Moss, Lelyveld and his wife, White 

House correspondent Maureen Dowd 

and the television personality 

Michael Kinsley. (It has been noted 

by more than one of Rich's col¬ 

leagues that his Riverside Drive 

apartment’s layout is almost identi¬ 

cal to chat of Orso, the theater-dis¬ 

position ing. 

The hiring of Moss, who has never 

worked as either a magazine writer 

or a newspaper reporter, has trig¬ 
gered an unprecedented amount of 

resentment and indignation; never 
before have so many Times people 

been so eager to do in a new col¬ 

league. And he's not likely to get 

opyrighted material 
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much in the way of emotional sup¬ 

port; the Times > a rough-and-tumble s 

quasi “mac ho outpost where men 

wear dark suits and conservative ties, 

is not known for its sensitivity. 

The most significant factor in 

Moss's favor, aside from his not incon¬ 

siderable talents, is his cordial rela¬ 

tionship with the intense* fiercely in¬ 

telligent Lely veld, who is generally 

considered to he the heir apparent to 

editor in chief Max Frankch Lely veld s 

influence is such that the Moss- 

ification of the Times is not as unlikely 

as the staff might like to think. 

Among the new boy's early major as¬ 

signments was rethinking the paper's 

sports coverage. And in his first few 

days on the job, Moss nearly netted 

the Tims one of journalism s megatal¬ 

ents: shortly before she signed on with 

New York Newsday, the gossip colum¬ 

nist Liz Smith telephoned a writer 

who had profiled her in 7 Days and, 

virtually weeping, asked if he’d put in 

a good word for her with Mr* Moss. 

One can only imagine what Chronicle, 

the Times's bone-dry gossip column, 

would have been like in Liz's hands: 

...A lot of people are saying that 

Jessye Norman, who sang at the 

United Jewish Appeal's benefit 

commemorating Yehudi Men¬ 

uhin's 75th birthday* has gotten 

too ‘ heavy” for her own good. This 

is NOT the case. Jessye has whar 

we Texans call "big bones" arid has 

never looked or sounded better, as 

any of the guests, who included 

Isaac Stern, Kiri Te Kanawa, the 

historians William Shirer and 

Arthur Schlesinger Jr., the Kis¬ 

singers and the poet Yevgeny 

Yevtushenko, will tell you. Also 

in attendance was Parks Com- 

missioner Betsy Gocbaum, look¬ 

ing slim and well toned in an 

above-the-knee skirt_ 

Liz at the Times? Don’t sweat it, Paul: 

thanks to Newsday, she is not in any way 

being brought in above you. 

—J, J. Hu meeker 

PARK BISTRO 
4H Park Avenue South (at 26th St.) • New York, N.Y. 10016 • (212) 689-1360 

NouveEEs, Scfimouuslle 
Come to an authentic French restaurant 

that isn't snobby, stiff or expensive. 

% 

And now introducing, in the same family tradition... 

fjflteaJz ttytMeb 

htHalMte 
*° r ^ 

r I s s £ * 
"It is a classic bistro... a bistro of our dreams". 

GAEL GREENE New York Mcguzlne *12190 

OUVERTMIDI-MINUIT 
PRE-THEATER-AFTER THEATER 

All PARK AVENUE SOUTH (at 23th Street) 
NEW YORK CITY (212) 679-4111 
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The Usual Suspects 

Columbia Pictures chairman Peter Guber, a ded¬ 

icated family man, usually defers to his swinging 
partner, Jon Peters, in matters of brazen profes¬ 
sional crassness. But not always. Expounding re 
cently on the nature of Hollywood, Guber 
declared to a female acquaintance, ‘The 
thing you have to understand is, this is 
a pussy-driven business/ 

Leslie 

There's little chance chat Richard Hol¬ 
brooke, the mega-net worker of the 
Carter administration turned invest¬ 
ment banker, will soon fulfill his 
dream of becoming some Democrats 
secretary of State, But Holbrooke, a 
sort of Mart Zuckerman without the 
money, has found another way into the 
spotlight: Have / told you that my hook is mm mg 
out? he has excitedly been asking friends, gener¬ 
ally adding, My hook's being excerpted in The New 
Yorker, or My hmk is a Bwk-of-the-Month Club selec¬ 
tion , or What I always wanted to do is nme to Neu1 
York and write a book, and now Vie done it. As it turns 
out, the title of Holbrooke's eagerly anticipated 
book is Counsel to the President; A Memoir, and its 
well -c on nec ted, m ed i a-sa v v \\ non elec red 13e m oc ra t 
protagonist-author is not Holbrooke but the man 
for whom he served as amanuensis, Clark Clifford. 

sibly to caution the newcomer on the 

shortcomings of his first features Holly- 
wood distributor, the younger director 

_ took in his hero's advice eagerly. That is, until 
Lee, knowing that the movies tentative release 

date coincided with that of his own jungle Fever, 
came forth with his ulterior motive: if your 

film comes oat at the same time as mi my Lee said, 

not altogether good-naturedly, / will crush 
it. And your next film„ 

Peter 

Spike Lee’s status as the nations preeminent 
black filmmaker has forced some unfair bur¬ 
dens on the director—intensive media scruti¬ 
ny, accusations of racism, the temporary edi¬ 
torship of Spin—but through it all he has 
taken it upon himself to defend the in¬ 
terests of those who wish to follow in r' / 
his footsteps. So when Lee paid a visit 
co one young black filmmaker not long ago, osten re 

Though CBS has tried strenuously to 
peddle the idea that 60 Minutes ap¬ 
pointee Leslie Stahl is nor Meredith 

Vieira’s replacement but Harry fteasoners, 
Stahl will nevertheless encounter some 

viewers who regard her as just one more 
blond, hard-edged newsgirl, indistinguish¬ 

able from the rest. Stahl discovered as much 
when she dined at a posh Manhattan bistro re¬ 

cently. Upon her arrival at the restaurant the 
maitre d’ grew Jittery with excitement: he 
fawned over the White House correspondent, 
offered fulsome praise and delivered to her table 

a bottle of wine on the house. Following these 
world -class acts of celebrity groveling, the 
maitre d remarked, ' f can t wait to tell my 
wife that Judy Woodruff [of The MacNeili 
Lehrer Neushottr, on PBS] was in my restau¬ 
rant! But even though Stahl may have recog¬ 
nition problems, she should get along fine 
with the rough-and-tumble, man-musky 60 
Minutes ringmaster, Don Hewitt.Once, when she 
was doing a stand-up for a news story, a gust of 
wind blew under her skirt, causing her legs to 

be exposed, Marilyn-like. Stahl was untazed by 
her crew’s wolf whisties. "Sorry, fellas," she 
said, I don’t have time to turn you on/' To 

which one crew member responded, "That s 
okay, Leslie—we've seen balls before/’ J 
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The Fine Print 
by Jamie Malanowski 

Kuwait City, 1991 

19441 Battle-weary troops 

seeking R&R repair to 
Left Bank, watch dancers 

at Le Moulin Rouge 

1991: Battle-weary troops 

seeking R&R repair to 

berm, watch scorpions 

mate 

—A1 khaei Harney and 
Josh Gillette 

“To War! To War! 

The Country's 
Gone to War!...11 
What will we tell our 
grandchildren when called 
upon to describe the de¬ 
privations we suffered in 
the Gulf War? We didn't 
hove any scrap-metal 
drives or meat rationing, 
and nobody put up black¬ 
out curtains. And well be 
reluctant to bring up the 
yellow ribbons and how 
they made us think about 
Tony Orlando all the time, 
But we will be able to re¬ 
call, poignantly, the many 
disruptions that were en¬ 

dured, allowing 
those of us State¬ 
side to say, We a/so 
serve who only sit 
and reschedule. 
Here are just a few 
of the cancellations: 

The Friars' roast 
of Ted Turner; the 
big PR campaign 
for Sports illustrat¬ 
ed* s swimsuit Issue; 
the overhead shots 
from the Goodyear 
blimp at the Super 
Bowl; the Giants' 
Gty Hall victory 
party; Oprah's party 
for 50 at Delia's 
restaurant in New 
York; the big party 
at London's Baltic 
Exchange for the 
debut of the Brftish- 
□dvertising edition 
of Vanity Pair; Bar¬ 
oness Rothschild's 
dinner-dance at the 
Roxy; watercolorist 
Dong Kingman's 
two-month tour of 
the Far East; the 
press funket to the 
London premiere of 
Greer? Card; ► 

Topsy-tum 

The Making of the President, 1988 and 1992, 

The Liberation of Paris, 

1944:Valiant American 

and British troops risk 

lives to rescue arrogant 

anti-Semitic country char 
was overrun in days 
The Liberation of Kuwait 

City, 1991: Valiant Ameri¬ 

can and British troops risk 

lives to rescue arrogant 

anti-Semitic country that 

was overrun in days 

1944: Token native force 

enters city ahead of troops 
rhac do most of real work; 

French troops play minor 

role 

1991: Token native 

force enters city 

ahead of troops char 

do most of real work; 

French troops play 

minor role 

1944: Allied forces 

commanded by bald¬ 
ing German-Ameri¬ 

can with political 

potential 

1991: Allied forces 

commanded by bald¬ 

ing German-Ameri¬ 

can with political po¬ 

tential 

1944: GIs arc met 

with kisses from 

ha ppy, rosy-cheeked 

French women 

1991: G1 s are met 

with kisses from hap¬ 
py, stubble-cheeked 
Iraqi EPWs 

Paris. 1944 

1944: B rural occupation 

force exercises good taste 

in sparing architectural 

treasures like the cathe¬ 
dral of Notre Dame 

1991: Brutal occupation 

force exercises good taste 

in racing architectural 

nightmares like the emir’s 
palace 

1944: “Fa Marseil¬ 

laise" brings tears to 

eyes 
1991: Ulillations of 

joyous Kuwaiti 
women bring hands 

to cars 



tHt FEME PRENT CONTINUED 

Ronald us Sha mask's fall 

mens wear show; and 

Valentino's 30th-onniver- 

sary celebration. 

“Sing Hi-De, Hi- 
De, Hi-De, Hi-De, 

Hi-De-Hi-De-Ho!” 
War, as Crane, Heming¬ 

way and others have 

pointed out, creates mo¬ 

ments during which fun¬ 

damental truths are re¬ 

vealed. Some recent Mc- 
Laughlin Group transcripts 

reveal the essential truth 

about the state of punditry 

in America, 

January 12: "B Iraq at* 

tacks Israel/" said reporter 

Jack Germond, "the Syri¬ 

ans and the Jordanians 

will turn on Israel as well." 

Host John McLaughlin 

predicted that Hussein's 

withdrawal of his troops 

from Kuwait would begin 

on "January the seven¬ 

teenth or the eighteenth." 

January 18: The panel 

predicted the war's dura¬ 

tion, "I don't think more 

than two weeks from Day 

One,,. ► By next time we 

meet...you could have 

some kind of cease-fire or 

maybe they'll just be shat¬ 

tered/' said Patrick Bu¬ 

chanan (meaning the war 

could end as early as Jan¬ 

uary 25), The New Repub¬ 

lic's Morton Kondracke 

figured 1 3 days (January 

29); hts colleague Fred 

Barnes made it two weeks 

{January 30); McLaughlin 

and Germond weighed in 

with q conservative three 

weeks (February 5). 

January 25: Kondracke 

moved back to three 

weeks (February 15), "It 

will last less than o 

month/' said Buchanan 

{February 24 or so), 

Barnes, who in one week 

extended his ► 

During the Persian Gulf War, many of 

the country's leaders—George Bush, James Baker and Colin Powell among them— 

knew firsthand the risks of military service, Others—most prominently Dick Cheney, 

John Sununu and Dan Quayle^did not. When Congress debated the war, there were 

17 senators and 129 representatives who supported the president and who themselves 

had never served in any branch of the service, including many who were of service age 

during the Vietnam Wan We decided to review the Congressional Record to find out what 

some of those who favored wrar but had never gone themselves had to say about 

committing troops. 

Representative Jim Leach (R-Iowa) 

What he did during the Vietnam War; had a 

student deferment, then got a medical 

deferment for an arthritic condition 

His comments; "On questions of war and 

peace there is a societal imperative for 

caution, but it must be understood that 

ambivalence is not synonymous with 

statesmanship and that anxietyship is no 

substitute for leadership." 

Representative Fred Grandy (R-Iowa) 

What he did during the Vietnam War; had a high lottery number 

His comments; 'In the chow line ar the base we were visiting, ..when I asked [a young 

woman] what she wanted, she said, I don’t want to go to war/ I said, 'Neither do L 

Thar is why I am here.5 " 

Representative Jim McCrery (R-La.) 

What he did during the Vietnam War: had a student deferment 
firs comments; “Yes, Americans are a peace-loving people* and yes, Americans abhor war 
and its ugly consequences, but Americans have never been afraid of a fight and 

recognize that there are times when we must fight." 

Representative Dana Rohrabacher (R-Calif.) 

What he did during the Vietnam War: had a student deferment until classified 1-Y 

(medical* mental or moral deficiency; can serve only during an emergency) 

His comments; "Is this what will bring about a more peaceful world? An emasculated 

president, an America unable to take a stand?...Words are not enough.” 

Representative Jerry HuDkaby (DTLa.) 

What he did during the Vietnam War: had a student deferment 

His comments: “To those we ask to sacrifice* we honor you/' 

Senator Joseph Lieberman (D-Gonn.) 

What he did during the Vietnam War: had a student deferment 

His comments: "It is no easy thing to look into the eyes of men and women who are 

marching off to the drumbeat of war,” 

Representative Bob McEwen (R-Qhio) 

What he did during the Vietnam War: had a student deferment 

His comments; "Last night my daughter asked the question as postulated by her fourth- 

grade teacher; Will your father vote for war or peace? As I looked into the face of that 

little life that I value more than my own, I thought how simple it is when a person 

knows no history, when they have no memory, when they see no consequences, when a 

person lives only for today.'1 —Aimee Bellt Josh Gillette andJonathan Napack 

-...-i 
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$16® 

RESTAURANT 
FLORENT 

69 Gansevoort Street 

(Sl4Si before 7:30pm) 

Chavez of AppetiACK 

Soup, SaZad, ok Rillette 

l chaAciitZJiic} 

Choice, of EnViee 

Chicken, Fi&hf Red Meat 

ok VegetoAtan 

Choice of VeAA&it 

Ckcjtj£ BKuiee, CAeme CaKameZ, 

ok PaAtKy 

Coffee, Vecah, ok Tea 

$17® 

RESTAURANT 
BELLEVUES 
496 Ninth Avenue 

($15® before 7pm £ after 11pm) 
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projection by five weeks, 

came in around March 8. 

Germond sort of agreed: 

"At least six weeks and 

probably longer." 

McLaughlin padded bis 

estimate by two months: 

"Well be out of it...some¬ 

time between April l and 

June \" 

February I: Barnes 

stuck with March 8 Ar- 

noud de Barchgrave, edi¬ 

tor of The Washington 

Times, safely guessed a 

ground offensive would 

start before the end of 

February and the war 

would end before March 

] 7. Kondracke picked late 

February, and McLaugh¬ 

lin, again optimistic, 

chose March 1, both of 

which were close enough 

to be called accurate. Un¬ 

fortunately, two weeks 

later McLaughlin joined 

Barnes in predicting there 

would be no ground war 

Just What Do 
V Barbara Eden 

and Sam Kinisan Have 
in Common? 
When it comes time for a 

TV executive to judge a 

celebrity's popularity, one 

of the more widely read 

runes at his or her dis¬ 

posal is the celebrity's 

Q score. Developed 

in 1964 by Marketing 

Evaluation lnc,# of 

Port Washington, New 

York, a Q score is a one- 

number distillation of how 

well the public knows and 

tikes someone. New Q 

scores are issued every 

July and are supposed to 

be highly confidential— 

though for $ 19,800 one 

can obtain the entire list. 

For the price of this issue 

of spy, one can get the Q 

scores of the following 

144 people who ► 

YW C‘t y 

1 On the day before the war 

started, 1 was being driven 

from Jerusalem to Ben-Gurion 

International Airport* outside Tel Aviv, 

My driver was named Tony..,, Mr. 

Richard/ he said as we drove rhrough 

Jerusalem's nearly empty streets, 'you are 

lucky you are leaving. The situation here 

is terrible/.. In New York, a taxi driver 
warned me not to take the shuttle to 

Washington/ — Richard Cohen, 
Washington Post Writers Group,. 

February 18, 1991 

"American Cab Co. driver Said Abripn, 

from Somalia, gave this advice to 

passenger George Creel: 1 think the 

Georgia Tech football team should take 

the Falcons' uniforms and play in the 

NFL and fire those other guys/" 

—Norman Arey and Martha Wood ham t 

Atlanta Constitution, February 3, 1991 

"' A bus driver in San Francisco hung a 

black origami dove from his dashboard. 

In New York, a cabdrtver removed a 

snapshot of his son, a soldier, because, he 

said, ‘I can't bear to be reminded/ ” 

—Alessandra Stanley, The Neu1 York 

Times, January 16, 

1991 

UA Baghdad engineer has begun 
driving taxis at night to earn enough 

money to stockpile food_Puttering 

along in his cousin's dilapidated cab, 

he quickly confesses: 'I am weeping 

inside.../11—Tony Horwitz and 

Geraldine Brooks, The Wail Street 

journal, January I, 1991 

"On the [Baghdad] radio, cab drivers 

seem to favor Arabic rock..*/'—Car! 

Bernstein, Time, October 8, 1990 

" You haven't been [to the USSR] in 

eighteen months?' the cabby who took us 

from the airport had asked a few minutes 

into the trip. 'Well, nothings changed 

except there’s less and less to ear/ ” 

— Fran cine du Plessix Gray, Mirabel la, 

October 1990 

"“You mean El Esambrillo (from escombro, 

rubble), the [Panamanian] taxi driver 

had joked when I'd asked him to take 

me to El ChorrilLo. Fie wasn't joking 

when he warned that 1 might be 

mugged/'—Francisco Goldman, Harper's, 

September 1990 

“[The campaign signs said,] Everything 

will be better/ My taxi driver seemed to 

think so, but not if the Sandinistas win/' 

—Francisco Goldman, Harper's, 
February 1990 

“Then, on February 29th, Iraq fired 

Soviet-made Scud-B missiles at Teheran. 

At first, we thought they were bombing 
us/ a cabbie recalled. So did the 

military.""—Robin Wright, The New 

Yorker, September 3, 1988 

The cabdrivers, as antic as the carnival 

hustlers in Petrushka, voice their spiels in 

heavily accented English, promising the 

dream of heaven (fur hat? nightclub? 

pretty girl?)."—Lewis Lap ham, Harper's 

Notebook, July 1988 

"I was given the best description of the 

revolution s idyllic nature by a taxi-driver 

in Managua..*/'—Judith Thurman, The 

New Yorker, March 14, 1988 

Almost every Berliner’s emotional 

survival kit includes a wisecracking sense 

of humor.. ..An American, returning to 

Berlin after 60 years, asks his taxi driver 

to run down the events during his 

absence. Responds the driver: The Nazis 

came, rhe war came, the Russians came. 

You didn't miss much. "—Jill Smolowe, 

Time, August 18, 1986 —Chip Rowe 
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What Warrants 

on Arsen/d 

Anyone who watches late-night television knows chat: the noxious pan¬ 

dering for applause apparent on most talk shows {"Who here's from 

Cleveland?") has reached new heights with The Arsenio Hall Show, In¬ 
deed, Hall and his guests are so regularly interrupted by applause that 

the program is less a talk show than a celebrity-driven public-opinion 

forum from which, by measuring the duration of each burst of applause, one 

can d iscover America s true feelings, —Peter Carlin ami Adam Piatt 

2.71 secDnds 

Ron Silver says favorite basketball team is New York Knicks 

4,14* 
Arsenin says Barbra Streisand is a bitch 

4.32 
Jean-Claude Van Damme says he would beat Steven Seagal in a fight 

4.45 

Arsenic mentions Bunjire of the Vanities ad, praises Melanie Griffith s body 

5.72 

Arsenio re! 1 s Rvan O’Neal 1 le covets Farrah Fa wcett 

5.48 

Sinbad says doing the bump is easier with a ’'big-busi woman" 

6.06 
Arsenio says someone should tic up Saddam and slap him into a coma’ 

7.17" 

Arsenio says men with back hair shouldn’t wear tank cops 

7.23 
Arsenio says he would enjoy "knocking boots'" with jasmine Guy 
7.44* 

Iggy Pop says lie enjoys sex 

Alter Arnold Schwarzenegger silences audience with an authoritative whistle, Arsenio 

says Bush should get a whistle, kick some ass 

7.76 

Arsenio shows photo of L.A< Law's Alan Rachins in drag 

8.38 
Dr Ruth says she has good sex with her husband even though they sleep in 

separate beds 

8.88* 

Arsenio observes that you’d never catch a black person singing show tunes 

9.31* 
Arsenio notes that F. W. De Klerk's son is dating a black woman 

10.88* 

Arsenio says he'd hate ro run relay in nude Olympics 

12.74* 

Arsenio observes that Haiti's new president resembles M.C. Hammer 
15.89 

Arsenio impersonates his uncle eating grits 

19391 

Schwarzenegger silences audience with whistle 

* Applause u'as accompanied by barking. 
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were recently evaluated 

(note: the overage score 

Is 18); 
Bill Cosby and Michael 

Jordan (53); Steven Spiel¬ 

berg (45); Michael J. Fox 

(4 ]); Pork Overall (40); 

Richard Moll (36); 

Keenan Ivory Wayans 

(34); Chevy Chase and 

Tom Cruise (33); Joe 

Montana (32); Alex Ire- 

bek (31); Tony Danza 

and M.C. Hammer (30); 

Arsenio Half Leonard 

NEmoy and Meryl Streep 

(29); Bruce Willis (28); 

Vicki Lawrence (27); Jane 

Pauley and Oprah Winfrey 

(26); Erma Bom beck, 

Larry Drake, BobcatJJ 

Goldthwait, Elle MatPher- 

son, Dan Rather and Mike 

Wallace (25); Roseonne 
Barr, Peter Jennings, Ted 

Koppel and Sinbad (24); 

Christina Applegate and 

Tom Brokaw (23); Steve 

Doocy, Victoria Jackson, 

Kristy McNichol and Mary 

Tyler Moore (22); Connie 

Chung, William Hurt, 

Sarah Jessica Parker and 

the Judds (21 ); 

Dr, T. Berry Braze I ton, 

Johnny Carson, Barbara 

Eden, Alice Ghostleyp 

Sam Kinison, C Everett 

Koop, Sophia Loren, Bill 

Moyers, Nip Peeples, AI 

Roker and New Kids on 

the Block (20); Lindo 

Evans, Donna Karan, 

David Letterman, Martha 

Quinn and Tony Randall 

(19); Jim Belushi, Cher, 

Patrick Duffy, Corey 

Haim, Joe Piscopo, Solly 

Jessy Raphael and Toukie 

Smith (18); Shirley 

MacLalne, Frank Viola 

and Chuck Woolery (1 7); 

Nell Carter, Lorenzo 

Lamas, Chris Saba, Pat 

Sajak and Patricia Wettig 

(] 6); Timothy Busfleld, 

Rick Dees, Leeza ► 

may misrt29 
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Gibbons, Madonna,, Jerry 

Or bach, Diane Sawyer 

and George Will (15); Ben 

Gazzara, Ralph Macchio 

and Jerry Van Dyke (14); 

Shelley Fahares, Frances 

Lear, David Mamet, Ed 

McMahon, Maria Shriver, 

Rusty Staub, Ted Turner 

and the B-52s (13); Jerry 

Garcia, Graham Kerr, Ann 

Magnuson, Tim McCarv- 

er, Geraldo Rivera, Peter 

Sedan, Paul Shaffer, 

Brooke Shields, Joel Sie¬ 

gel, Suzanne Somers, 

Donald Trump and Dick 

Van Patten (12); Pally 

Bergen, Jeff Greenfield, 

Joan Rivers, Pete Rose, Is- 

abella Rossellini and Gene 

Sbalft (11); 

Kevin Bacon, Crystal 

Bernard, Sandra Bern- 

hard, Morton Dean, Polly 

Draper, Greg Gumbel, 

Jerry Hall, Brit Hume, 

Tim Matbeson, Tony 

Roberts, Pierre Salinger 

and Ron Silver (10); 

Roger Ebert, Bryant 

Gumbel, George Hamil¬ 

ton, Ron Reagan, Gene 

Siskel, Dr, Benjamin 

Spock, Uma Thur¬ 

man and Tuesday 

Weld (9); Dr, Joyce 

Brothers, Deborah 

Norville and 

Martha Stewart 

(8); Ed Begley Jr,, 

Dick Cavett, Spal¬ 

ding Gray, Sally 

Kirkland and 

Chuck Scarbor¬ 

ough (7); Morton 

Downey Jr. and 

Stephanie Grimaldi 

(6); Cyndy Garvey 

and George Stein- 

brenner (5), 

Stephen Aug, 

Roger Caras and 

Zsa Zsa Gabor (4); 

Bess Armstrong 

(3); and Leona 

Helmsley (2). 5 

1 The first day of 

National Egg 

Month, as sanc¬ 

tioned by the 

American Egg 

Board, Time to try 

out Egg boy, the an 

od bed-alum in urn 

egg cup imported 
by S. C. Powers & 

Assoc 1- 

Enchanting and Alarming 

Events Upcoming 

Grand 
Rapids, "Eggboy is 

eggs-citing," reads 

the press release, "It 

is eggsactly what 

you need at the 

breakfast table." 

4 Victor Borge ap¬ 

pears at the Lehman 

Center for the Per¬ 

forming Arts, the 

Bronx, Hundreds of 

spectators, having 

confused Borge 

with Senor Wences, 

demand that he 

bring out "the little 

hand-face guy/" 

16 'No jokin : Rap, 

Rappers, and the 

Literary Arts/ part 

of the West Side 

YMGA’s Writer’s 

Voice series. Featur¬ 

ing a journalist who 

writes about rap, a 

professor who 

teac hes a course on 
rap and, pending 

avtu mem¬ 

bers of Club 12, a 

group char performs 

a rap Twelfth Night. 

All this for $8, or 

S 1 more chan the 

series's organizers 

charged for the 
largely nonrhyming 

reading per¬ 

formed two 

months ago 

by five SPY Ci 
writers, 

18 Amid National 

Egg Month, the 

town of Austin, 

Minnesota—home 

of the 100-year-old 

Geo. A. Hormel & 

Co mpany—t h rows 

an all-day Spam 

Luncheon Meat 

Jamboree. 

19 A sad casualty of 

Dinkinsonomics: 
the Staten Island 

Historical Society's 

Victorian Ladies 

Fancy Fair, a show¬ 

case, says crestfallen 

coordinator Robin 

Womer, of "fancy 

little boxes, doilies, 

punched paper, triv¬ 

ets—lots of labor- 

Capsule Movie Reviews 
by Walter Monheft™, 

the Movie Publicist's Friend 

HUDSON Hawk, starring Bruce Willis, James Coburn (Tri-Star) ppp£ 

Walter Monbest says. “George Bush and Colin PowellT get out of that 
QhTv&l Office while that bald-eagle birdie named Bruce makes the big 
screen safe for democracy-with fi/ce/jartisan support from Coburn! 
What a tweet!" 

Shake It Up, starring John Travolta (Universal) ppp 

Walter M onheit says, “Ladies, better nail down the s/0/fsmograph! 
Travolta takes epicenter stage with a feverish performance that's 
sfwdder\y fremo/'endousl” 

A Kiss Before Dying, starring Matt Dillon, Sean Young (Universal) PPP 

Walter Mmihett says, “A Kiss from Sean—ooofl What a way to go! Call 
the mortuary—Fm a-eomin', and soJs Oscar?” 

What if# Motttk'hi Miettw p p p — txfdientt pppp —mJispui^hly d flank 

tensive gew- 

gawsp was to have 

been held today. 

Alas, budget and 

staff cutbacks neces¬ 

sitated cancellation, 

leaving orphaned 

Wigwag subscribe rs 

even more in the 

lurch. 

23 "Growing Up 

With DNA; a lec¬ 

ture by James Wat¬ 
son; Museum of 

Natural History, A 

bittersweet remem¬ 

brance, we assume, 

accompanied by 

Simon & Gar- 

fun kefs "Bookends 

Theme" and flicker}' 

Super 8 footage of 

the Nobelist mak¬ 

ing s'mores and 

romping through a 

lawn sprinkler with 

Francis Crick, 

27 Memorial Day, 

and the (ifth-to-last 

day of National Egg 

Month; appropri¬ 

ately, the folks 

in Austin, Min¬ 

nesota, hold a 

dedication 
ceremony 

at the 
grave of 

founder 

George 

A. Hormel, a 

man responsible for 

many, many of the 

American lives lost 

to salty, processed 

foods. > 
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We're so happy you re okay/ 

We'If never leave you a/one again 

Zzz,„mmh„.l wish they'd adjust 

go away...mmh...hey/ 
Where is everybody?/?/ 

Oli. NO/ l made the whole 
administration disappear/ 

One day in the White Mouse- 

— ■1 

The End 

MAY mi SPY rl 



Saying V/ppee/the Automatic-Weapons Way 

Celebration. We might pop a cork 

or flash a confident thumbs-up sign, 

but in the Middle East, the way to 

really celebrate is to throw your 
head back and fire your Kalashnikov 

or M-16 toward the heavens. We are 

all now familiar with the images of 

hirsute, smiling men shooting auto¬ 

matic weapons into the air in Bagh¬ 

dad and Kuwait City, It is in the na¬ 

ture of such merrymaking not to 

think about tomorrow, but we got 

to wondering. What happens to the 

bullets? 

"They kill people,1' says Michael 

Zirmo, of Zirmo Company, New 

York City gun brokers, "It's the law 

of physics: What goes up must 

come down.'1 

Detective Steven Eiorica of the 

New York Police Department's bal¬ 

listics division told us he wouldn't 

want to be standing under a ‘ de¬ 

scending projectile. It's like the old 

saying, 'What goes up must come 

down.1" So what happens to the bul¬ 

lets? "Basically, they come right back 
down the same wray they went up/' 

At least Gulf War celebrants 

need not worry about being hit by 

Min a Name? 
Our Periodic 

Anagram 
Analysis 

OPERATION DESERT SHIELD 
GHt A SINISTER PETROL DEED 

PRESIDENT HUSSEIN 
PUNISHES IN DESERT 

PRESIDENT VIOLETA CHAMORRO 

MATRIARCH OPEN TO EVILDOERS 

PENNY MARSHALL 

HARM LENNY’S PAL 

—Andy Aaron 

'i 

their own bullets. It’s 

almost impossible to 

fire your bullet 

straight up, and even 

then it's unlikely 

that it will return to 

the exact spot from 

which it was 

launched. The 

chances of being 
struck by someone 

else’s bullet, on the 

other hand, are pret¬ 

ty good“especially 

for those a few blocks 

away who may be 

engaging in a less martial form of 

revelry, (Indeed, the Kuwaitis have 

reported that a couple of dozen peo¬ 

ple have died from felling slugs.) 

The average bullet leaves the bar¬ 

rel of an automatic weapon at a speed 

of 2,000 to 3,000 feet per second. On 

its downward path, the bullet's accel¬ 

eration is 32 feet per second squared. 

Gravity speeds its descent, but the 

increasing speed causes an increase in 
aerodynamic drag, and the bullet will 

return to earth at a speed lower than 

that at which it left, 

But all this seems a tad too theo¬ 

retical: we were yearning for more 

empirical data, Ed Klecka of the 

NR A (who also pointed out that 

what goes up must come down") ac¬ 

quainted us with some studies done 

by the Army in Florida in 1919 and 

20. One study found that on a dear, 

calm Florida day (and Kuwait City 

is the Miami Beach of the Gulf), a 

pointed 180-grain sporting bullet, 

fired vertically from a .30-'06 rifle at 

2,700 feet per second, would ascend 

to 10,000 feet in about 21 seconds 

and, if it fell base-first, return to 

earth 37 seconds later at a speed of 

323 feet per second. If the slug tum¬ 

bled as it fell, as nearly all shots 

must, it would return to earth at 

180 feet per second—perhaps not le¬ 

thal, but faster than a Nolan Ryan 

fastball. 
For a firsthand 

explanation of what 

happens when a 
bullet fired in joy 

returns with less 

festive conse¬ 

quences, we spoke 

with Peter Schweit¬ 

zer, CBS News’s 

Rome bureau chief. 

In 1982, Schweit¬ 

zer was covering 

the forced with¬ 

drawal of the PEG 

in Lebanon when 

retreating Palestinian soldiers were 

promiscuously firing their machine 

guns into the air: "I was with a 

camera crew on a street corner when 

all of a sudden I felt what seemed 

like a lead frying pan hitting me on 

my head. Blood was pouring down 

my face. We went to a local hospi¬ 

tal, where they shaved my hair and 

scraped some lead from my skull," 
Schweitzer says the doctor surmised 
that the bullet must have ricocheted 

off a building before it hit him; oth¬ 

erwise, he would have been killed. 

We well know that this colorful 

custom—call ir overf.riendly fire—is 

not unique to the Middle East. 

Latin American freedom fighters 

also fire their weapons skyward. But 

the practice seems to particularly 

flourish in the Levant, so we asked 

Mohammad AI-Awadhi, a Washing¬ 

ton spokesman for Citizens for a 

Free Kuwait, about it, AI-Awadhi 

did not like the insinuation that 

Kuwaitis were fostering this dan¬ 

gerous form of jollification. "The 
Kuwaitis are not a fighting people, ’ 

he said firmly. ,Hlt's the Palestinian 

factions who tend to do it. People ol 

the peninsula usually danced with 

traditional swords. You'll see," he 

added, ' When order is restored, 

there will be dances with swords on 

television. ” —Richard Stengel 
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Uh-huh. Uh-huhl I like It 
Introducing SPY'S Rock-Oritio-o-Matlc 

It you're like mosr people, your el ream job is that of a 

rock critic lor a major publication. You get to receive free 

records, wear a Walkman in rhe office and produce prose 

that need be only vaguely comprehensible. Now, thanks 

to spy's Rock-Cntic-o-Matic, this is no longer an un¬ 

attainable fantasy. Simply by selecting one phrase from 

each group—phrases that have, for the nmt part, appeared in 

actual rod? mieusf—you can write like a real critic. For 

example, here is a Roc k~Cri tic-o-Marlc—generated review 

of a group we have invented: In their first album since 

their eponymous effort of last year, Donald and the Vtdgari- 

am, without a doubt one of the best post-punk" groups of the 

I98(hd return with their latest release, / Who Hart Noth¬ 

ing and Other Song} for the Nineties, Filled with seif-absorbed ' 

Trinidadian .soca, ' the album screams post-punk//mi-disco 

art-school pop'' with its use of guitar riff sawing, ... 

As you can see, producing criticism that is virtually 

indistinguishable from that found in Rolling Stone, Spin 

and The Village Voice is now as easy as connecting one, 

two, three! — David Bourgeon 

In their first album since their eponymous effort of last year, [hand name herd, return with their latest release, [title here]* 

without a doubt one of the art-funk 

best sliced- metal 

worst folk-rock 

heaviest 1 lost -post-post-hardcore 

least wrell aged 

most influential 

post-punk 

rrfSj- indie-label 

mosr rubber-bellied acid-rock 

Tp 
■K t glam-rock 

groups of the 

1990s, 

1980s, 

1970s, 

1960s, 

1940s, 

□ 

(. t LLidtlmiptan zonk, 

Trinidadian scca, 

belch-rock, 

songs. 

Influenced by 

Howlin' Wolf 

Phi! Specter, 

Led Zeppelin, 

Zaacr and Evans, 

Pat Boone, 

T ommy James and the Shondells, 

Filled with 

self-absorbed 

hip hop-i/cd Parliafunkadelicmenc 

culturally purposeful 

undanceable, 

rhythm at it 

nice 

U finally explode into a shower of 

Nashville do-si-do. 

FM-friendly pop. 
righteous chutzpah, 

insufferable self- 

amusemtnr, 

infectious tropical beats, 

icy synth textures, 

pseudonmtical pi Hie, 

p rup u l s i ve h y pe rspace fu n k. 

the album screams 

kitschy, crude New York racket 

boho brain throb 

black-clad zimmerdweeb 

post-punk/post-disco 

art-school pop 

now music 

loud I v 

the poly rhythms 

the raceway garbage rifling 

the yowza jazz chords 

the snaking bass lines 

the napalm in' search--and -slaughter guitars 

the spumes of white-hot guitar puke 

with its use of 

high-pitched whine, 

insistent double-bass 

undertow, 

fuse-blowing amps, 

proro-skmnk guitar, 

unholy power-tool leads, 

guitar riff sawing, 

a clarinet. 

and 
shotgun-barrel piano 

beat-off metal 

Mot Tucker-ish drum bullets 

gorgeous electronic 

textures 

This band will leave you with more 

drive-in bubblegum choruses 

ojwpop for now people 

acoustic, ghost pop 

nmnrer-ptgfut k strut 

teabag blues mess 

delightful whimsy 

RtVitfH |1 rri. I-Ilt hi Kik.! '• M..* f .ill * l !:..v II-, II U.iv 'I I MU 

Ki-viviw ul KI K>, C )j('n m h n ,\ HLrJ jttd a luir Piij, lit . : KS Spin. IV h: . 3 M'-ML 

ASpmalStriiun CIjsslljI Musit." Th YsiLixi Vr-jjf, Stpitrnbtr I. ■ 
kt'vu-w ni'Cl'ins Ivuvi He. jn S faff* J G aid in S fin. August l-.'SM 
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than anybody since 

Hendrix. 

Television. 

the- Yard birds. 

Iggy and rhe Stooges, 

Jonathan Richman and 

the Modern Lovers. 

Duran Duran, 

the Flying Burrito Brothers. J 
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Lucie Arnaz and social climber 

^ 'Si 

H J 
Pm 

Hr 
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Georgette MosbacherT 
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or le (vision 
Id Flame Rekindled" 

November 251 1965 

BEWITCHED (ABC) Aunt Clara becomes anxious over the sudden 

appearance of her old flame, 

November 7, 1966 

ANDY GRIFFITH (CBS) Helen becomes jealous over the sudden 
appearance of Andys old flame. 

January 31. 1970 

MY THREE SONS (CBS) Barbara becomes jealous over the sudden 

appearance of Steve 's old flame. 

October 3 f 1970 

MY THREE SONS (CBS) Barbara becomes nervous over the 

imminent appearance of her old flame. 

March 26. 1971 

THE BRADY BUNCH (ABC) Sam the butcher becomes jealous over 
the recurring appearances of Alices old flame. 

October 30, 1971 
THE MARY TYLER MOORE SHOW (CBS) Mary becomes wistful after 

the surprise appearance of her old flame. 

February 10. 1973 

ALL IN THE FAMILY (CBS) Archie becomes jealous over 

the possible appearance of Edith's old flame, 

October 14, 1914 

MAUDE (CBS) Maude becomes dreamy over the 

possible appearance of her old flame. 

March 7r 1977 

THE JEFFERSQNS (CBS) George becomes nervous 

over the unexpected appearance of his old flame. 

November 29, 1977 

THREE'S COMPANY (ABC) Janet becomes irritated by 

the appearance of her old flame. 

March JO, 1983 

TAXI (ABC) Alex becomes smitten after the sudde 

appearance of Jim’s old flame. 

n 

December 5, 1988 

MURPHY BROWN (CBS) Murphy becomes anxious over a 

professional appearance with her old flame. 

November 2. 1990 
EVENING SHADE (CBS) Wood refuses to become jealous over the 

appearance of Ava s old flame, 

November 14* 1990 

DEAR JOHN (NBC) John becomes nostalgic over the possible 

appearance of his old flame. 

November 16. 1990 

FULL HOUSE (ABC) Jesse becomes introspective after the 

appearance of his old flame, —Joseph Malgarini 
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Don't you love L.A.? The sunshine, the fresh food. 

9174 W 
v*. h£ 

the movie stars, the laid-back tempo, the brutal police beating 

that horrified a nation? You've seen the video, now meet 

Late at night in the white districts of a certain city that is 

not Johannesburg, only the soothing gurgle of pool filters and the scrape of 

palm fronds in the breeze disturb the silence A white police sergeant guides his patrol 

car late one night through just such a neighborhood high in the hills; the high-beams make moving 

shadows of wax-leaved bushes against stucco walls. "Its so quiet up here that wc done even bother to patrol” 

the sergeant says. He takes the car down along the steep and winding road. At each turn the valley below 

appears and reappears, and with its dusters and strings of lights it resembles a starry sky, only brighter. 

Now reaching the foot of the hills, the sergeant sees what the white homeowners miss when they enjoy their 

twinkling nighttime prospect: filth, barbed w ire, rubbled brick, noisy groups of black men and women, 

ill-clad children who stare hard at the white policeman in his car. Here the sergeant will have work to do. 

The police in this city that is not Johannesburg use dumdum bullets —special hollow-tipped, flesh- 

ripping ammunition banned for use in wFar by the Geneva Conventions. If the 

police see a black man walking in the white neighborhoods of this city they will 

question him. The police relentlessly arrest poor young men for crimes like spitting and loitering. Some 

claim that in this city, brutal beatings of blacks by white policemen occur every day. 

No, this city is not Johannesburg, but we can give you a hint: not long ago, scores of police in this city 

undertook a huge raid in which they used crowbars and sledgehammers to smash through several homes; 

the police made many arrests, and as they marched their captives into the station house they forced them 

to whistle the theme song from The Andy Griffith Show. 

That's right, the city is Los Angeles. 

£« i/lkJLJi v/4 
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We know about the Los Angeles Police 

Department from Dragnet, Adam-12, T J. 

Hooker, S.W.A.T, Chopper One, Mod Squad, 

The Rookies, Get Christy Lope, Jigsaw 

John, Police Story, Police Woman, 

Sam, B.A.D. Cats, The Blue 

Knight, Blue 'Thunder; 

Burke's Law, David 

Cassidy — Alan Un¬ 

dercover, felony Squad, 

Renegades, Starsky and 

H utch, Hu nte r, Strik e 

Force, 21 Jump Street, Dear Detective, Columbo, 

Most Wanted a nd The New Breed. All these 

showspresentthe LAPD as brisk, efficient the best. How 

ironic, then, that television, which has portrayed the L. A. 

police so respectfully, should also be the LAPD's downfall, 

A Newsweek poll m March indicated that 77 percent of the 

American public were aware of the videotape of three white 
L.A, policemen beating and kicking Rodney King while 

about 20 white police watched passively. The violence 
of the officers as they swung their nightsticks at a defense¬ 

less man lying on the ground wfas disgusting. Less appar¬ 

ent to viewers, however, was the effect of the Taser stun 
gun that a sergeant used on King — it delivers 50,000 volts 

of electricity. The police claim they stopped King because 

Gates, whose own son has had a 

narcotics problem, told a 
congressional subcommittee that 

casual drug users "ought to be shot" 

he wjas driving 115 mph in his Hyundai — a car that, ac¬ 
cording to its manufacturer, might reach 100 under opti¬ 

mal test conditions. {King says he was going 40 or 45,) 

As revolting as the King incident wras, it should not 

really surprise anyone, Daryl Gates, the Los Angeles chief 

of police, has, of course, made wildly insensitive racial re¬ 

marks: Blacks die in chokeholds because they are not 

"normal! Hispanics are lazy." Even though his own son 

has had problems with narcotics abuse. Gates has said that 
"casual drug users ought to be taken out and shot" Unfor¬ 

tunately, Gates is more than just a loudmouth. The aggres¬ 

siveness and intolerance reflected in his comments also 

seem to be embedded in the department he heads — the 
most militarized police department in the country, with 

8,300 officers and an annual budget of nearly $ 1 billion. 

Consider the following: The LAPD paid out $35 mil¬ 

lion in personal damages for police misconduct from 

1973 to 1990; it paid $8 million in 1990 alone. Twro 

w eeks before the King incident, a jury awarded $540,000 
to Baseball Hall of Fame member Joe Morgan for being 

roughed up by police at the Los Angeles airport. Around 

the same time, Jamaai Wilkes, the former Lakers basket¬ 

ball star who is now a businessman active in philan¬ 

thropy, revealed that the police had hauled him from his 

car and handcuffed him. The police said they'd stopped 

Wilkes because his license-plate light was out (Wilkes de¬ 

nies this). In 1990 the number of officer-involved shoot¬ 

ings in Los Angeles was 160; in New York, a city more 

than twice the size of L.A., officer-involved shootings 

numbered 67 the same year. The executive director of the 

Police Misconduct Referral Service estimates that there 

might be 6,000 cases of police abuse in L.A. each year. In 

June 1990 about 150 mostly Hispanic janitors were strik¬ 

ing at the Century City complex (the building that pro¬ 

vided the setting for Die Hard). They held a demonstra¬ 

tion and then planned to walk through the complex. Bur 

as they approached, according to a union lawyer, a line of 

cops met them and told them they could not proceed. The 

strikers sat in the street, and the cops allegedly dubbed 

them and continued to beat them as they fled. 

The King incident wras not an exception. The LAPD 

was a disaster waiting to happen. But how did the force 

get to this point? Where did Daryl Gates come from, and 

why is he still in power? 

In L, A Is Southwest Division, covering the prfdom- 

inantly black and Hispanic neighborhoods near Watts, 

ftl has been spray-painted on walls, garages, buildings, 

stop signs, sidewalks. “It stands for "Fuck the law; says 
Sergeant Kris Davis, a ten-year veteran of the LAPD, as 

he shines his spotlight on another graffito. "You get used 
to it after a while,” Tall and powerfully built, his receding 

hair in a crew* cut, Davis looks like a Gemini astronaut. 

He is sergeant for the four-to-midnight shift. 

When a call comes over the radio— Shots bred, man 

down”—Davis turns on the flashing roof lights of his 
Ford LTD Crown Victoria squad car and within two 

minutes joins five other patrol cars. A lean black teen¬ 

ager clothed only in wxhite underwear and white athletic 

socks lies facedown on the sidewalk with an oxygen mask 
strapped to his head. His blue jeans and shirt are in a 

clump on the grass where the paramedic flung them after 

slicing them off, A barefoot child stares at the pool of 

dark blood slowly growing on the sidewalk. Torn paper 

debris from pads and needles and sponges lies crumpled 
in the blood. Davis walks over and shines his flashlight 

on the youth as a second paramedic, wearing, like the 

first, an orange jumpsuit and latex gloves, half rolls him 

on his side and depresses the area around the dark, pen- 

size wound near his kidney, where a ,38-caliber bullet 

punched into his smooth skin. 

Davis leans over the youth, "Can you hear me? Do 
you know who shot you? Huh? Who shot you, son?" he 

asks. Still flat on his chest, his arms spread at 45-degree 

angles, the kid manages only to flip his hands at the wrist 

like little fins to signal, "4 don't know!" 

"We’re not enforcing the law here anymore" says Davis 

as he drives away. "We're just barely holding on." 

Daryl Gates (who declined several requests to be 

interviewed for this story) would probably not like to 

admit that his police force is “barely holding on." At the 
same time, the threats of gang w?ar and drug violence are 

just wrhat saved him and his cowboy-S.S. style from ob- 
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solescence and appeared to justify the kinds of policies 

that led to the King incident. When Gates became police 

chief in the late I970s^ he seemed a relic. But then 

violence in L,A,, and in other big cities, dramatically 

worsened. Suddenly the citizenry found it had just what 

it wanted in its police chief. Gates represented a time 

when clean-cut Anglo-Saxon short-hairs cruised quiet, 
palm-lined neighborhoods and enforced the law swiftly 

and confidently, an era when the spectacle of police 
barely holding on was unimaginable. 

For the first half of this century the L.A, police were 

among the sleaziest in the nation, freelance leg breakers 
and flunkies who sold themselves as union-busting goons. 

a spick-and-span, Martin Milner-ish reputation by insti¬ 

tuting a singular style of American policing. Infatuated 

with Marine Corps elitism, he responded to the earlier 

leniency, which had spawned corruption, by militarizing 

the department. The proactive" style that Parker insti¬ 

tuted — and that is still the rule today —combines the ag¬ 

gressive enforcement of laws with a reliance on expensive 
ordnance. The style has an attitude eo go along with le¬ 

an attitude of suspicion and confrontation that is drilled 
into recruits from their first days as cadets, Thejamaal 

Wilkes incident is a perfect example of proactive policing. 
Defending the department, a police spokesman said at the 

time, ’Officers traditionally use minor violations in areas 

ROLE MODEL: above, police chatter, 

postdating—”Qops”; M Big-time use of 

force”; u0h, welL.»..I’m sure the lizard 

didn't deserve it. Ha ha,” Betowf Oates 

looks on as a demonstrator is subdued. 

(The janitors ar Genturv f ity may nor think much has 
changed.) Cops regularly shook down motorists for pay¬ 

offs; ex-cops once tried to set up their own protection 
racket lor an illegal statewide gambling ring. 

After World War II all chat changed. To dean up the 
department, the City Council decided to isolate the duel 

from the influence of politicians. The council made the 

office of police chief a civil-service appointment; the 
chief would be named by a police commission that con¬ 
sisted til civilians appointed by the mayor. Like a Water 

Department meter reader or any other civil servant, the 

police chief could not be fired without an arduous civil- 
service trial, 

William Parker, Gates's mentor, became chief in 1949, 

and he made this notorious department into a force with 

m y ‘■j i spy--j 
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CARTOON CHARACTERS: top, a 

scene from Das Pofizie Gymnasium 

VI: Der Chief, Above, tonight's 

episode of Chief1, Kojak (guest star 
Tell} Savalas), on assignment in 

L.A., clashes with top cop Daryl 

Oates (Daryl Gates). Left, a new¬ 

comer to Fantasy Land, ‘‘Chief.” 

almost immediately on the defensive, battling to preserve 

a department under siege from the political left, from 

budget curs required by Proposition 13, from meddling 

courts and minority-hiring suits and the media. In L979 
police shot eight rounds into a black woman holding a 

paring knife, then rolled her dead body over and hand¬ 

cuffed hen There were calls for Gates’s resignation, A lew 

years later he proposed his theory about why blacks were 

dying in chokeholds, It was a difficult period, and Gates 

admitted to a reporter that he was just about beat. Of 

course, in another city the chief might have been fired, 
but not in Los Angeles, 

Daryl Gates's philosophy of crime is very simple: 

"Every newborn baby is a little savage," he says. His view's 

on criminal punishment are just as simple, "i propose,’ he 

says, ' that we find a place way out in the desert... and we 

send [criminals] to that location_You can put a mile of 
land mines all around [the] fence, and I can assure you 

no ones going to cross those land mines" (His attitude 

of high crime to provide a legal basis for further inquiries’ 

Parker also began the tradition of Joburg-style racial re¬ 

marks. During the Watts riots of 1965, he wem on tele¬ 

vision to say, "It is estimated that by 1970, 45 percent of 

the metropolitan area of Los Angeles will be Negro; it you 

want any protection for your home and family,,,you're 

When the department got 

permission to use dumdum bullets, a 
police spokesman told the ACLU to 

"eat your hearts out" 

going to have to get in and support a strong Police De¬ 

partment. If you don't do that, come 1970, God help 

you'' Each of his successors has lived by Parker's credo 

of autocracy, militarism and racism. Parker had no bet¬ 

ter pupil than Daryl Gates. 

Gates once said, T never intended to be a 

dumb cop all my life.11 Born in 1926 in Glen¬ 

dale, a low-budget version of Pasadena, he 

grew up poor — the son of an alcoholic plum¬ 

ber and a Mormon mother who raised him 

and his two brothers in the church and 

worked 12-hour days to sustain the family 

through the Great Depression. Needing money, 

Gates entered the LAPD cadet program for 

S290 a month. Then, at 23, and less than a 

year out of the academy, he was plucked from 

obscurity by an influential academy instruc¬ 

tor to serve as Parker’s driver and bodyguard. 

This was L.A.; it was his big break. 

Gates's service with Parker hooked him on 
cop life. He soon got a reputation as a loner 

and a "squint"— an officer who actually studies for depart¬ 

mental promotion exams. During his trek through the 

ranks. Gates reportedly placed first on every exam he took. 

But while winning promotions like a good civil servant, 

Gates did not sit at a desk in a precinct house all day. He 

served almost six years as a regular street cop, busting 
malvjongg games and tricking prostitutes into snitching 

on one another His only injury occurred when a prostitute 

stabbed him in the head. He also staked out public rest 

rooms to nab rendezvousing homosexuals, "Gates was a 

damn good cop," says a policeman who came up with him. 

As a street commander around the time of the Watts 

riots, Gates distinguished himself by keeping calm. A 

year before Parker's death in 1966, Gates had become 

one of only three men who realistically had Parker's job 

within their graspr He was 39 years old. Although he 

sought the top job when Parker died, he was passed over. 

Gates bided his time as he watched the department go 

through three chiefs in 12 years. 

On March 28, 1978, Gates was named L.A.'s 49th 

chief of police. Finally he was Staff One, the radio code 

name for the chief. \et it was hardly the ideal time to 

take office. Vain, excessively self-confident and long ac¬ 
customed to having complete control, he found himself 
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toward white-collar crime may be different—he wrote to 

a judge in support of Michael Milken.) 

Sergeant Davis also has a philosophy. “Crack just de¬ 

stroyed this place” he says, cruising around Lower Bald- 

win Hills, a mostly black project with one of the highest 

crime rates in the city. "And five minutes up the hill"— in 

the posh Baldwin Hills neighborhood—“you got the 

other extreme. It's Los Angeles, Am i discouraged by it? 

No. If 1 had gone into this job to give people justice, 1 

would have quit a long time ago? 

A nervous officer calls over the radio, “Shots fired.... 

Officers in pursuit, request immediate backup..., Repeat, 

immediate backup.’ Davis speeds through alleys. He ar¬ 

rives in four minutes; five minutes after that, 12 cars with 

lights flashing are in the area, two blocks are sealed off, 

and a Bell Jet Ranger police helicopter circles overhead 

while a canine officer awaits the word to turn his German 

shepherd loose. Running through yards and jumping 

fences and shrubs, two young officers search in vain for a 

man who emerged from a house and fired six rounds at 

their car. The Ranger continues to fly in a tight circle. 

Finally, after half an hour, the search is called off; Davis 
gathers his troops, and the helicopter cuts away. 

After making sure that his men have the situation 

under control and the shooter cannot be found, Davis 

gets back in his car and returns to cruising the streets. 

"My first concern when I get on the scene is, Is there a crime 

here? Second, Where are my men? .1 get these hard-charging 

kids who are right out of the academy, and they think 

they are going to save the world. My peace of mind comes 

from investing time with the people I work with. 1 tell 
them you can’t trust in this world or this system. It’s 

faulty, and it will let you down every time.” 

Gates's signal accomplishment before becoming 

chief was developing the nation's first Special Weapons 

and Tactics (SWAT) team. His response to drugs and 

gangs is based on the same principle; maximum force. 

He bought French Aerospatiale helicopters with infrared 

spotting devices. He bought an armored personnel car¬ 
rier and put a battering ram on it, then had his men drive 

it through the walls of suspected crack houses. (One of 
Sergeant Davis’s men, ar least, thinks the money is going 

to the wrong place. They spend millions On all that shit 

like choppers and tanks" he says, "but us guys on the 

street have radios that are out-of-date by ten years. We 

can't even communicate with any of the surrounding 
communities to coordinate. Its a joke.) 

Trouble came in June 1986, One night, a 5 5-year-old 
man named Jessie Larez wras asleep in his house with his 
wife, five children and a seven-month-old grandchild. 

Seeking a murder weapon that was allegedly owned by 

Larez's son, the cops crashed in, threw Larez to the ground 
and broke his nose. Larez sued Gates and the department, 

and a jury found that the cops had used excessive force 
and had violated Larez’s civil rights. The jury insisted 

that Gates pay the S170,000 fine personally. It was a shock¬ 

ing precedent: the first time ever that a major American 

city's chief of police was found liable for acts committed 

It Con Happen Here 

We can hardly blame Daryl Gates for his dictatorial rule, his 

militarism, his demagoguery and his funny wray of combing 

his forelock. Something about Los Angeles just seems to 

breed rigidity and power-lust. Even the youth gangs are by 

far the most well organized, military and territorially ambi¬ 

tious of any in the country A comparison of fascism and Los 

Angeles, in fact, reveals some disturbing correspondences. 

No doubt a failed and embittered screenwriter sits some¬ 

where in Venice Beach and fantasizes about conquering the 

world. Let's hope somebody makes his movie, . 

FASCISM 

eugenics 

Riefenstah Man public 
events 

the 1936 Olympics 

book burning 

oppressive uniformity 

control over all aspects of 
society 

personality cults 

single-minded pursuit of 
power 

physical fitness 

propaganda 

lower-middle-class 
resentment 

partnership with Japan 

shiny black boots 

Prussia 

Mussolini 

Wagner 

Speerian architecture 

discipline 

cultural insecurity vis-a-vis 
Paris 

maniacal obsession with 
Lebensraum 

small group of English 
adherents disloyal to their 
country and its traditions 

the Axis powers 

Arnold Schwarzenegger's 
father 

i 

LA. t| I. 
yfei 

) 

plastic surgery 

the Rose Bowl parade 

the 1984 Olympics 

no books 

the weather 

Disneyland 

Creative Artists Agency 

Creative Artists Agency 

physical fitness 

publicists 

skinheads 

Sony! Matsushita 

Pretty Woman 

Orange County 

Barry Oilier 

John Williams 

City Hall 

The Laker Girls 

cultural insecurity vis-a-vis 
New York 

maniacal obsession with 
living room 

English movie colony 

Ax! Rose 

Arnold Schwarzenegger $ 
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HEY, HEY: “Gates must stay." Gates 

was greeted at work one morning by 
an emotional crowd of supporters. UI 

will stay here, and I will fight any at¬ 

tempt to get rid of me,M he said. 

by his force chat violated the Constitution. 

Then came Operation Hammer, Gates's code name for 

his "war of attrition'’ on gangs. Launched three years ago, 

the operation called for 1,000 cops to sweep into south- 

central L,A. and arrest any suspected gang member. They 

brought in mainly young Hispanics and blacks, on the 

pettiest of charges. Backed by the same black community 

that had once hounded him but now wanted its streets 

back at any cost, Gates and his force were unstoppable. 

When the department got Police Commission approval 
to use dumdum bullets, an LAPD spokesperson told the 

ACLU to "eat your hearts out." 

Mayor Tom Bradley and the City Council voted to pay 
Gates's fine from city funds. Some argue now that such 

an endorsement allowed an even worse incident to take 

place: the 39th-and-Dalton raid. While a helicopter hov¬ 

ered overhead on an August evening in 1988, a task force 

of 88 cops stormed four apartments in two small build¬ 

ings near the intersection of 39th Street and Dalton 

Avenue in south-central L.A. Acting on a tip, they were 

searching for drugs and suspects in a series of gang- 

related shootings. When the raid was over, the American 

Red Cross had to provide disaster relief lor the residents. 

Holes were smashed into walls, toilet bowls were demol¬ 

ished, plumbing was ripped from the floor to set water 
gushing. To finish the destruction, the cops spray- 

painted lapd rules —their own version of ftl— nearby. 

Finally, when the residents were brought to the station for 

booking, the cops lined up to form a gauntlet and made 

the arrestees pass through it while allegedly beating them 

with fists and steel flashlights. Yes, the cops also made 

them whistle the music that accompanies Andy and 

Opie’s walk to the fishing hole. 

In the end, no gang members were found. No weapons 

were found. Only traces of cocaine and marijuana be¬ 

longing to two nonresident teens were discovered. Gates 

acknowledged that the raid perhaps "got out of control" 

As expected, the chief shielded his men; only rvvo cops 

resigned, and only 22 of the 88 cops wrere suspended. 

none for more than 22 days. While the city managed to 

buy off almost all of the residents with $3 million (about 

$60,000 apiece) tor damages, three residents refused to 

settle. They are suing the city in federal court and have 

named Gates and the Police Commission as defendants 

in addition to all of the cops who participated in the raid. 

Just as Gates has survived any number of question- 

able police shootings, just as he has survived his own 

mouth, just as he survived the Larez case and the 39th- 

and-Dakon raid, he has survived rhe national disgust 
over the King beating. A grand jury indicted four police 

officers involved in the incident. Treading a fine line 

between responding to public outrage and alienating 

the nations police, the Justice Department announced 

it would ‘review15 all federal police-brutality cases going 

back six years. Mayor Tom Bradley has not called on 

Gates to resign but has expressed his anger. Demonstra¬ 
tors have gathered to chant, “Hey, hey, ho, ho, Daryl Gates 

has got to go!" Yet Gates remains chief of police. "I didn t 

invest 42 years of my life to go down the cubes over an in¬ 

cident 1 had nothing to do with^' he has said. He is un¬ 

repentant-referring to the effect that broken bones* a 

fractured skull and possible brain damage might have on 

Rodney King, Gates said, ' Perhaps this will be the vehi¬ 

cle to move him down the road to a good life." One would 

think that the civil-service regulations would give Gates 

only so much protection. 

Some knowledgeable people have a theory about why 

he has such an unshakable grip on power. From 1920 to 

1983, the Police Department ran the Public Disorder In¬ 
telligence Division (PDID), a Red Squad that was orig¬ 

inally organized as a private army for union-busting but 

eventually infiltrated and illegally spied on more than 

200 activist organizations — left-wing terror groups like 

the World Council of Churches. The division worked un¬ 

restrained until 1926, when the Police Commission got 

tough for once, demanding that more than 50,000 PDID 

files be destroyed. In 1983, when 150 cartons of intact 

PDID files turned up in the garage and mobile home of 

a cop, the commission finally ordered the PDID to dis¬ 

band. ft did — only to be reborn as rhe antirerrorism divi¬ 

sion. Gates denies that any files still exist, and on the 

record, local politicians will agree. Off the record, 

though, they admit that the files are a reason they are 

reluctant to challenge Gates. “You can never get hard 
proof" says an insider, "but everyone knows that Gates 

has 'Hoover1 smear files on every politician in this city 

Thats wiiy they can t touch him. The moment they might 

try, some embarrassing photos will mysteriously find 

their way to the papers." 

"You can never get hard proof," soys 
an insider, "but everyone knows that 

Gates has 'Hoover' smear files on every 
politician in this city" 
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II OMy Darn sales wen Jusi a summer Replacement 
The LAPD has inspired dozens of TY shows and a precinctful of TV cops, 

all of whom are cut from more or less the same mold as Chief 

Daryl Gates. There are, however, a few vital differences. 

A DAM *12 > starring Martin 

Miinerantl Kent McCord 
Wear tighter Jockey shorts 

than Gates 

The Blue Knight, Starring 
George Kennedy 
Seems |o know more about 

doughnuts than Gates 

Sam, starring Mark 
Harmon and a dog 
Less rabid than Gates 

T. J. Hooker, starring 

William Sharper 
Less comfortable with his 

thinning hair than Gates 

Starskv and Hutch, 
starring David Soul and 
Paul Michael Glaser 

Drive a more dy-no-mtte car 

than Gates 

Police Woman, starring 
Angie Dickinson 
Wears more mascara than 

Gates 

Dragnet, starring 
Jack Webb 
More scrupulous 
about facts than 

Gates 

Man Undercover 

scarring David Cassidy 
More likely to wake up 

in love than Gates 

S.W«A-T«, starring 
Steve Forrest 
Gates-like in all 

important respects $ 

Another source of power for Gates is his const it- 

Licncy. Three times in ten years, Bradley has tried to per¬ 

suade voters to give him the power to dismiss department 

heads, the police chief among them. Each time, the voters 

have said no. Even though his own political ambitions 

have been thwarted (he has twice tested the waters tor a 

mayoral run and ran for governor briefly in 1989), Gates 

still commands a lot of loyalty among people from the 

same sorts of low-budget Pasadenas that nurtured him. 

Ac the same rime, the rich, powerful Hollywood liberal 

community has other fish to Iry—mostly in the rain 

forests of Brazil, it would seem. 

One afternoon a few weeks before Rodney King was 
stopped in his Hyundai, before he had any notion that 
crowds would be eh anting for his ouster, Gates spoke to 

a group of civilian police-boosters — men in double-knit 

suits and ankle-zip boots; women in pastel pantsuits, 

smoking thin brown cigarettes — at the Airtel Plaza Hotel 

in Van Nuys. With his blue double-vent suit, powder- 

blue shirt and matching powder-blue pocket square, blue 

foulard tie and very shiny black shoes. Gates was ready 

for another show before another adoring audience. 

‘The LAPD is the finest force’1 he said. "Indeed, we are 

number one in the USA. But we must do whatever is 
necessary to deter those who would suppress us at home. 

We are not just the first line of defense, ladies and gentle¬ 

men, we are the only line. But you can count on us. We 

will win this war." 

Even Gates's most ardent supporters might begin to 
wonder about his effectiveness, however. Last year saw a 

record number of mu rd ers and robberies in L.A.; the city 

now trails only Miami and New York in the rate of vio¬ 

lent crimes per capita. Gang membership in L.A. has 

doubled to 90,000 in the past five years. New York has 

just embarked on an ambitious neighborhood-patrol sys¬ 

tem, an old-fashioned beat-walking kind of policing pro¬ 

jected to involve more than 17,000 officers —the antith¬ 

esis of Gates’s philosophy. Time will tell which method 
is more useful, but at the moment, for all the Police 
Department's weaponry and harshness, crime is no less 

prevalent in Los Angeles than in any other big city. And 

its getting worse, 

Is IT TIME FOR A CHANGE? It IS NEAR MIDNIGHT, AND 

Sergeant Davis’s shift is almost over. He puts his hand to 

his temple and leans his arm against the door as he drives 

with one hand. "People in this city got no idea what’s go¬ 

ing on in the streets," he says. And what’s worse isT down¬ 

town has no idea. All we can do is keep a lid on things 

and pray every night that it doesnt go up.” $ 
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From time to time, diplomatic memoirs lift the veil that shrouds the conduct of foreign 

affairs, allowing us a glimpse into the ways that diplomats and nations deal with one 

another. One thinks of Dean Acheson's Present at the Creation. George Kennan's 

Memoirs. Henry Kissinger's Years of Upheaval. Now, in that grand tradition, comes 

former United States Information Service officer FRED SHAVER's 

k 

w if cj 

Ronald Reagan was president. America, feeling good about itself again, was flexing its foreign- 

policy muscles. Bui as I stood in front of the presidential palace in Libreville, the capital of the oil-rich equatorial- 

African country of Gabon, sweat trickled, then poured, down my face, my neck, my back, and into my shorts, 

proceeding groundward until even my socks were damp. It was, to say the least, hot. 

There was another, more particular reason for my perspiration: I was nervous, I wras meeting the president of 

Gabon for the first time, as one of two senior diplomatic aides attending the presentation of credentials of the 

new United States ambassador, Francis Terry McNamara, to His Excellency, El Hadj Omar Bongo. I had been 

the director of the United States Information Service (USIS) in Gabon for five months, and though I had never 

met Mr. Bongo, I knewr enough about him and his pattern of indulgence that l could not say wfith any certainty 

wphat might happen in the next fewr minutes. 

Especially as to wjhat might emanate from the Gabonese presidential band, which was preparing to play 'The 

Star-Spangled Banner” to accompany our entrance into the presidential palace. The bandmaster had called on me 

at the USIS to obtain the sheet music; after our meeting, I’d been told be had only recently been released from a 
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Gabonese prison, where he'd been sent by President 

Bongo to consider the error of his ways. His first 

mistake had occurred when the new British ambassador 

had presented his credentials and the band had played 

the Angolan national anthem: someone in this 
Francophone country had pulled the music out of the 

files and nor noticed the difference between ANGLAISE 

and ANGGLMSE* That had been embarrassing enough, 

but not long after, when the president of South Korea 
had dropped by and been greeted with the North 

Korean anthem. Bongo had been mortified, and the 

bandmaster had got a month in the pokey, (There was 

considerable suspicion that his suffering in captivity 

was alleviated by a cash gift from the North Korean 
diplomatic delegation, either before or after the event, 

in appreciation for his carelessness,) 

Happily, the American anthem came off, out of tune 

and out of time but this side of recognizable. We then 

proceeded to the palace entrance, w here Bongo was 

waiting in all his splendor. 

Omar Bongo was not a particularly modest mao, 

which is not a terribly surprising statement about 

someone who had held absolute authority and access 
to something in the neighborhood of 1 billion 

petrodollars a year for more than a decade. 
He was uninhibited by his less-than- 

imposing p hys i c a 1 p res e n c e — th ough 

dapper and trim, he stood two inches shy 

of five leet. Rumor had it that by Bongo 

fiat, the word pygmy would never appear in 

the government-controlled media. In any 

event, the furniture in every government office 
in Gabon, from Cabinet to municipal level, 

was built so low that upon taking a seat, a 
visitor of normal height was left practically 

looking out between his knees. Bongo also 

offset Ins shortness with high heels and a splendiferous 
wardrobe that usually included a red-and-black cape. 

It should be noted too that Bongos appetites for 
women, drink and all the accoutrements of wealth were 

sufficiently immense that hut for the grace of God, he 

might otherwise have been producing major motion 

pictures. He had converted to Islam several years 
before — curiously, at about the same time Gabon 

joined the Arab-dominated Organization of Petroleum 

Exporting Countries —and had ostentatiously added 

the El Hadj to his name to indicate he had completed 
the pilgrimage to Mecca. His apparent devotion to 
Allah had since waned, if not disappeared, in the face 

of numerous temptations, most particularly alcohol. 

Ambassador McNamara presented his credentials 

on cue, then turned to his aides, introducing first his 
deputy chief of mission, Kevin McGuire, and then me. 

As McNamara turned to me his eyes glazed over and he 
stammered, "Our cultural attache**.'1 Though he had 
known me since his arrival, more than a month earlier, 

he had forgotten my name. Finally, he blurted out, 

triumphantly if somewhat inaccurately, “Monsieur Shaffer' 

President Bongo's eyes lit up at the words cultural 

attache. He looked up at me and said in French, And 

when will you give us tin eqttipe for me and my staff1 to 

study English?" This struck me as a great idea: the U.S. 

government could certainly field a team of twro or three 

English teachers {equip? being French for "team11) and 
put it right there in the palace to help this wonderful 

foreign leader learn to speak English, Fantastic, “Why, 

whenever you wane, Mr. President!," I replied with only 
a hint of self-importance After all, helping Bongo wasn’t 
a bad idea. He wasn’t a complete down — he maintained 

stability, had effectively helped mediate such regional 

disputes as the Libya-Chad war, had been the first 

African chief of state to be received by President Reagan 

and was generous to his friends. (To a fault. In hosting 

WHEN PRESIDENTS COLLIDE; 

above, Bongo and French 

president Georges Pompidou, on 

his 1971 visit to Gabon; 

right, at the White House in 

1907, two great communicators 

the annual Organization of African Unity meeting in 
1977, he nearly bankrupted the country by building 

SI million chalets furnished with silver services and 

Mercedeses, among other amenities, lor each of the 

56 visiting chiefs of state.) 
The instant I made my offer, Bongo shouted over his 

shoulder to summon Marcel Kiki, his special aide tor 

education* Kiki smartly hurried up, whereupon Bongo 
instructed him to call on me to work out the details. 

We shook hands, and I began mentally drafting the 

telegram to Washington, extolling this public-affairs 

coup and my own modest role. You may be assured 
that entire foreign-service careers have been built on 
slimmer achievements than this. 

A couple of hours later, riding back to the embassy 
in the ambassador's car, slightly whiffed from 

champagne, musing about the public-relations mileage 
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early 1980s. That figure was reached after a sevcncies- 

era census had come in at 600,000, which would have 

given Gabon an astronomical per capita income —a 

curiosity in such an evidently poor country. In order 

to ward off unpleasant questions, Bongo had 
summarily doubled his subjects. Though the U.S. 

worked hard to nurture friendly relations, we were 

resigned to the fact that we could never approach 

the influence of the French. Gabon had won its 

independence from France in I960, but pretty 

much in name only. In 1964, when President 
Leon MhBa was deposed in a military coup, the 

French flew in a battalion and restored him to 

office. Eighteen years later some 30,000 French 

still dominated the city of Libreville, roosting in 

every branch of government, in practically every 

business and, in topless swimsuits, on all the best 
beaches. Because France still treated Gabon as a 

colony, the Gabonese were among the least dynamic 

African nationals. Among the more vigorous countries — 

Nigeria, Ivory Coast, Kenya —the Gabonese were the 

butt of jokes. Intelligent and hardworking Gabonese 

tended to be sucked into the bureaucracy where they 

lived lives of ease and anonymity; Bongo wanted no 

potential troublemakers where he could not keep an 

eye on them. 
In serving more than 20 years as a diplomat overseas, 

I had worked for a wide variety of senior diplomats. 

All urere competent, and some were congenial, but none 

were relaxed. In Francis Terry McNamara, I thought I 

had at long last gone to work for someone who was 

relaxed, or at least appeared to be. Moreover, he had two 

other distinguishing characteristics: a 29-inch inseam, 

meaning he was actually shorter (and heavier) than 1 

was, and a robust appreciation for women. Though 

married— because his wife, Whu De, was Vietnamese, 

he referred to himself as a miscegenationist —he 

regaled me writh stories of his conquests of African 

women, presumably during his single days, and made 

sexual comments about nearly every woman he 
encountered. He even leered at my wife, Susan, who 

restrained her natural tendency toward outspokenness 

when the ambassador ogled her bosom. 
McNamara was a career foreign-service officer who 

had risen through the ranks. He had served as one of 

our last consuls general in South Vietnam and during 

the chaotic collapse in 1975 had demonstrated 
considerable bravery during a hazardous river borne 

evacuation under constant threat of enemy fire. To his 

dismay, McNamara had shown up frequently in Decent 

Interval, the book by former CIA agent Frank Snepp, 

where he was repeatedly criticized (among his lesser 

crimes was having a custom-made designer helmet), 

McNamara had been shunted aside during the Carter 
years, a fact that he believed improved his prospects when 

Reagan took office. At a time when more and more 

ambassadorships were being given to business cronies, 
McNamara was given Gabon. Of course, not too many 

executives contributed five- and six-figure sums to the 

wre were going to earn, I learned there had been a major 

communication breakdown. Responsibility for the first 

glitch resided with Bongo; for the second, with my two 

foreign-service colleagues, who had quickly shown 

themselves to be masters in the diplomatic tradition of 

keeping secrets, especially from all fellow bureaucrats. 

Bongo had said the word equips quite dearly, but that 

is not what he’d meant. He had really meant equipment— 

a laboratory, a hunk of electronic gadgetry w ith tape 

recorders and headphones and a rather large price tag. 

0ht yes, McNamara and McGuire casually informed 

me, he just med the wrong word\ but this has been one of his 

pet projects for years. Its just that nobody ever volunteered to 

make it happen for him. Why they hadn't warned me 

about this is anybody's guess, although it may have 
been just another example of foreign-service officers’ 

thinking they were the only real diplomats, leaving 

attaches from the USIS to ewist slowly in the wind. 

'But" 1 sputtered, "there’s no budget. This thing will 

cost thousands of dollars.” McNamara and McGuire 

were dearly enjoying themselves —there's nothing a 

career bureaucrat finds funnier than the sight of a 

fellow career bureaucrat squirming. Finally* McNamara 

smiled and said, "Vbu promised the president. And 

you will deliver.” I began mentally redrafting my cable 

to Washington. 

to 
The champagne bottle exploded* showering the president 
with glass. Bongo’s bodyguard nearly went for his weapon. 

A BON WAS NOT EXACTLY A COMIC-OPERA 

country. About the size of Colorado, physically 

spectacular and covered with tropical forests, 

it had a stated population of 1.2 million through the 
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GOP in order to win a posting to equatorial Africa, 

It soon became apparent that life with McNamara 

would not be without its problems. He was, in a wrord, 

undiplomatic. Fie assumed everyone was his intellectual 

inferior, Once, he drafted a telegram to the political 
officer in Paris, suggesting that the man read the 

newspapers. But Mr. Ambassador" I ventured 

carefully, ' he probably does read the papers." He 

considered that for a moment, then reluctantly struck 

the phrase. OFFICIAL ENTERTAINMENT AT THE AMBASSADOR S 

residence was frequent — a large dinner every 

rwro or three weeks —and always nightmarish. 

The Gabonese had a distressing tendency to accept 

invitations they had no intention of honoring; they just 

didn't like to say no. We would call and confirm on the 

day of a dinner, to no avail; at one dinner I hosted, 
none of the seven Gabonese guests showed. At the very 

least, two or three guests would never materialize, and 

Nhu Dc and 1 would dash around the table, removing 

and rearranging name cards, she spitting invective at 
me all the while. Still, people seemed to enjoy her 

parties. Or at least they became inebriated to the point 

where they seemed to enjoy them. 

The culmination of most parties at the embassy was 

a performance of the ambassador's favorite trick. The 

gregarious McNamara would take a bottle of champagne, 

unsheathe his bolo knife and with a great flourish chop 

off the neck of the bottle. The feat always had the same 

effect: the entire top of the bottle would shear off 

neatly with a loud pop and a rush of bubbly, and all 

those who hadn't seen it before would ooh and aah and 

applaud. The day the ambassador chose to show his 

trick to President Bongo, however, no one applauded. 

Bongo and his entire Cabinet were visiting a US IS 

exhibit at a trade fair. Although his protocol officials 

had warned us that the president was not to be offered 

anything to drink —most likely fearing that if offered a 

drink at each booth the president would never see the 

entire fair — McNamara, who always scorned instructions 

from inferiors, produced a bottle of champagne 

the moment Bongo arrived, his wife and entourage 

in tow. "Monsieur President, McNamara said, 

“would you like a glass of champagne?” Bongo 

had probably not turned down a drink since 

he was a child, and the ambassador soon 
brandished the bottle and his crusty bolo knife. 
Unfortunately it was American champagne, 

in a bottle shaped differently from the French. 
It exploded, gashing McNamaras hand and 

showering Bongo and his wife with glass and 

champagne. Bongos security chief nearly pulled 

his gun. McNamara, bleeding all over his white 

tropical suit, never missed a beat, and while Bongo 

brushed champagne off his lapels McNamara opened 

another bottle, albeit in the conventional way. I don’t 
believe he ever apologized, bur I never saw the bolo 

knife again. 

HE CHARMING MARCEL KIKI ARRIVED AT MY 

office only si few minutes late. Kiki had 

attained his position as aide tor education not 

because of overwhelming intelligence, though he may 

have been very smart, but through simple cronyism. 

Being a drinking buddy of President Bongo's was the 

surest road to success, and Kiki was in the inner circle. 
He had dropped by to make sure I was going ro keep 

my promise, but he felt no need to push that cause. He 

knew that the president wanted a language laboratory, 

he knew l knew, he assured himself 1 was going to 

follow through, and that was it, I was on my own. 

My pals in the United Stares Information Agency in 

Washington were not amused when 1 called (l decided 

to call; you can always claim a telephone conversation 

was misunderstood, but a cable is forever). No, there 

was no agency funding available; no, there was no 

equipment un hand; no, no one knew what I should 
do, apart from talking McNamara into forgetting tlie 

whole thing. Fat chance, McNamara thought it was a 

very good idea — we discussed practically no US IS project 

but this —and that meant the rest of us were wrong. 

Despite continuing reluctance, Washington finally 

agreed to order the equipment and ship it, leaving me 

to find $3,000 to pay for it. Fortunately, I had long 

training as a budget juggler, and by trimming and 

cutting programs and transferring funds from account 

to account, I managed to make the money available. 

While I was lining up the equipment, McNamara 

had a second audience with Bongo and came back 
with the news that the president wanted an American 

teacher to run the lab and handle all lessons for him 

and his senior staff, He wanted, in fact, an American 

woman, McNamara said. Call me naive, but I didn’t 

read anything into the specificity of the request, The 

ambassador charged me with finding the appropriate 

Brill resisted; Bongo insisted, She backed away; he followed. 
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THESE BOOTS ARE MADE FOR ELEVATIN': Bongo steppm* out at an Organization of African Unify conference in Somalia 

person, which seemed the least of my problems. 

1 interviewed the local Peace Corps directors wife, 

a bright and vivacious person who was looking for 

something to do. She said she would love to handle the 

project. When I told. McNamara 1 had found the right 

person, he blew up. "I do not want the wife of an 
American embassy official in that job,” he said. I 

probably should have inquired more about his line of 

reasoning, but L chalked his decision up to the fact 

that McNamara happened to loathe the womans 

husband, and I chose not to pursue it. Instead, E 

looked within the Peace Corps. 

Mona Brill* was a willowy, self-possessed, intelligent 
woman in her mid-twenties who had spent three years 

teaching English to Gabonese children. She spoke 

French well, and I had been impressed by her calm 

and confidence. 1 had seen her most recently when the 

ambassador and I had made an unannounced call while 

on a quick trip to Franceville, near where she worked, 

When we dropped in, she was wearing very short shorts 

and cleaning her refrigerator, but she welcomed us 

nonchalantly. This was the sort of person wre needed, I 

decided. Unflappable, experienced, qualified, 
McNamara loved the idea .Just right, he said. And 

since Brill's tout was almost up and she wanted to stay 

in Gabon, she liked the idea, too, We were ready to get 

this show on the road. 

The introduction of Brill to the president was an 

event I missed. McNamara did the honors. It was all 

very straightforward, he assured me. Businesslike. We 

would pay her salary, the Gabonese government would 

pay for her housing, the palace would provide permanent 

space for the equipment and her office. Bongo was 

delighted to meet her, McNamara reported, 1 wras 

delighted, although by this point I had begun to develop 
some suspicions, ft didn't matter; ten months after we 

had promised, we wrere going to get a language laboratory 

for the president. And a teacher too. 

ID YOU SET ME UP?,'1 BRILL DEMANDED AS 

she barged into my office. "Did the American 

embassy set me up for the president?” Her eyes 

were glazed, her face was flushed, her hands trembled 

as she walked in and slammed down into a chair. My 

little suspicions had blossomed. President Bongo said 

he wanted to learn English, but what he really wanted 

was to have sex with an American woman. 

Brill said the president’s military aide had picked 

her up and taken her straight to Bongo's office, 

whereupon the president had led her into an adjoining 

private room and almost immediately invited her to take 

off her clothes. Brill had resisted; Bongo had insisted. 

Shed backed away; bed followed. He'd stroked, squeezed, 

pleaded. Brill had found herself in the awkward 

position of having to turn dowrn an autocrat in the 

heart of his autocracy. How do you say no to a president, 

especially President Bongo, who, like most Third 

World men, seemed ro believe the prototypical American 

woman to be the Playboy Playmate? 

Brill had escaped, she said, by announcing that she 
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was saving herself for her boyfriend. Now, she demanded 
to know, are there details of my contract that I'm not a ware 
of ? Because putting out for President Bongo is not what l 
had in mind 

I immediately called Ambassador McNamara* told 
him there appeared to be something of an emergency 
and asked if Brill and I could see him immediately. Sure, 
he said* so we hustled off to the embassy. McNamara 
listened to her story with a serious and understanding 
expression on his face* the very model of a professional 
diplomat. Finally, he spoke. "Mona* your only assignment 
is to teach English at the presidential palace. There 
are no other requirements or expectations.” 

Mollified by those assurances, Brill agreed to fulfill 
her contract* which* in the absence of sexual harassment* 
was not a bad deaf Bongo had put her up in a room 
at the Intercontinental Hotel overlooking the Atlantic* 
had given her a car and was going to pay for at least one 
trip a year back to the States. Considering the prestige 
and the benefits, 1 think, she decided that warding off 
an occasional presidential pawr was endurable. If she 
decided anything else, she kept it to herself. 

OBODY DOES ANYTHING IN THE FOREIGN 

service without some sort of ceremony In an 
occupation wrhere it is so difficult to measure any 

accomplishment* we make the most of our little victories. 
Therefore* when everything had been completed, we 
scheduled an official inauguration of President 
Bongo's language lab. The event was to take place 
at 11:00 a.m. 

Brill* McNamara and 1 appeared at the palace 
at the appointed time and wrere kept waiting for 
perhaps half an hour, not an unusual delay. But 
when we were finally ushered into Bongo's office, 
he was plainly drunk, very nearly incoherent 

He wobbled over to us on his high 
heels, a look of sadness on his inebriated 
little face. Bongo slipped his arm around 
Brill's waist, teetered, and drooled a little. Finally 
he looked at McNamara and me and spoke, 
not as a president to envoys but as a man to other 
men, “She does not love me,” he mumbled. “Elk ne 
m'aime pasTalk about conversational nonstarters. 

The awkwardness did not last long. Brill 
disengaged herself, and the president offered us a 
glass of champagne, This was just what the president 
did not need, but it got us talking about something 
other than the vagaries of love, and in a little while we 
went on to the dedication ceremony. Bongo could barely 
stand* but McNamara held him more or less upright 
until he could get behind a console and under 
some headphones. At that point the cameras w^erst off 
tape ran, and the event wras captured for posterity. 

At the reception that followed, Bongo was more 
cogent and a bit perkier. Everyone in the large group 
on hand = the Gabonese Cabinet ran to almost 50, 
and most of them were there* along w ith dozens of 
bureaucrats and cronies —expressed his personal and 

professional admiration for the lab and the work that 
had gone into it. Whatever was to come after this in 
my diplomatic career, I would always have this. I could 
rest on my laurels* such as they were. 

pilogue: President Bongo attended 

private classes in the lab around half a dozen 
times over the next few months. He did not 

learn English as effortlessly as he had expected* and his 
interest deteriorated once he surrendered the last bit of 
hope that he could win Brill, He did, however, continue 
to pay her, and even suggested to his staff that they 
take classes. Brill took the job seriously* and the USIS 
continued to regard the lab as a major accomplishment. 
McNamara next began a campaign to persuade Bongo 
to let the Voice of America lease time on the Gabonese- 
French shortwave transmitter* but nothing came of it. 
The French were eager to quash anything that svould 
increase American influence. In time* the State 
Department cut McNamara's tour short* but later it 
named him ambassador to nearby Cape Verde, 

The ambassador held Bongo upright until he could get 
under some headphones. 

establishment* less and less attached to the USIS, She 
became the lady who ran the president's language lab. 
She returned home to academia in 1990. 

Omar Bongo is still president* but now the 
Gabonese are rioting in the streets, demanding 
political and economic reform. He still doesn't speak 

English, f 

Brill remained in Gabon for several years. She became 
more and more a pact of the Gabonese 
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Philip and 

ONE CHARMING, ANCIENT RICH GUY HAS/ DECIDED WHAT ALL 
BUILDINGS SHOULD LOOK LIKE FOR MOST OFTHIS JCENTURY. HE IS DECIDING 
WHAT AU BUILDINGS SHOULD LOOK LIKE RIGHT NOW. AFIIE THINKS IT'S ALL A BIT OF A JOKE. 

The Century Association is, in 

this democratic age, one of New 

\brk’s better clubs. Founded in 1847 

and housed in a McKim, Mead & 

White building on West 43rd Street, 

the Century accepts members on the 

basis of their achievements in the 

world; that is, on the basis of merit, 

usually in an area like journalism 

or cultural philan¬ 

thropy or govern¬ 

ment. After some controversy, women 

were admitted in 1988. The men and 

women who join the Century — among 

the more celebrated of the 2,000 cur¬ 

rent members are John Lindsay John 

Chancellor, Frank Rich, Tina Brown, 

Tom Wolfe,Jacqueline Onassis, Arthur 

Schlesinger and Robert Caro — tend to 

act much as the members of any dub 

do: they are congenially patronizing ro 

their lunch guests; they affect a man¬ 

ner of easy condescension with the lit¬ 

tle man in livery downstairs; they use 

their membership to remind them¬ 

selves that they are pretty darn impor¬ 

tant people; they are snobs. Naturally, 

the whole purpose of a club is to pro¬ 

vide a setting for such behavior. 

On a Tuesday night in February, a 
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good-bay postmodernist 

protege Robert Stern 

and bad-boy deconstructivist 



group of fairly typical Cen¬ 

tury members held a dinner 

in one of the association’s 

smallish, private upstairs 

rooms, the Henry Platt Li¬ 

brary, The members had 
asked a few guests to join 

them, making up a party of 

12; all wore dinner jackets. 

No women were present. 

Several of these men had met 

in this same room for dinner 

regularly for more than ten 

skyline of your city, with its 

aging flat-topped skyscrapers 

built in the sixties and its 

cupola-topped skyscrapers 

built in the eighties and its 

mdted-jungle-gym-toppcd 

skyscrapers that will be built 

in the nineties. They are 

responsible for the chairs in 

your office waiting room, for 

the shape of your teapot, for 

the Doric columns and Pal- 

lad ian porticoes that sud¬ 

sitting in and most of the 

ones you see, 

Michael Graves, Rich¬ 

ard Meier, Peter Eisenman, 

Frank Gehry and Robert 

Stern are architects. Cer¬ 
tainly, many architects and 

developers exist in the world, 

but these men are the busi¬ 

est and most prominent and 

influential American archi¬ 
tects working today. Sitting 

together at the Century hav- 

years — at one time as often 

as once a month. Fitting the 

Century profile, they were 
successful in a field that calls 
for a bit more imagination 

than does business, and they 

were a tad uncertain whether 

they were gentlemen in the 

orthodox sense. 
Still, this group was 

unique. The handful of men 

who met at the Century that 

night are responsible for the 

denly appeared in the malls 

you shop in, for the peaked 

roofs on the townhomes 

down the road, for the loom¬ 

ing Art Deco missile silo 

where your lawyer works. 

The men who wpere in the 

room at the Century—a 

warm, dubby room named 
after an architect and lined 

with books on architecture 

and design —are responsi¬ 

ble for the building you are 

mg dinner every couple of 

months, they are like a Ma¬ 

sonic lodge that really does 

control the world —or at 

least one important part of 

it. If all the heads of the 

auto companies had regular 

black-tie dinners in a pri¬ 

vate dining room of their 
club, or ifSununu and Baker 

and Bill Bradley and Sam 

Nunn and Ted Kennedy did, 

we might think the concen¬ 

tration of power wras both 
remarkable and possibly 

suspect. Architects seem to 

be a fairly harmless breed, 

however — like painters with 

a practical side. But these 
architects, tasteful and egg¬ 

headed as they may be, actu¬ 

ally build things — big build¬ 

ings made of lots of steel and 

concrete and wiring that 

cost tens of millions of dol¬ 

lars. Sitting around upstairs 

COCKTAILS AT 6:30: clock¬ 
wise from top ieftt Anglo¬ 
phile Stern smiles ironically 
in trilby and greatcoat; 
Graves smiles ironically be¬ 
fore Palladian-styled pump¬ 
kin; Meier looks severe; wild 
child Gehry plays with build¬ 
ing blocks; Eisenman imi¬ 
tates Dr. Frankenstein, 

at the Century, they decide 

what American cities will 

look like for decades. 

Well, actually, they don’t 

decide. The person who uras 

at the head of the table at 

the Century decides. Graves* 

Meier, Eisenman, Gehry 

and Stern are, in some mea¬ 

sure, the instruments of one 

mans will. They owe him 

everything, from their mem¬ 

bership in the Century, to 
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the commissions for impor¬ 

tant buildings, to the occa¬ 

sional handout when rimes 

were tough. They are there¬ 

fore loyal followers of this 

man despite his spectacular 

inconstancy. 

Since the turn of the cen¬ 

tury, three major architec¬ 

tural movements have ap¬ 
peared: the International 

Style, in the 1920s and ’30s; 

postmodernism* in the 
1970s and hS0s; and decon¬ 

structivism, in the very late 

1980s, In each case, the 

early adherents of the move¬ 
ment believed in it as one 

would believe in a religion. 

These were not matters of 

taste —architects were not 

milliners, alter all™and to 

design a building in a par¬ 

ticular style was to say some¬ 

thing profound about the 

nature of man and society 

and possibly the universe, 

tainly, ever will. In no other 

profession has such a figure 

arisen. Who, in 1979, won 

the first Pritzkcr Prize- 

arc hi tec tore's most presti¬ 

gious honor, and one that car* 

ries an award of $100,000? 

Philip Johnson. Who has 

dominated the Museum of 

Modern Arts ardmecture- 
and-design department 

since 1930? Philip John¬ 

son. Who became friendly 

with the Rockefellers and 

other wealthy individual and 

corporate clients through 

MoMA? Philip Johnson, 

Who is the first architect 

CEOs think of when they 

want a referral? Philip John¬ 

son. Who foisted Ludwig 

Mies van der Rohe on Amer¬ 

ica in 1937* and underwrote 

the journal that published 

retested in the next, what¬ 

ever the next is7 Johnson 

shows disarming self-aware¬ 

ness in such remarks. To 

maintain his position all 

these years, he has employed 

an amazing combination 

of midwestern backslapping* 

eastern aestheticism, seem¬ 

ing European rigor (those 
glasses), personal wealth 

(his father gave him mil¬ 

lions), WASP clubbability, 

canny intelligence, impec¬ 

cable fashion clairvoyance 

and Warholian coyness, Es¬ 

pecially impressive, Johnson 

has been America's most 

important architect for 60 

years without being anything 

like its greatest architect, 

The best illustration of 

the way Johnson makes 

things "go ahead" is his role 

another. Working on a proj¬ 
ect together once, Eisenman 

and Graves loathed each 

other so deeply that they 

reportedly communicated 

only through an intermedi¬ 

ary. Stern, walking through 

one of Gravess hotels at Dis¬ 

ney World last winter, re¬ 

marked to some architec¬ 

ture writers, This is a nice 

place to visit, but 1 wouldn't 

want to stay here’’ 

Since the late 1970s, the 

kids have joined the Cen¬ 
tury one after the other, "I 

write so many goddamn let¬ 

ters" Johnson says with a 

sigh, Eisenman and Stern 

approached Johnson and 

asked him to sit at the head 

of the table, and Stern sug¬ 

gested the dinners be black- 

tie,, because H’pe°ple behave 

better when dressed prop¬ 

erly1 Johnsons relationship 

with Stern, Graves, Meier, 

Eisenman and Gehry shows 

how Johnson has always 

operated and how big-time, 

Johnson has managed to be the 
architectural equivalent of Marx and Keynes and 

Arthur Laffer all in one lifetime One architect, however, has 

managed to be at rhe very 

forefront of each of these 

movements. One architect 

has managed to be the archi¬ 

tectural equivalent ol Marx 

and Keynes and Arthur 

Laffer all in one lifetime, to 

be the architectural equiv¬ 

alent of a cardinal, a rabbi 

and an atheist —and to get 

away with it. And not only to 
get away with it but to be 

at the center of power in 

his profession for 60 years. 
Seated at the head of the 

table that Tuesday night in 
February at the Century was 

Philip Courtelyou Johnson, 

He has a simple explana¬ 

tion for Ills success: T'm a 

whore* he has said. 
With his eager and stead¬ 

fast proteges to serve him, 

Johnson has ruled a hugely 

important profession in this 

country longer than anyone 

else ever has or, almost cer¬ 

excerpts of Robert Venturi's 

first book in 1966. and cu¬ 

rated MoMA's deconstruc¬ 

tivism show in 1988? Philip 

Johnson, Who built, with 

Mies* the most important 

International Style building 

in America (the Seagram 

Building, on Park Avenue, 

where, at The Four Seasons, 

Johnson lunches almost 

daily), and who built the 

most influential postmodern 

building (the AT&T build¬ 

ing* on Madison Avenue) 
and has designed the biggest 

deconsrructivtst develop- 
ment in the country (Times 

Square)? Philip Johnson. 

T'm a chameleon at heart” 

Johnson says, “and not be¬ 

ing a form-giver of my own* 
like Mies, I don't have that 

ability' or that inclination. 

But I do like people, and I 

do like proselytizing, and 

1 like to make things go 

ahead. And Fm always in- 

in bringing the kids —as 

he calls his Century din¬ 
ner companions— to prom¬ 

inence and keeping them 

there* all the while receiving 

credit for their innovations, 

I don’t understand why w-e 

can't have dinner writh whom 

we want to,” Johnson says 
of the Century get-togethers, 

“but everybody makes it out 

as if we're making a goats- 
and-sheep out of it. Jeal¬ 

ous, jealous. Jealous." (Other 
architects present at the din¬ 

ner in February were Cesar 

Pelli, Charles Gwathmey and 

John Burgee —all Century 

members —as well as Jaque 
Robertson* Kevin Roche, 

Michael Rotondi, Paul Ru¬ 
dolph, Max Scogin and Ber¬ 

nard Tschumi.) Outsiders 

may be jealous of the kids, 

but the kids are jealous of one 

high-style architecture is 

carried on today: with an 

84-year-oid Gepetto in eve¬ 

ning clothes in bis work¬ 

shop—a private dining room 

of a New' \brk club —and 

his handmade creations 
around him. T thought I 

invented Frank Gehry, l 

thought 1 invented Peter 

Eisenman,” Johnson says. 

Philip Johnson was born 
in Ohio in 1906, His father 

was a lawyer who gave John¬ 

son a large amount of stock 

in the Aluminum Company 

of America. As a result of a 

nervous condition, Johnson 

spent seven years getting 

through Harvard, He did 

not earn a degree from Har¬ 

vard's Graduate School of 

Design until he was 37, and 
he failed the design section 
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THE EMPIRE'S NEW CLOTHES: One important commission that Philip Johnson 

Johnson was beginning his career. What if things had been different.'' 
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of the New Yotk State archi- 

teet's-Iicense exam several 

times. In 1932, however, 

when he was just 26, John¬ 

son established himself as 

a force in architecture in 
America by curating the 

show "Modern Architecture" 

at MoMA, With one stroke, 

modernism —or the Inter¬ 

national Style, as Johnson 

and architectural historian 

Henry-Russell Hitchcock 

titled their book on the sub¬ 

ject—was brought to Amer¬ 
ica. Johnson himself built 

an important modernist 

structure — his own home in 

New Canaan, Connecticut, 

finished in 1949 and known 
as the Glass House, Hav¬ 

ing headed MoMAs archi¬ 

tecture department from 

1930 to 1934, he took it 

over once again from 1946 

until 1956. In the interval, 

Johnson received his archi¬ 

tecture degree, dallied with 

Nazism and served in the 

Army, He designed the 

museum's annex in 1950, its 

sculpture garden in 1953 

and two newr wings in 1964, 

(MoMA brought work in¬ 
directly too — Blanchette 

Rockefeller commissioned 

Johnson to build a house on 

52nd Street wrhen she ran 

into him in the museums 

elevator one day.) Even 
though Johnson resigned his 

post, he has always retained 

enormous influence ar the 

museum. 

As a visiting critic and 
lecturer at Yale during the 

1950s and 60s, Johnson 

first began to gather the kids 

around him, but he was not 

a major figure there. That 

role fell to such charismatic 

second-generation modern¬ 

ists as Paul Rudolph and 

Louis Kahn, Johnson func¬ 

tioned as an architectural 

haibfeUow-wrelLmet. He had 

a knack for the irreverent 

remark ("I would rather 

sleep in Chartres Cathe¬ 

dral with the nearest john 

two blocks away than in a 

Harvard house with back- 

to-back bathrooms' ); he en¬ 

joyed holding court in stu¬ 

dents' houses, introducing 

anecdotes with such throw¬ 

away lines as ‘Yesterday 

in Cairo,./3; and he wras 

connected to the world of 
wealthy clients in Newr York. 

James Stuart Polshek (a 

former dean of Columbia's 

School of Architecture and 

Planning, a Century member 

and a student at Yale when 

Johnson lectured there) re¬ 

members that a carload of 

his classmates would often 

drive to the Glass House for 

tea on Sunday and find such 

giants as I, M. Pei and 

Henry-RusselJ Hitchcock 

there. Johnsons kindness 
extended beyond invitations 

to tea: ‘The house for the 

Bronfmans and the NewT 

York State Bar fin Albany} 

wrere twro gifts from Philip," 

Polshek says. 

Another Yale alumnus 

from the late 1950s remem¬ 

bers that Johnson would 

often play the raconteur af¬ 

ter lectures at a student resi¬ 

dence called The Studio. At 

first the drinking and talk¬ 

ing were good fun, but then 

the style of these occasions 

changed. "It started be¬ 
coming precious" says this 

architect, 'with china and 

guys sitting cross-legged and 

little cups of tea." A fewr 

years later, at a different 

residence, one of the guys 
sitting cross-legged with a 

little cup of tea was Bob 

Stern, a Brooklyn boy wrho 

started calling himself Rob¬ 

ert A.M. Stern sometime af¬ 

ter Yale. 

Stern is a slight, hyper- 

kinetic man, dapper and 

smart, puckish and insecure. 

Twenty years ago, wrhen sol¬ 

emn Bauhaus modernism 

tvas still architectures offi¬ 

cial religion. Stern designed 

buildings chat included bits 

of history and ornament* 

thus helping to invent post¬ 

modernism, Speaking of his 

symbiosis writh Stern, John¬ 

son told spy, “He doesn't 

need any help. Not back 

then either” Stern may not 

have needed help, but John¬ 

son provided it anyway. In 
the early 1960s, Stern be¬ 

came a frequent visitor to 

Johnsons Glass House, and 

Johnson would attend the 

salons Stern and his room¬ 

mates hosted at a house that 

Phyllis Lambert rented to 

them cheap. Lambert, wrhom 

Johnson once called "the 

client of the century," -was the 

daughter of Samuel Bronf¬ 
man, who had hired John¬ 

son and Mies to design the 

Seagram Building. 

The relationship between 

Stern and Johnson grew be¬ 

yond teacher-and-student 

to one of friendly patronage. 

When the editors of Perspecta 
needed someone to under¬ 

write this influential Yale 

“You’re in your early twenties, and there’s this 
Gatsby-like figure with pots 
of money....You can’t help but be seduced” 

I 
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could nor direct to whomever he pleased was the Empire Stare Building—it was finished in 1931, 

Depending on Johnson s mood, the building might have looked like this: 

architecture journal...there 

was Philip, Stern edited Per- 

specta during 1964 and '65. 

Coincidentally, Perspecta pub* 

lished Johnson polemics 

such as “The Seven Crurches 

of Modern Architecture.1' 

Stern was also the first to 

publish excerpts from one 
of the most important archi¬ 

tectural treatises of the last 

half century, Robert Venturi's 

Complexity and Contradiction, 

which became postmodern¬ 

isms manifesto. 

Stern willingly ran errands 

for Johnson in those days — 

when Johnson wanted re¬ 

search done and didn't feel 

like making the drive up 
from New Canaan to New 

Haven, the public phone in 

the architecture studio 
would ring. "Hey, Sterno, 

its Philip Johnson on the 

line!" was often heard amid 
the drafting tables that 

year. 

After Stern graduated, 

Johnson got his ex-student a 

grant so that he could com¬ 

plete a book, and at the age 

of 26, upon the urging of 

Johnson, Stern was selected 

by the Architectural League 

of New Y>rk in 1965 to 

curate what would prove to 
be one of the most signifi¬ 

cant shows of his gen¬ 

eration, MO Under 40" —an 

anointment of the several 

dozen best young architects. 

As one of Stern's roommates 

from his Yale days remem¬ 
bers, “You're in your early 

twenties, and there's this 

Gatsby-like figure with pots 

of money who's helping you 
find work, and you can't 

help but be seduced11 

In tact, "40 Under 4Q1’ is 

a case of the-gang's-all-here, 
for the show featured work 

by Peter Eisenman (born 

1932), Michael Graves (born 

1934), Richard Meier (born 

1934) and even Stern him¬ 

self (born 1939). 
Thus, thanks to John¬ 

sons help and his insistence 

that Stern include his own 

work in the MO Under 40” 
exhibition, the young archi¬ 

tecture historian embarked 

on a rewarding career as one 
of America's foremost prac¬ 

titioners of postmodernism, 

Peter Eisenman, the lead- 

ing proponent of decon¬ 

structivism, the perverse, 

dissonant architectural style 
that has followed postmod¬ 

ernism, is proud to be the 

bad boy of his field, happy 

to enthrall student acolytes 
with talk of Derrida and 

Foucault. He has success* 

fully espoused his fuck-you 

architectural theory from a 

quite comfy establishmen- 

rarian nest— a tenured post 

at Princeton, membership 

in the Century. How, one 

wonders, did he get his 

start? 

In conjunction with 
MoMA and Cornell Univer¬ 

sity; Eisenman founded the 

Institute for Architecture 

and Urban Studies in New 

York in 1967, Like many 

institutions of its day, it 

was idealistic. Eisenman, 

the 35-year-old director, de¬ 

clared that architects have 

abrogated their responsibil¬ 

ity to deal with social 

problems.'1 

The 1AUS was a clearing¬ 

house for the hot pencils of 

the era —Meier and Graves 

passed through its doors — 

and during the 1970s could 
claim to be American archi¬ 

tecture's intellectual locus. 

But money was always a 

problem. “Check kiting wras 
an art [ at the IAUS],"remem¬ 

bers one veteran. The Insti¬ 

tute survived thanks to the 

kindness of a number of 

patrons, such as MoMA 

trustees Armand Bartos and 

Lily Auchindoss. These 

funds did not keep the wolf 

from the door, however. 

just lls the precocious 

- 

There was Philip! 

Johnson paid many of 

the salaries and expenses at 

the IAUS. Eisenman spent 

countless hours interview¬ 

ing his patron for a biogra¬ 

phy to be published under 

its aegis. And when the 

IAUS was planning to move 
from its loft in the West 

Forties to new digs, Johnson 

even offered to underwrite 

the cost of the building, as 

long as the school would be 

renamed the Philip Johnson 

Institute of Architecture and 

Urban Studies. 

Eisenman left the IAUS 

in I9S2 (at Johnsons insis¬ 

tence, it closed a year later). 

Eisenman wished to move 

away from the role of thinker 

and firebrand to that of 

building architect, from 

perpetual undergraduate to 

mainstream grown-up. How 

to make this transition? 

Johnson says he tossed 

Eisenman one of his major 

commissions — the Archi¬ 
tecture School ar the Univer¬ 

sity of Cincinnati. Still, 

a showT at MoMA featuring 

Eisenman1 s ideas might 

help, if only such a show 

could be mounted. There 

was Philip! 
Here's how Johnson de¬ 

livered Eisenman his MoMA 
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show: When Johnsons sue* 

cessor at MoMA, Arthur 

Drexlcr, died in 1987, Smart 

Wrede, Drexler’s lieutenant, 

became acting director of 
MoMAs department of ar¬ 

chitecture and design, Wrede 

was a Yalie who had edited 

Perspecta. Yet Johnson went 

around town bad-mouthing 

him. "Wrede is doing an 

adequate job, but he lacks 
carbonation. He's not a 

showman. We need some¬ 

one who can play ball” he 
told one journalist. Wrede 

knew that while Johnson 

probably lacked the power 

ro get him sacked at MoMA, 

his approval would practi¬ 

cally guarantee him the 

directorship, 
In the fall of 1987, Wrede, 

Still only MoMAs acting 

director, approached John¬ 

son about guest-curating a 

show at the museum. One 

night that fall, Wrede found 

himself seated at Johnsons 

right hand at the Century 

in the company of Gehry 
Eiseaman, John Burgee — 

Johnsons partner —and a 

number of young critics es¬ 

pecially sympathetic to the 

contentious work of Gehry 

and Eisenman. At this din¬ 
ner a new blue-chip style 

of architecture wras offi¬ 
cially born: deconstructiv- 

ism, Mark Wigley, an Eisen- 
man tutee, wfould organize a 

show' based on this theme 

at MoMA. Johnson would 

nominally "curate" At the 

same dinner, Johnson toasted 

Wrede as MoMAs new di¬ 

rector—not acting director, 
but director. Of course, 

Johnson is modest about 

this seeming exercise of 
power: “That was decided by 

the director of the museum." 

The decon show' caused a 

sensation, in large part be¬ 
cause of Johnsons involve¬ 

ment—he had certified the 

strange new International 
Style at MoMA, and now, 56 
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night ar the Century when 

Johnson said, We would 

not be here tonight if ir 

weren't for Frank Gehry 

and Frank's house'1 (Gehrys 

own house in Santa Monica, 

essentially turned inside out 

in the mid-1970s, is consid¬ 

ered the first deconstruc¬ 
tivist building.) When asked 

by spy about this sibling 

rivalry, Johnson happily 
threw gasoline on a smolder¬ 

ing fire. “Eisenman is de¬ 

termined to be an archi¬ 

tect, and Gehry will never 

be anything but," he said, 

“Eisenman is an intellectual, 

and Gehry is a natural" Any 

disrespect between Eisen¬ 

man and Johnson is evi¬ 

dently a tolerable fact of life, 
however. “[Philip] wTas the 

best man at my wedding 

[to my new wife}’’ Eisen¬ 

man says. That speaks of 

something,’' 

Johnson still visits Eisen¬ 

man s firm regularly to cri¬ 

tique work — work whose 

principles are in utter oppo¬ 

sition to the vaguely neo- 

classic postmodern work 

Johnson still docs, which 

itself was born in total op¬ 

position to the modernist 

buildings Johnson had built 

THREE (OF ABOUT 19) FACES OF PHILIP: from topf the 
whimsical aesthete in his private gallery in 1966; the Moses of 
postmodernism on Time's cover when the AT&T building was 
astounding the world; the socialite with Jacqueline Onassis 

years later, he would certify 

the strange new deconstruc¬ 
tivist style at MoMA, Eisen¬ 

man has done very well 

lately. He had spent most 

of his career thinking and 
talking about buildings, bur 

he finished a well-received 

$25 million arts center at 

Ohio Stare University last 

year, has seven more major 

projects on the boards and 

was the subject of a Vanity 

Fair profile in January 1991. 

According to associates, 

however, Eisenman was not 
satisfied. He bristled that 

before that. Indeed, John¬ 

son is working on dccon- 

structivisc and postmodern 

projects simultaneously The 

Times Square redevelop¬ 

ment “Originally designed 

in a postmodern style — 
nowr has the edgy, deliber¬ 

ately awkward shapes favored 

by the decon kids, Johnson 

has also just finished design¬ 
ing the newr Museum of 

Broadcasting, a commission 

he received from MoMA 

trustee William Paley. It will 

be a very decorous post¬ 

modern building. Somehow; 

Johnson's followers never 

fed abandoned or intoler¬ 

ably abused. And Ins men¬ 

tors, such as Mies, are safely 
dead. 

Looking around the din- 

net table, we see Michael 

Graves. "He draw's beauti¬ 

fully," says Johnson, “but 

that's quite different from 

building buildings." 

Graves is, after Johnson, 

the most famous American 
architect, thanks in part to 

the stylish knickknacks he 

has designed, especially his 

Alessi teapot. His often bril¬ 

liant version of postmodern¬ 

ism—ancient Egypt by way 

of Tuscany childrens blocks 

enlarged a thousandfold — 
was, by the mid-1980s, both 

influential and popular. Yet 

just 15 years ago he was 

mostly an architect of small 

interiors and a gifted drafts¬ 

man. In the 1970s, Graves 

taught at Princeton (where 

he now holds tenure), but 

he was so desperate for 

work that lie once told a 

colleague he wasn't an archi¬ 

tect but rather “the cubist 

kitchen king of Princeton, 

New Jersey" Renovations 

for his well-to-do neigh¬ 

bors were a staple of his 

practice. 

In 1980 a jury chose 

Graves over several competi¬ 
tors to design the municipal 
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office building in Portland, 

Oregon. Where was Philip? 

On the jury. The Portland 

Building would become the 

second-most-important post¬ 

modernist building, after 

Johnson's own AT&T Build¬ 

ing. Now that Johnson had 

put Graves on the map, both 

by infusing postmodern¬ 

ism with momentum and 

by helping him get the Port¬ 

land job, he settled back and 

watched the kid garner a few 
projects on his own. Then, 

acting, in his words, as "un¬ 

official consultant to the 
trustees," he recommended 

Graves (and two others, 

Gwathmey and Meier) to 

the Whitney Museum as 

Bernini,’’ says 
architects for its redesign. 

Graves was chosen for this 

troubled project, and al¬ 

though he has redesigned it 

twrice, no work has begun. 
But just as Johnson designed 

both for rhe Rockefellers and 

for MoMA, Graves designed 

an apartment for the chair¬ 

man of the Whitney Board 

of Tr ustees. Flora Miller 

Biddle. 

Graves has also benefited 

from Johnson's touch with 

CEOs. Around 1985, Dis¬ 
ney’s new chairman, Michael 

Eisner, the de facto Lorenzo 

de Medici of our times, 

needed to End architects 

for the company's mas¬ 

sive building programs in 

France, California and Flor¬ 
ida. There was Philip. John¬ 

son remembers his lunch 

with Eisner; “I gave him 

the names of young archi¬ 

tects— Gehry, Eisenman 

and Graves." Youth is a rela¬ 

tive thing —all three archi¬ 

tects were 50 at the time. 

Graves has built two hotels 

at Disney World and a new 

corporate office building 

for Disney in Burbank, 

and a hotel he designed for 

Euro-Disney is under con¬ 

struction; Gehry also de¬ 

signed parr of Euro-Disney 

and has a U.S, office proj¬ 

ect in the works for Dis¬ 

ney. Of course," Johnson 

says, as sharp and unsenti¬ 

mental as ever, "Eisenman 

flubbed [his Disney job}.” 

(Eisenman wanted to build 

a Si or e l at Euro-Disney 

underground,) 

Stern, Eisenman, Graves, 

Gehry ...whom have we left 

out? Oh, yes. Richard Meier. 

Meier is self-serious and 

cure critic - that is, he was 

by far the most influential 

architecture critic in the 

country. Although he joined 

the Century the same year 

Meier did (1979), Gold- 

berger categorically denies 

he has ever participated in 

the architects' dinners, and 

Johnson confirms this. But 

Stern says, "He might have 

come once —I don’t remem¬ 

ber’1 and Eisenman is em¬ 

phatic, "Goldberger s been 

there,’1 he says. [Kurt Ander¬ 

sen, a co-editor of this maga¬ 

zine, is a Century member 

and architecture writer; he 

Johnson has recently been 

embracing Sorkin, despite 

Sorkin’s ferocious attacks 

on him in SPY and else- 

where.) This new, leaner and 

meaner Goldberger may an- 

noyjohnson;Johnson's com¬ 

panion of the past decade, 

David Whitney, told a 

critics girlfriend at a dinner 

party recently, "Paul Gold¬ 

berger s bitten the hand that 

fed him.” 

CharlesJencks, an archi- 

tect and author and main 

theorist of postmodernism, 

recently told a journalist 

“Philip is the most culturally powerful architect since 
Peter Eisenman 

imperious, the last of the 

pure modernists, His white 

houses and white museums 

arc cool, graceful, impec¬ 

cable, For the last several 
years he has devoted him¬ 

self mainly to designing 

the commission of the dec¬ 

ade, the Getty museum com¬ 

plex in Los Angeles. Where 

has Philip been, though? 

Meier organizes Century 

dinners and was the host 

of record for the one that 

took place in February, but 

Johnson is uncharacteristi¬ 

cally closemouthed con¬ 

cerning him, He will refer 

only to Meiers 1984 Pritz- 

ker Prize. "Maybe that's 

w hat 1 did for Meier," John¬ 

son says—Johnson was a 
Pntzker juror from 1980 to 

1984. (Robert Venturi was 

awarded the 1991 Pritzker 
on April 8.) 

The dinners at the Cen- 

tury also seem to have a mys¬ 

tery guest. Paul Goldberger 

is now the chid culture edi¬ 

tor of The New York Times^ 
but until recently he served 

only as the paper's architec- 

has never attended the arch¬ 

itects’ dinners.] 
In any case, Johnson and 

Goldberger are not unknown 

to each other, "Naturally, 

[Goldberger] w as one of my 

bright people at Yale," says 

Johnson. "1 don't think 

[Times publisher] Punch 

Sulzberger called me about 

him, but it was known 

around town chat 1 thought 

he wras a damn bright writer." 
When Goldberger was at 

Yale, he needed someone to 
underwrite The Nm'JournalY 

an uninfluential foray into 

New'Journalism char Gold¬ 

berger edited in rhe early 

1970s, There tvas Philip! As 

a senior in 1971, Goldberger 

wrote two features for the 

Tim ess Sunday magazine 

(one on Venturi), and upon 

graduation he went to work 
there as an assistant editor. 

Fie tended to treat Johnson 

very favorably in the paper, 
but he seemed to become 

distinctly less generous af¬ 

ter The Village Voice pub¬ 

lished Michael Sorkin’s arti¬ 

cle “Why Goldberger Is So 

Bad" in 1985. (Motivated by 

shrewdness or generosity or 

a kind of jolly perverseness 

or —probably — all three, 

that "Philip is not a great 

critic and is a horrible archi¬ 
tect. He's a good whatever- 

he-is. Philip has ruined a lot 

of movements. He goes in 

and asset-strips’" When spy 

asked the kids and others 

whether Johnson was a great 

architect, long silences en¬ 

sued. Eventually w?e received 
interesting answers, none of 

which was a simple yes. One 

writer who is friendly with 

Johnson and who requested 

anonymity said, "He has 

silken antennae, and he is 

at no time as happy as when 

he is tuned in to what's 

hot and happening” Kevin 

Roche, the kid for whom 

Johnson claims to have de¬ 

livered the E. F. Hutton 

building off Sixth Avenue 

(finished in 1986) and Mor¬ 

gan Guaranty's new build¬ 
ing on Wall Street, has said, 

“I never really think of 

Philip as an architect. With 
him it always seemed more 

like an avocation “like be¬ 

ing a gentleman farmer 

The rest of us are farmers, 

but Philip is a gentleman 

farmer." Stanley Tigerman, a 
frequent presence at the 

Century and a lovable, fun- 

loving man not above de- 
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MASTER: Someday Philip Johnson will no longer rule American 
architecture—he has many pretenders hut no successor. 

signing a building in the 
shape of an erect penis 

(the Daisy House in Indi¬ 

ana), calls Johnson ' the 

unclected dean of the post¬ 
graduate aging enfant$ ter- 

ribles." To Eisenman, Philip 

is The most culturally pow¬ 

erful architect since Ber¬ 

nini." And Stern, who re¬ 

turned spy's phone calls 
because 'Eisenman told me 

I had toT says, T like Tiger- 

mans and Ei sen man's [an¬ 

swers]* Put them together 
and you can say they're 

mine.” Stern also says of 

Johnson, ’ He's an Ohio boy 

He's a booster, a Rotarian 

for high architecture and 

high ideals,” 

These comments all hit 

on qualities essential co 

Johnsons success. He does 

indeed have a keen eye for 

what's coming —and, better 

yet, the ability to help make 

his stylistic prophecies self- 

fulfilling. He has the con¬ 

fidence and aloofness that 

only a personal fortune can 

bring. He dominates his 

field* He is enthusiastic and 

playful. Of course, none of 
these attributes have much 

to do with designing build¬ 
ings, but we can see a pat¬ 

tern in how' Johnson has 

used them to stay in the mid¬ 

dle of things, and at the top, 

"My role is I’m influential," 

Johnson says, "not powerful. 

They say powerful. They be¬ 
ing Peter Eisenman, who 

does it for other reasons. We 

have to get Peter’s motives 

straight, and his motives are 

Peter' But he has made a 
self-deprecating distinction 

without a difference. His in¬ 

fluence is power, 
Johnson has achieved this 

influence by being a rich, 
charming insider with a 

knack for bringing in out¬ 

siders—a cynic would say 

Co-opting them— at just the 

right moment. He was born 
with a combination of social 

fluency and money that al¬ 

lowed him to deal as an 
equal with the people who 

could commission houses, 

museum wings and corpo¬ 

rate headquarters. Securely 
embedded in that world,, 

he could also afford, both 

financially and in terms of 

status, to champion Euro¬ 

pean cranks and oddball 
"kids,” Add to that his silken 

antennae, his gregarious¬ 

ness and his calculated but 

winning candor about com¬ 

merce and art, and you 

have rhe perfect architecture 

broker. And like any broker, 

Johnson thrives on action, 

on change. 

Johnson goes the broker 
one better —Leo Casteili 

may sell paintings, but no 

one thinks he painted them. 

The genius of the modern¬ 

ists reflected back on John¬ 
son. As for the kids, Stern 

makes Johnsons role quite 
dear:'Since he's much older 

and so established, he often 

had the opportunity to real¬ 

ize rhe ideas of various peo¬ 

ple that [without him] could 
only be confined to draw¬ 

ings or small projects or the 

odd museum show;' In other 

words, Johnson the broker 

tvas perfectly situated in 
the middle, between chose 

who commissioned build¬ 

ings and those who wanted 

to design them. Instead of 

stepping aside when he had 
found a match of customer 

and style, however, Johnson 
often designed the buildings 

himself. He acknowledges, 

for example, that the AT&T 

building grew out of ideas 

that had arisen in conversa¬ 

tions with Stern and draw¬ 

ings by Graves. While the 

kids' ideas came first, their 

well-knowm buildings came 

later. 

,h1he interesting ques- 
tion” Peter Eisenman says, 

"is what will happen when 

Philip is not in the chair, 

He’s held everyone together." 

The fact is that no one per¬ 

son will be able to do all the 

things Johnson has done. 

Meier may build the porten¬ 

tous white modern forms to 

which Johnson aspired ear¬ 

lier in his career; Graves 

may work the artsy and cor¬ 

porate sides of the street; 
Stern may build rich peo¬ 

ples summer homes and 

schmooze and charm; Eisen¬ 

man may have his day as a 
slightly deranged would-be 

Mies; but no one will be the 

b roker-cu rat o rebuild er- 

founder-of-movements- 
cynic-idcalist-rich guy that 

Johnson has been. We 
needn’t worry, though, for 

at the moment Johnson is 

carrying on perfectly well. 

Just a few months ago an 

architect who has made a 

career out of avoiding John¬ 

sons influence received a 
phone call from him. The 

call came one morning as 

the architect slept. When he 

brought the receiver to his 

ear, be heard the wrhimsical 
voice that had wrhispered 

the same words to so many 

talented young men so many 
times over so many years. 

"Hello, this is Philip John¬ 
son” the voice began. "I 

want to talk to you about 
your future." A few days 

later, Johnson and the archi¬ 

tect had lunch at The Four 
Seasons. } 
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"Why, yes. Stumpy, f guess Shakespeare 
would have been rich if he could have 
written for the movies.*' Mr. Plimpton of 
the English Department discusses issues 
in literature with senior Henry Kravis. 

Mr. Souter, 
Math Department 

Mr, O'Connor, 
Foreign Languages (Latin) 

Miss Moore, 
Physical Education 

Mrs, Kirkpatrick, Social Studies 

Mr, Dukakis, 
Driver Education 

(department chairman) 

Miss Smith, Cafeteria lady 

■Von day you’ll get „ 
up da rope, Dahnny. 
Mr. Schwarzenegger 

of the Phys Ed 
Department otters 
encouragement to 

spunky sophomore 
neVitn. 

Mr, List, 
Custodian 
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NoogiesE Sophomore Peter Maas 

gives 'em to classmate P J, O’Rourke. 

II 111 If m 
P ! 

11 1 ll IIIj 

"And this is your brain on drugs" 
Mr. Donahue of the Guidance Department gives 

his annual lecture on drug abuse. 

To Student Coimcsl representative Bill 

Bradley, even the opinions of the lowliest 

freshman are Important Here, frosh 

Paul Simon complains about a bunch 

of impolite bigger kids who keep calling 

him Wiggy, 

You’re late again, mister!" Seldom have these 

words meant so little so often as they have to the 

chronically tardy junior Keith Richards. 

Senior exchange student Ivans 

T^ump, chairperson of the 

Homecoming Float Committee, 

demonstrates how homecoming 

floats are displayed >n her native 

Czechoslovakia. 

"Hey, dolt, check 
this out I made 
si into Remedial 
Reading!" Good 

going, senior 

Andy Silverstein! 

Ready, set, spit! Although most 

students thought senior Dave 

Letterman would win the 

watermelon-seed-spitting 

contest at the Spring Picnic, 

the event was captured by 

senior Mike Ovitz, shown here 

launching his winning pod 

"Four more payments and she's 
aii mine!" Junior Leonard "Cat 

Litter" Stern shows off his date to 

the junior prom. 

If you're not part of the solution,.. 'When cutbacks 

forced layoffs in the cafeteria staff, Mr. Dukakis of 

the Driver's Ed Department eagerly chipped in and 

helped. Everyone appreciated his use of surgical 

gloves. '‘Germs” Mr. Dukakis has said time and 

time again, "are bad." 
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CARL BERNSTEIN 
"Meet me in the fieldt behind the 
dynamo" —Bruce Springsteen 

"Carlo".., Boss loafers.Won: 
New Jersey Award for spending 
so much time in Elizabeth],, 

Ambition; to be important enough 
to get free invitations to nightclubs. 
Donee to Help £1 Salvador 2; Tire 
Mercury (reporter) 1^2,3 

ALFONSE DAMATO 
To T.P., B. D.t Sal, Sonny, Armand. 
Lou at the gas station and Father 
O'Connor- you’re the best. 
AAAYYYYtH! 1 MADE fl 
"Fonzo”,, /‘HowyadGin’?" ,,. 
Cherishes: memories of after¬ 
school job allocating lockers.., 
“See fonzo. Offer him two 
bucks'"...Goal: civit service. 

Football 1; Road Rally A 

MICHAEL KINSLEY 
"‘The worst of doing one’s duty 
was that it apparently unfitted 
one for doing anything else" 

— Edith Wharton 
“Weenie"...Nicely groomed,., 
In scholarship he's beyond com- 

pare/But wake upf Mike, there’s 
girls out there].. . Ambition: to 
teach and earn six figures. 

The Mercury, Debate Satiety 

TINA BROWN 
“'What is the use of a book? 
thought Alice, 'without pictures or 
converse tions? — L. C a rro 11 
" Lo tta H ead lights".,. “Guess who 
I'm having dinner with?",,, Loves: 

People magazine, 1970s movie 
stars, Tab, the philosophy of Dale 

Carnegie... "What do you mean, 
The little people’?" 
Twirl are 2; Literary Magazine 

CHEVY CHASE 
“What, me worry?” 

—Alfred E, Neuman 
"Smoothie”,,.Will never forget: 
mucho good times in the boys’ 
room sophomore year.,. Lives for 

vacations,.,"Hey, pass the 
Nachos!”., .Ambition: "Just to be 
the best at something,” 
AV Squad T; Tennis 2,3; Cine- 
philes 2,3,4 
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MADONNA LOUISE CICCONE 

"Purity is the ability to contem¬ 
plate defilement” —Simone Weil 
"No, it's just 'Madonna'”,.."Like 
a virgin” (yeah, right—good 

memory)...Brought out the 
beast in S.R and the dork in 

W,B....Nice, uh, cones..,JTm, 
like, in charge of my life, 

okay?". ..Ambition: unlimited. 
Jazzercise, Photo Club (model) 

j 

ROBERT DE NIRO 
"Booby." 

JESSE JACKSON 

“A thought is often original, 
though you have uttered it a 
hundred times?’ 

Oliver Wendell Holmes 
"The Rev", ,.“1 am somebody]" 
(for sure). - .The Main Man at pep 

rallies: “Defense! Defense! That's 
no jive! Kick some butt/ Keep 
hope alive!'*.. .Ambition: to be 
principal of SPY High. 

EDWARD KENNEDY 
“How dry I am. How wet Hi be, 
if I don't find the bathroom 
key?' —Trad. 
"Teddy”,., He gets around,,. He’s 
got jack’s charm and Bobby's 
fervor/But if he drives you home, 
bring a life preserver (Just kid¬ 
ding!) ... Loves: chicks, boiler- 
makers, his family. 
Student Council, Football 

MARILYN QUAYLE 
"Genius is 1 percent inspiration 
and 99 percent perspiration?’ 

—Thomas Edison 

Teacher's pet,,, "You are so imma¬ 
ture!”... Favorite moods: bossy, 
high-strung. 
National Hanoi Society, Library 
Bake Sole, Prom Committee 
(Decorations Committee co- 
chairperson), Field Hockey 

AL SHARPTQN 
"Perhaps there is no happiness 
in life so perfect as the martyr's?1 

—0, Henry 
"The Mound of Sound”... Got his 
photo in every issue of 77?e Mer¬ 
cury,, “ You gonna finish those 
fries?"... "OUTRAGEous!" 
Grooming Club 1; Wrestling 1; 
Bible Study Group 1; Black Stu¬ 
dents Union 2,3,4 

GORDON SUMNER 
'The progress of an artist is a con¬ 
tinual self-sacrifice, a continual 
extinction of personality?' 

-I S. Eliot 
"Stinger”,,. King of Pain, King of 
Schmain!.., Voted Student Most 
Likely to Misuse Big Words in 
Public...Ambition: to be really 
liked by all the black students. 
Love-the-Pionet Society 4 
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Class of 1991 Prom Theme: 
NOTHING COMPARES 2-U$T 

CLASS BRAINlACS 
George Wilt and Susan Son tag 

"Hey, bud move along it you don't got 
your ticket ready " Many thanks are In 
order to Don ’'Stinky" Trump, who ft)led in 
at the 11si minuk for c. .-joonsurer Mike 
Milken as prom comptroHer. 

o 

"Y'see, i west my cowboy ^ 
boots and jeans with a tux 
jacketr Senter Ratph Lauren 
explains his personal 
prom wear philosophy So 
enthralled classmates. 

"Show me how fo make a dean 
right cross, and then Hi be a 
really famous writer!" Seniors Jay 
Mclnerney and Norman Mailer 
horsing around between dances! 

f//s^e don't 

<ton^fctel2S''natte« 

GOT MOST WEDGIES 
Woody Allen 

Lose a bet, Sylvester? Stallone showed 
up with a surprise date—the Science 
Department's Mrs, Sebreeder. 

GAVE MOST WEDGIES 
Don 11 Stinky" Trump 

MAY l £91 SPY 63 
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aj/li me/uca 

Senior Shirfey Lord, club 
president, practices 
public lipstick application, 

AV ’quad 

Because beauty is not democratically distributed, club 

members are encouraged to try to see the world through 

others' eyes. Here, sophomores Brooke Shields and 

Christie Brinkley engage in a day-long "Disfigured Like Me" 
experiment designed to yield insights about the plight of 
the beauty-impaired,, 

Pma-p(mo, Gink 

"Okay, now, if George starts yakking too much, 
Ht tug on my ear, and then Marty1!I start the 
projector/' AV Squad officers, from left: junior 
Sydney Pollack (treasurer), junior George Lucas 
(vice president), senior Steven Spielberg 
(president) and sophomore Martin Scorsese 
(secretary). 

This club, popular with freshmen and 
other less-confident students, provides a 
safe haven for students to work off stress 

with a paddle and a little white ball. Here, 
perennial Ping-Pong Club president Bernie 
Goetz presides over a meeting of one. 

Heave-ho! Twirler boys Emilio 
Estevez and Charlie Sheen 

hoist their spangled cargo— 
twirler Jo Anne Worley of the 

junior class—toward the 
opposing school's locker 

room! Sis-boom-baaaahE 

“JO-EY! JO-f/r Supersk in ny 
senior baton twirler Joey 
Heatherton looks like she was 

born in this after-hours Twirler 
caftan, suitable for bonfire 
pep rallies, parent-teacher 
conferences or apres-scftool 
hot chocolate. 

dicdl MrmitaAA, 

Pioneers in the Wild 

West wore elaborate 
headgear decorated 
with feathers or fur. 
Here, ultrapopular 
junior Loni Anderson 

wears a hat festooned 
with eagle feathers, 
while Burt Reynolds 

wears a headpiece 
festooned with strands 
of human hair. 

In a moving tribute to 
Native Americans, 
senior Marilyn Quayle 
wears a tepee hat that 
she designed herself. 

Sophomore 
Sean Penn 

helps maintain 
order on 
school property. 
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Community-Semce-Minded Students Say, "Do Unto Others as You Would Pay Them to Do Unto You" 

The Toys-forTats Committee 
finally persuaded senior 
Donafd "Stinky” Trump to 

part with a toy airplane. 

Senior Patricia Buckley, Helping Hands 

president, supervises as boyfriend Bill 
stuffs celery with peanut butter far the 

gala CruditeS'for-the'Homeless campaign. 

At Circus Day, 
seniors Mike 
Milken {not yet in 

costume) and 
Stumpy Kravis 
meet in the school 
parking lot to 

rehearse their 
wacky ten-guys- 

cfimbing-out-of-a- 
Lamborghini act. 

Esuagpm 

lJHe,i 

he'd con^S’ 

Student teacher Miss Sawyer of the English 

Department, the club's faculty adviser, 
shows freshman Debbie Gibson how to 
dial with wet nails. 

Vladimir: "He 
said hed come" 

Waiting for Godot, by Samuel 
Beckett. Directed by Thespian 
Society president Kevin Kline 
Vladimir.Mortimer Zuckerman 

Esiragon . Gordon Sumner 

Pozzo.Si Newhouse 
Lucky  .Robert Gottlieb 

Sophomore Judd Nelson was honored with the Victor 

Mature Thespian-of-the-Year Award. The Great Nelson^ 
os his pals call him, was cited for his dedication and versatility. 

“STEL-LA!" Senior Julian 
Schnabel's Stanley was pure bruteE 

4 Streetcar Named Desire, by 
Tennessee Williams. Directed 
by Thespian Society president 
Kevin Kline 
Stanley Kowalski , .Julian Schnabel 
Blanche DuBois . . , Shirley Lord 

Stella.Tama Janowitz 
Mitch ... , ., Judd Nelson 

Nelson as the Mad 

Hatter in Alice in as Torvald in 
Wonderland... A Doll's House,, ♦ 

as Horatio in 

Hamlet... 
as Mitch in A Streetcar and as Tevye in 
Named Desire... Fiddler on the Roof. 

f99f IfeoA, AuxqaA 
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— r, ■ jw?" Senior Warren Beatty went 

’.'SSi'SJS IK 5-™*''“"”"'' 
Big Mike Eisner was the real star of 
this year's feisty team. 

ilcuJzetkaii 

Senior Mort Zuckerman is the 

only veteran on the squad. 

Previously a seldom-used 
mop up specialist, Mort bought 

the team and was soon starting 

every game for the Pit Bulls, 

i.hadmaU 

He’s slow, can't jump, gets all blotchy in 

the face if he has to run a lot, and doesn't 
score much. But senior Mario Cuomo is 
3 competitor. 

Friends feet that team captain Dan 

Quayle of the junior class could have a 
terrific career as a golf pro ahead of 

him, provided he doesn't get sidetracked j 
into some kind of desk job. 

',JV 

Shortstop Paul Simon of the freshman 
class was a revelation in the infield. 
Though Paul hit an anemic .067, his 
tiny strike zone enabled him to lead 
the team in walks. 
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As we oil know, being popular is one of the most important things 

in life, and whot better barometer ot popularity than 

cheerleoding tryouts? Go, team! 

F«b« “ft sit dowT Junior Sally Kirkland: "Shot glass, rocks 
glass, martini glass, tumbler/Come on. 

Pit Bulls, make him a fumbled" 

^— ■iPus'h 
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Senior Mick Jagger does his thing on the trampoline. Senior mini-tramp tyro Sandra Bernhard limbers up before 
the meet with some leg lifts. 
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Nothing, it seems, can rescue Orion Pictures 
from its chronic cash shortage—not a history of classiness, not Woody Allen, not a billionaire 

backer, not even Donees With Wolves. MARK LASSWELL looks at the debt-addled, incompetently 

managed studio where things have got so bad that even 

the Japanese are in no hurry to take over from 

By ^^^^^all rights Orion Pictures should be basking in the glow of hotness. Dances 

With Wolves, a film that no other studio would touch, won seven Oscars at this year s Academy Awards, 

The Silence of the Lambs wras the first certifiable hit of 1991. Earlier this year, Orion had 13 films in simul¬ 

taneous production, a company record. And, of 

course, Orion is where Woody makes his movies. 

But while practically any other studio would be 

toasting its good fortune, anticipating a windfall 

at the box office and additional clout at its spring¬ 

time deal-making sessions, Orion's executives are 

literally begging for cash and selling off valuable 

studio assets as if presiding over a going-out-of¬ 

business sale —which they may very well be. 

The combination of managerial boneheadedness 

and a succession of pricey clunkers (beginning in 

1989 with Valmont, Great Balls of Fire and She-Devil 

and continuing through last summer with Robo- 

Cop 2, Cadillac Man, Navy SEALs and State of Grace) 

has left Orion in humiliatingly bad financial shape: 

debts have run up above 3500 million (from 3165* 

million five years ago), the company's stock price 

has plummeted to less than half wffiat it wfas last 

spring, and Standard 8c Poor s has lowered the com¬ 

pany’s rating from B to B— to CCC+ , a grade that 

classifies Orion’s bonds as speculative. 

And so the recent spate of good news is tem¬ 

pered by the consequences of the shortsighted deals 

the studio has been obliged to make to remedy its 

chronic shortage of funds. Sure* Dances With Wolves 

generated revenues of $122 million in the Orion has Woody 

United States, but Orion never owned the Allen, Kevin Costner 

films foreign tights, which could equal or 
/ senes -and, alas, 

surpass the domestic take. Furthermore, the pfoduttl0n 

studio, desperate for cash, last year sold Marc Platt (at left. 

the foreign video rights to 50 of its films to with doll) 
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Credits and debits: For 

every Orion megahit like 

The Silence of the lambs 
there Stave been umpteen 

failures of ttieMi'iif 
hmd; for every Dances 

With Wolves. 3 litany of 

Lone WolfMcQtBdes. 

the Sony subsidiary Columbia Pictures for $175 million — 

a good deal for rhe Japanese, since one D^HCfi-caliber 

blockbuster alone could eventually make that much in 

overseas video revenues. Orion wont get much of The 

Silence of the Umbss profits either: desperate for cash, the 

studio last year made a deal with its majority shareholder, 

Metromedia chairman John Kluge, in which Kluge was 

promised a substantial cut off the top of any profits from 

the film Mermaids in return for an immediate $23 million 

cash infusion; in the event that Mermaids $ receipts proved disappoint¬ 

ing— which they did — Kluge would skim off some of the profits from 

Lambs, As for the studios record-setting production slate, well, now it 

seems that 13 films is more than Orion can handle: desperate for cash, 

the studio sold the rights to The Addams Family to Paramount Pictures 

and is shopping around four other unreleased films — Bill & Ted's 
Excellent Adventure 111 RoboCop 3, The Favor and There Coes My Baby. 

The one consolation for Orion’s current management is that i nves- 

tors are easily wowed, and the studios recent Academy Award successes 

have rallied Orion's stock well above its pre*Dances low of $6.88 a share 

(but still well belowr its February 1990 peak of $2373 0). So nowf, when 

some Far Eastern electronics behemoth ingests Orion in anticipation 

of the (unproven) bonanza that will result from having the new owners 

name on movies being played on VCRs and television sets that already 

bear rhe company's name, or when some publishing-theme-park- 

film-production colossus picks up the studio simply for its library 

and distribution system, Orion executives — those who hold company 

stock, anyway — will enjoy a fine payday before being told to get lost, 

'’When somebody buys that company' says a representative for an 

interested buyer, ' they're going to have to recapitalize it ferociously 

and basically restaff it." 

One buyout scenario has Sony purchasing the studio and installing 

the management ofCastie Rock Entertainment, the small, smart film- 

and-TV-production company founded in 1987 by the director Rob 

Reiner and four other partners. The stylish Castle Rock is one-third 

owned by Columbia, whose stake in the stylish Orion's foreign rights 

makes Sony a logical acquirer of both studios. Someone familiar with 

Sony's negotiations with Salomon Brothers, the investment-banking 
concern retained by Orion to find newr sources of capital, says Castle 

Rock managing partner Alan Horn will run Orion if the deal goes 

through. (A Castle Rock takeover would also create die fascinating pos¬ 

sibility that Woody Allen would have to report to his worshiper and 

onetime imitator Reiner. "Rob would have an orgasm if Woody had 

to pitch his story ideas to him" says a former Castle Rock employee,) 

The personnel purge is deemed necessary because Orion's remain¬ 

ing founders—Arthur Krim, Eric Pleskow and William Bernstein — 

are seen as out-of-touch old-timers, while the younger of the studios 
helmsmen, the executives who are supposed to lead Orion into the 

twenty-first century, are considered by their peers to be timeserving 

twits better suited to the business-affairs department than the crea¬ 

tive head office. Take, for example, production president Marc Platt, 

who landed in his job last spring after Mike Medavoy, another of 

Orion's founding partners, was sacrificed to placate stockholders 

who were aghast at the Old Guard's sudden propensity for green- 
lighting bombs of the Everybody Wins ilk. 

As Orion’s new high-profile schmoozer— in casinos they call them 

greeters; in Hollywood they call them presidents —Platt, a senior vice 

president, was called upon to be the point man in the studios rela¬ 

tions with actors, directors and producers. It was a task handled ex¬ 

pertly by Medavoy, a well-connected former agent who nowr heads 

THE PEOPLE WE MET FROM ORION WERE TH 
OF TWO DECENT ORION PICTURES. "TRET SEEM 
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Columbia’s Tri-Star subsidiary. But Platt, only 

33 and without much of a show btz pedigree* 

seemed ill suited to kiss up to his artists and 

assemble an impressive display of photographs 
of himself with famous people, as Mcdavoy 

did. And so Platt’s elevation, along with his 

youth, ready smile, reddish-blond hair and gen¬ 

eralgreenness, earned him a special nickname 

m the industry: the Dan Quayle of Hollywood. 

“I would never in a million years talk to Marc 

Platt and think he had an original Opinion 

about anything having to do with the movies” 

says a former associate. 

The nickname may be generous to Quayle: 
Platt has a knack for office intrigue and poli¬ 

ticking. One former assistant remembers re¬ 

ceiving orders from Platt to sneak into another 

executive's office and steal a copy of a study 

the executive had written; Platt was supposed 

to give a speech on the same topic and appar¬ 

ently planned to pass off his colleague's conve¬ 

niently assembled research as his own. But the 

assistant, aware of Platt's talent for Byzantine 

office string-pulling, realized that even though 
Platt might have fully intended to appropriate 

his colleague's work, it was equally likely that 

he had gone to the paper's author and ar¬ 

ranged the heist as a loyalty rest, to see what 

the assistant would do. So the assistant respect¬ 

fully declined the mission and kept busy with 

more ordinary tasks, like reading movie scripts 
and providing Platt with opinions on them. 

!£ SMILEY IDIOTS FROM 1 PLANET BONO,” SAYS A VETERAN 
TO HAVE THE WRONG IDEA OF WHAT ITS UKE TO MAKE MOVIES” 

"1 don't think he would really try to hurt 

anyone” the former assistant says now. ‘Rut at 

the same time, he doesn't think stepping on 

people's heads to get where he wants to go is 

really hurting them:'' 
And now that Platt has got where he wants 

to go—having ridden to an executive position 

that calls on him, for the first time in his life, 

to do more than be bright-eyed and boyish 
around older men — he's in wray over his head. 

Upon his ascension to the production presi¬ 
dency, Platt revamped the production staff and 

threw' his immediate support behind Clifford, 

a comedy starring Martin Short 

as a ten-year-old child, and The 

Adda ms Family and Car 54, 

Where Are You?, two remakes of 

1960s television shows, Platts 

re le n ties sly ado le see n t tastes 

seem to have convinced many 

in the movie community that 

Sethis is wkdtMr 

Medavoy ms doing 
while (utfs minding the 
spreadsheets: Platt tries 

to stay calm m the 

presence of an actual film 

star, Julia Roberts 

Orion can never again hit its mid-eighties stride, when Amadeus (1984) 

and Platoon (1986) won best-picture Oscars and die studio, synonymous 

with class — remember Woody!—was turning out hits consistently. 

‘[Platt's] pretty bad," says the prod meet of one of Orion s biggest 
recent hits. “He seems nervous.. .like a guy thrust into a job that 

might be bigger tha n him.” A production -crew veteran of tw o recent 

Orion pictures has an even harsher estimate of Piatt and his staff. 

The people we met from Orion were these smiley kind of idiots 

from the planet Gong," he says. "If they got a decent crew in there, 

they could probably turn the company around, but they seem to 

have the wrong idea of what it's like to make movies.” 

That's a particularly galling criticism of the company founded 

in 1978 by Krim, Pleskow, Bernstein, Medavoy and the late Rob¬ 

ert Benjamin, If anyone knew what it took to get movies made, 

Krim and Benjamin did. In 1951 the two of them, both smart, ambi¬ 

tious, well-connected lawyers, took over the failing United Artists 

company and promptly established a paradigm of low-overhead, 

artist-friendly studio management. 

At the time, Hollywood was reeling from the Supreme Court's 1948 

antitrust Consent Decree, which required big studios such as Para¬ 

mount and MGM to divest themselves of the theater chains they 

owned and that they held captive to relentlessly mediocre but profitable 

and cheaply made formula pictures. The decree, along with the attri¬ 

tion of movie audiences caused by the advent of television, left the 

mammoth companies with the ruinously expensive trappings of studio 

film production — back lots, prop shops, warehouses, unionized tech¬ 

nical staff and contracted players — but no reason to keep the machine 

churning. United Artists, though badly managed and losing money 

wasn't saddled with production facilities or union agreements, Krim 

and Benjamin quickly exploited their company’s advantages over the 

bigger, richer studios. Under their direction the New York-based com¬ 
pany financed projects in exchange for distribution profits, which were 

shared with independent producers who hired 

their own crews, cut their own deals with unions 

and never had to worry about being fleeced whth 

studio overhead charges. To the professionals re¬ 

cently cut loose from the studio system, UA offered 

creative freedom and a chance to make money. 

While the studio usually reserved the right to approve every 

aspect of a production “-from the script, director and cast to the 
music, locations and labs — UA had neither a cash surplus nor an 

elaborate supervision system to monitor the productions it was 

financing. As a consequence, the ability of UA (and later Orion, 
which shares many of the same traits) to come up with successful 

projects hung on the ability of studio production executives to ap¬ 

prove competent production teams and make the most of their 

limited supervision of the projects. When the formula w orked, as it 
often did in the 27 years that Krim and Benjamin ran UA, the com¬ 

pany produced classics and near classics such as High Noon, The Afri¬ 

can Queen, Marty, In the Heat of the Night, Last Tango in Paris, Midnight 

Cowboy, One Flew Over the Cuckoos Nest and Annie Hall. 

The studio changed ownership in 1967 when Krim and Benjamin 

exchanged their UA stock for shares in the Transamerica conglomer¬ 

ate (making $8 million apiece along the way), but the pair —along 
with the younger executives Pleskowr and Bernstein, who joined up 

in the 1950s, and Medavoy, who came into the fold in 1974 — 

continued to run the company for Transamerica until i978. Then, 
having lost a bid to recast their agreement w ith the parent company, 

the quintet bolted UA and started over again. It took them four years 



view with Oliver Stone, whose 

film Platoon was distributed by 

Orion, in which Stone blasted 

Hollywood executives as bock- 

sucker vampircs.h The producer, 

visiting Orion's Century City 

offices shortly after he'd read 

the piece, found the studio's executives "run¬ 

ning up and down the halls gleefully going, 

Look what he's culling us now!1 It was kind of 

like, wrelltyou can’t touch these people,because 

they own everything," The producer also re¬ 

calls an instance in which a partner at Orion — 

the same studio that patted itself oil the back 

for distributing Mississippi Burning, a 'film 

about die 1964 murders of the civil-rights 

workers Goodman, Schwerner and Chaney- 

told him that The reason wc don’t make more 

black films is the owners of these nice theaters 

don’t want all these Negroes coming to see the 

movies’’ But a truly sensitive and globally 

We three kings of Qrm 
are. : {left to right) 
Arthur Krim, William 
Bernstein and Eric 
Plesto, 3,000 miles 
from Hollywood 

WHEN ORION IS SOLD AND/OR DISMANTLED, EIPECT Jl GREAT MEDIA WAILING OVER 
THE DEMISE OF THE SENSITIVE STDDIIhWOODfS SlUDIHHAT WAS JUST TOD 
DODO TD LIVE IN THE BLOODLESS WORLD OF SDTERCONGLOMERATED MOVIEMAKING 

to establish Orion as a studio with its own distribution system, but 
when Krim, Pleskow, Bernstein and Mcdavoy finally got the new en¬ 

terprise under way in 1982 (Benjamin died in 1979), they brought 

with them a reputation for nimble good judgment, for picking 

talented producers and directors and a I lowing them to make idiosyn¬ 
cratic movies that the public usually turned out to want to see. And 

they also brought Woody Allen w ith them. 

It sometimes seems that Orion's very existence depends on Allen and 

the reverence he inspires in Hollywood. Unlike most studios, whose 

duds are not easily forgiven, Orion has always been able to hush in¬ 

dustry criticism of howlers like Velhwbeard, Cbeeeh & Chang's The Car- 

sican Brothers, Lone Wolfe McQuade and Starfight One with a single, casual 

reference to Allen. Hollywood is cowed by Allen not because of the 

money his movies make (at $18,2 million in domestic rentals, Hannah 

and Her Sisters is his most successful effort to date), nor because of his 

talent for making movies Vincent Canby really, really likes, but largely 

because of the deal he commands from Krim. Since it s every Holly¬ 

wood resident’s dream to make a studio sit up and beg, Allen's blanket 

power over every aspect of his productions (Not happy with the first version 

0/Sep tem her, Woody? Hey, that's okay — reshoot the whole thing!) spellbinds 
even those who haven’t seen a Woody Allen movie since Manhattan. 

For Orion, the arrangement with Allen is a more or less finan¬ 

cially painless way to maintain the linchpin of the company's repu¬ 

tation for being a studio that makes important films and reveres its 

artists, (When Orion is sold and/or dismantled, expect a great media 

wailing over the demise of the sensitive studio—Woody's studio — 

that was just too good to live in the bloodless world of demographics- 
obsessed, superconglomerated moviemaking.) 

It's worth noting that Orion's reputation for class and humility has 

always been a trifle overstated. One producer recalls reading an inter- 

conscious stu¬ 

dio executive 
knows his mov¬ 

ies can do only 
so much for the 

world, anyway: 
Dfou know what 

would be more 

exciting to me than winning an Academy 

Award?," Mcdavoy once said to an interviewer. 

'A true and verifiable missile freeze. I think it 

would also be more exciting for my partners’' 

At rhe time, 1987, Medavoy could afford to 
speak glibly about Oscars; Orion movies had 

earned 18 nominations that year, and the stu¬ 

dio was in relatively good shape. Indeed, the 

company appeared finally to have recaptured 

the old UA magic. There are people who call 

my agent to propose the same deal I have with 

Orion —just with more money” said Allen, 

riding relatively high with Hannah and Her 

Sisters and Radio Days. “But you can sleep 

nights if you have a deal w ith Arthur Krim’’ 

Last summer, with Orion's fortunes sagging 

and the 81-year-old Krim still at the helm, 

Allen started making inquiries. How about the 

same deal l have with Orion, he proposed to Dis¬ 

ney, just with more money? Disney, desperate to 
acquire a more serious reputation bur accus¬ 

tomed to running its pictures with studio spies 

swarming over the sets and executive hare her 

men waiting in the wfings, said yes to the money 

part but no to die part about complete cre¬ 

ative co-ntrol. Allen, needless to say, scurried 

back to Orion, but not before picking up $3- 
million for his shticky, one-note performance 

in Disney's horrifically bad Scenes from a Mali. 

Even though Allen returned to the fold, the 
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episode demonstrated just how wobbly Orion 

had become. The studio's managerial inepti¬ 

tude was wearing out the patience of Kluge, 

whose Metromedia Inc. had bought nearly 

60 percent of Orion in 1988 as a favor to 

his friend Krim after the company had been 

buffeted by a series of hostile takeover bids. 

The options he exercised last fall increased 

Metromedia's stake to 64 percent, which, de¬ 

pending on how you look at it, represents 

either an intensifying effort to keep Orion 

alive or a consolidation of undervalued stock 

in anticipation of making a killing, 

The last five years have not been kind to in¬ 

dependent filmmaking companies. Cannon 
Films, Vestron, Atlantic, Dina De LaurcntiLs 

Entertainment Group and New World have alt 

gone under. In the meantime, the big studios 

have been scooped up by even bigger owners 

who can afford to pay absurdly high sums for 

hot scripts and then spend even higher sums 

on production and marketing. Unable to bid 

with the big boys or, as in the past, outsmart 

diem, Orion now seems forced to troll for the 

dregs of the script pile —how else to explain 

Madhouse, w i th J o h n La r ro q u ette ? 

Even if the company ponied up the money 

necessary to compete, Orion would be un¬ 

done by a failure of Days of Thunder propor¬ 

tions, while a studio supported by a gargan¬ 

tuan Japanese entity wouId simply consider it 

the cost ol doing business. And if Orion be- 

c o m es the p ro p er ty o f a ga rga n t u a n j a pa ne se 

entity, it's still possible that it will be undone: 

the studio's distribution system and library 

of more than 800 movies and television epi¬ 

sodes could easily be grafted onto another 

studio or sold off individually. 

It's also possible that the Orion name will 

linger for years, just as United Artists flick¬ 

ered at the end of MGM-UA for nearly a dec¬ 

ade until Giancarlo Parretti's Pathe Communi¬ 

cations knocked it off last November, UA, it 

will be remembered, was the studio undone 

by Heavens Gate in 1981, Although director 

Michael Cimino was the main culprit, the 

management of UA took more than a passive 
hand in the studios destruction; they approved 
blatantly flawed projects and then panicked 

when trouble started; they were unable to es¬ 

tablish a creative agenda; and they coasted on 

their studio's fast-tarnislung reputation. In 
other words, UA was ripe for a Heavens Gate, 

A decade later, so is Orion Pictures. Only this 

time, Krim and company are still in charge. 

Regardless of whom you talk to, the octoge¬ 

narian Krim, titan of silver-screen history 

though he may be, is the source ol Orion's 

troubles — either because he's too old to still 

VANITY, THY NAME IS JAGUAR 
Orion's Fellow Practitioners of the Prestige-vs,-Profit Trade-off 

As Orion's majority stockholder, John Kluge i.s effectively the 

sponsor of an enormous vanity project: the studio makes 

him no mcmey, but its support or risk-taking amscs—particularly 

short, nebbisby artists partial to making calky, commercially unsuccesslul 

film homages to Bergman and Lhekhov—affords Klugo and the 

studio incalculable prestige. Below, some vanity projects in ocher fields. 

Vanity Project Sponsor Prestige Factors UNPROflTABlLlTY 

The A ttantic M o rt 

i~™"^Zucfoerman 

* m 

Boston-based; publishes 
fiction, poetry, think pieces; 
regular contributions from 
James Fallows and Conor 
Cruise O’Brien 

Has cost 
Zuckcrman millions 
since he purchased 
the magazine in 
1980 

Jaguar PLC Ford Motor 
T Company 

* 

Manufactures sleek, sporty 
cars; design facilitres and 
assembly plants located in 
England; automobiles popular 
with physicians 

Lost about $100- 
millipn in 1990 

The Empire 
Builder, 
Amtrak’s rail 

service from 
Chicago to 
Seattle 

Amtrak, 
federal 

government 

Evokes golden age of rail travel 
and robber-baronage; hail an 
NBC radio program named 
after it in 1930s; offers 
stunning views of Montana's 
Bear Paw Mountains 

Customer fares 
cover only 72 
percent of 
operating expenses; 
government 
subsidies make up 
difference 

Philadelphia State of 
Pennsylvania, 
federal 
government 

Site of signing of Declaration 
of Independence; good art 
museum; enormous walk¬ 
through replica of human heart 
at Franklin Institute; Main Line 
society; houses along 
Schuylkill River strung with 
pretty Christmas lights 

Financially 
insolvent; faces 
5230 million 
budget deficit 

Philip Roth Simon & 
Schuster 

Considered an American 
treasure; wrote not just a 
ground-breaking, generation- 
defining novel but a ground¬ 
breaking, generation-defining 
trilogy, married to Claire 
Bloom 

Was paid $1.0- 
miliion in 1989 to 
write three new 
books even though 
his former 
publisher paid him 
only 5160,000 or so 

per book—and just 
broke even 

Mounted police NewYorkCity Appear extremely 
authoritative; horses are 
attractive and make pleasant 
clop-clop sound when 
performing crowd-control 
duties at demonstrations; 
evocative of days when men 
wore bushy side-whiskers 

-- naid same 
salary as 

patrolmen in cars, 
longer to 

aiuTE at scene 

Antlers Bull moose Are used to combat 
competitors and thereby win 
over does during breeding 
season 

Are shed each 
winter after taking 
as long as four 
months to grow and 
weighing as much 
as 85 pounds $ 
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be running things or because he’s not in charge and no one with 

talent has taken his place. 

The longtime consensus in Hollywood is that Orion has never 

lived up to its promise because Krim and Pleskow, the company's 67- 
year-old chief executive officer, continue to operate our of New \brk 

and refuse to cede any power to anyone in Hollywood. Furthermore, 
Orion has been undercapitalized since its inception, resulting in a 

seat of-the-pants management style that raises quick cash but mort¬ 

gages the company’s future. Any new owner, industry observers are 
now saying, would immediately jettison Orion's management, from 

Krim on down, and move the company to Los Angeles, 

But a producer who has worked with Orion senses that some 

management power has already flowed to the West Coast, simply by 

default, Krim, he reports, is more inclined these days to reminisce 

about old battles and past glories than to lead markedng-strategy 

sessions for Bill and Ted’s Excellent Adventure IE 

“You want to grab a handkerchief and wipe his chin," the producer 

says of Krim. "He isn't drooling, but there is a sense of a very old 

man who is maybe very far out of it." 
Because Pleskow s recent ill health has limited his involvement in the 

day-to-day running of the business, much of Orion's decision-making 

is now being done by William Bernstein, the 57-ycar-old executive vice 

president. Having bragged for years about the number of influential 

show business lawyers he has trained, Bernstein projects a Bush-like 

obeisance, an impression that he's delighted it's finally, finally his turn 

to run things after years of loyal service—which only encourages the 
Hollywood equation of his right-hand man Platt and Dan Quayle. 

Before he came to Orion, Platt was a business-affairs lawyer for In¬ 

ternational Creative Managements superagent Sam Cohn (Cohn is 

Woody Allen's agent, and Cohns son, as it happens, wras married to 

Pleskow s daughter during most of the 1980s), laying the essential 

groundwork of entertainment contacts. He's more politically astute 

than he lets on, and his utter lack of ideas about movies could serve 

to reassure insecure artists that he'll stay well clear of their turf 

Anyone requiring proof of Platt's creative bankruptcy need look 

no further than the 1937 movie Campus Man^ the sole fiim-produc- 

non credit of Orion's current president of film production. In his role 

as Campus Atarh executive producer, Platt presided over the laffi 

packed tale of a scholar at Arizona State University who raises his 

tuition money by selling beefcake posters of the boys on the ASU div¬ 

ing team. It's the true-life story of Todd Headlee, Platt's associate pro¬ 

ducer on the project. (Just as Platt has since gone on to distinguish 
himself at Orion, Headlee managed Milli Vanilli until he was fired 

last summer, reportedly because he failed to get the fraudulent per¬ 

formers onto Play girl magazine's list of the sexiest male rock stars,) 

The jury is still out on how severely the ascension of Bernstein, 

who may be straying outside his area of expertise, and Platt, urho 

definitely is, will affect Orion’s fortunes. But last year’s continual 

firings and easings-out of Orion executives have left those involved 

in recent Orion projects disgusted. They're furious —the word im¬ 
beciles tends to crop up in interviews with them —in no small part 

because the industry's common worker bees don’t want to see yet 
another employer go under, leaving moviemaking further concen¬ 
trated in the hands of a few huge corporations. 

That's not to say that Orion will surely go under. The perennially sus¬ 

pect marketing and advertising departments have finally assumed a 

semblance of competence, The accolades given 

to Dances With Wolves and The Silence of the 

Lambs make the studio a more appealing buy¬ 

out target, (A few months ago a representative 

for Samsung, the Korean electronics company 

rumored to be interested in buying Orion, 

dismissed the studio as an 'empty can,") 

But the studio's greatest hope for survival 

lies in the story of how it acquired the distri¬ 

bution rights to Dances With Wolves. As is in¬ 

evitably the case these days in any Holly¬ 

wood tale of big money, important power and 

brazen coercion, ail narrative threads lead 

to Creative Artists Agency archon Michael 

Ovitz, When Kevin Costner became disen¬ 

chanted with the William Morris Agency in 

early 1988, word reached Ovitz, who wasted 

no time in courting Costner s business, A year 

of casual exchanges began, during which it be¬ 
came known that Costner particularly wanted 

to star in and direct a three-hour western, writ¬ 

ten by a friend of his, in which Costner and 

several unknown Native American actors 

would spend a good deal of time speaking in 

authenric Dakota 

dialect —an idea 

that would give any 
studio the willies. Ovitz asked Costner if he 

would agree to become part of the CA A fam¬ 

ily if Ovitz could secure a deal for the actor's 

pet project. Sure, said Costner. 
About the same time Ovitz and Costner 

were negotiating, Orion was in the first phase 

of its prolonged slump and no doubt flinch¬ 
ing at the idea of losing Costner, who had 

made the hits Bull Durham and No W/ay Out 

for the studio, to someone with a fatter wallet. 

Suddenly Ovitz hovered into view. He prom¬ 
ised Orion future considerations from CAAs 

roster of stars if Orion umild agree to help 

finance Costner's big, long Indian movie. The 

studio agreed, perhaps recognizing that if it 

could get past Dances without calamitous re¬ 

sults, its prospects might get decidedly sunnier. 
The deal was struck, CA A added another name 

to its client list, Costner got to direct, and 

Dances turned out to be a pleasant surprise. 

Of course, the studio isn’t even dose to 

turning the corner — it would take four or five 

hits of Dances With Wolvess magnitude to do 

chat. But if by some miracle Orion makes it 

past the swirl of buyout rumors, recapitalizes 

and finishes 1991 intact, it will be remem¬ 

bered that just when Arthur Krim's friend 

and protector John Kiuge tried to sell the 
company out from under him, just when 

Woody Allen picked rhe worst possible mo¬ 

ment to rry to skip out, Orion Pictures sur¬ 

vived simply by doing Mike Ovitz a favor. ) 
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September 1980 
Life-style Hfu,! Gur Special 
Lo* Angeles Issue 

"The sex, thespandex, the pastels* 

the car phones, the irony shortage 

and the general uncensored dude- 

osity that make Los Angeles a 

shrine to vapid tun." 

May 1989 
[vanarama! 

"You know her as an Olympic skier, 

fashion leader, licensed interior 

designer, hotel executive and wife 

to a certain billionaire casino oper¬ 

ator from Queens, Bur of course, 

there's more, With Ivana, there’s 

fdway.i mure." 

SUM Summed: Fitn- Issuf' 

J'A really, really Jong article about 

£>- ■ William ¥. Buckley Jr. I Ugly Euro- 

Ml pea ns! How to make Twinkies!" 

August 1989 rj- 

W i to Was W i *> 

"How time travel could really ['*’ 1 hpv- - 

work. Awful moviemaking with BjHi 

Dino DcLaurrntiis. Plus, the super- 

salacious pullout index to The Amh 

Warhol DftirreT. " 

September 1989 
Village It mem 
"Smart girts in chains—ihe shame 

of The Ntti Yarktr] Conjugal net* 

working in Hollywood.” 
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The SPY 100 

"Our annual census of the 100 most 

annoying, alarming and appalling 

people, places and things." 

November 1989 
Wild akdLpazv V.LF/s! 

“SPY goes undercover to Bohemian 

Grove. Plus, superspecial keepsake 
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but issue!" 

December 1989 
Buy This Magazine ok Wi'll 

Burn This Flag 

"The most hated man in fashion. 
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February 1990 

SPLAT! 

’'Wall Street goes wacko! Dirty 

jokes about Donald Trump!’ 
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Sex. Drugs and Post jt Notes 

Special Bad-Boss Issue, including 

the Nightmare Ross of Beverly 

Hills, Don Simpson, and the Media 

Monster of Park Avenue, Judy 

Price!” 

April 1990 

Mi Ini km y Di arils i1 

"Mrs. MciTierney's ultravoyeutistic 

account of her doomed marriage to 

the author of Bright Lights. Big City. 

Plus, baskets hois of the rich and 
’flu 

famous. 

May 1990 
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Lee Atwater," 
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June 1990 
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Unedited mound-side conversa¬ 

tions with Tommy Lasorda, plus 
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Trump’s Finai Day1'' 

"Crybabies (Cavalcade! The Tina 

Brown-Mike Gvitz letters! Plus, 

the Hitler CChannel!" 
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his characters were recognizable and 

real/' but Brian De Palma tarns 

Wolfe's book into ' flat-out farce/1 

Anyone unconvinced of Travers's 

blurb-a-mania is referred to his re- 

view of Taxi Bluer. '[Russian rock star 

Piorr Mamonov] gives the kind of ex¬ 

uberantly unleashed performance that 

spells star in any language.'' Conven¬ 

tion permits the studio marketing 

people to add exclamation points as 

they see fit, 

Jim Harrison wrote about food for 

Esquire in March. Those who do not 

know who Harrison is should be em¬ 

barrassed—he’s so famous, he doesn’t 

need an About the Author'' note. If 

you'd merely read the column, you d 

know he's so famous, he w?ent on a 

nine-stop book publicity tour that 

was grueling—really. You'd know that 

he once broke five bones in his face 

during practice on the 'gridiron'’ and 

the coach said (pay attention, Travers 

fans), 'Tough titty/1 and that he 

played the next day with an alu¬ 

minum mask; that hard-living Don 

Henley is Jim Harrison s friend and 

that hard-drinking Willie Morris is 

Excessive Alliteration, Self-revelation and Irritation 

“The superbly crafted suspense thriller that di¬ 
rector Jonathan Demme has made from Thomas Harris's taut 
best-selling novel The Silence oj the Lambs slams you like a sud¬ 

den blast of bone-chilling, pulse-pounding terror/' Certain masters 

in a field have such a distinctive style that they identify themselves 

with their every gesture. You know a piece is by Beethoven after 
hearing just one chord; you could guess that a work was Cezanne's by 
seeing a single brush stroke. Similarly, you must read only one sentence 
of a certain movie reviewer s to recognize his hand and think, Yes, it is a 
Travers. Science too tells us a single cell 
carries all the genetic information of a 
complex individual; the sentence quot¬ 
ed above, from one of Peter Travers’s 
movie reviews for Rolling Stone, con¬ 
tains all the material necessary to gen¬ 
erate Travers reviews indefinitely—the 
cliches /superbly crafted," "taut," 
"bone-chilling/' “pulse-pound mg"), 

the hyperbole, the bhirh-o-mania, the 

unsteady logic ("slams you like a sud¬ 

den blast..."—why not "blasts you like 

a sudden slam'?). 

And the use of alliteration at abso¬ 

lutely every opportunity. Elsewhere in 

the same review are “disfigurement and 

dismemberment,' “terrifying instead 

of titillating/ "best and boldest." Writ¬ 

ing about The Godfather Part III, the 

critic really hit bis stride; “violence but 

no vigor/ "the business or the blood¬ 

letting/' “royalty on the ropes/’ “ful¬ 

minating about his fate/’ "turbulent 

and tender/’ Kindergarten Cop? “En¬ 

ergetic and enjoyable," "frisky fun/' 

"drawing smiles and dodging schmaltz 

with dexterity/' Bonfire? The novel was 

“penetrating, prophetic/' and Tom 

Wolfe's "barbs drew blood'1 because 
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Jim Harrison’s friend; that ac Elaines, 

Harrison had a veal chop (Esquires 

new editor, Terry McDonnell, has also 

asked his old pals, seventies guys 

George Plimpton and Hunter Thomp¬ 

son, to write columns; if Dick Cavett 

had been at Elaine's the night Mc¬ 

Donnell was hiring, he'd probably 

have a column in Esquire, coo); that 

Harrison hunts ruffed grouse in Mon¬ 

tana; that he ate a 20-course Japanese 

meal at Matsushitas private dining 

room in L.A.; that he stays at the Car¬ 

lyle in New York; and that he has ’"re¬ 

jected all offers to direct/' Well, I 

hope anyone who'd never heard ot Jim 

Harrison is suitably shamefaced. 

Imagine—never having heard of Jim 

Harrison! 

Did you know that Terrence 

Rafferty, the movie critic lor The Nw 

Yorker, can read? Rafferty spent two- 

thirds of his Silence of the Lambs review 

discussing the book on which its 

based, In the same issue, he devoted 

two-thirds of the next review to a dis¬ 

cussion of 1 "the published text of Tom 

Stoppard's play 1 Rosencrantz and 

Guildenstern are Dead/" One discov¬ 

ered only much, much later that Stop¬ 

pard had directed a bad movie of his 

play. Staying up late to watch the Os¬ 

cars must have disappointed Rafferty, 

since his iavorire prize doesn't even 

exist — they give an award for Best 

Screenplay Based on Material from 

Another Medium, not for Best Anoth¬ 

er Medium on Which a Screenplay 

Was Based. 

Ms, Udovicch, please! Reviewing a 

Julio Iglesias album for Entertainment 

Weekly$ Mini Udovitch wrote, "In 

concert, Julio Iglesias has the kind of 

not-a-dry-seat-in-the-house appeal 

usually reserved for acts with younger 

fans.1 In The Village Voice she said the 

authors of two books about sitcoms 

with female leads ‘ say 'breakthrough' 

so often I practically started bleedi ng> 

which would have been okay, since 

neither book amounts to much more 

than padding divided into chapters/' 

Other recent Udovitchisms include 

"VULVA!" and "WIOU risks a fisting 

episode by mid-season/' 

A while back 1 had the troubling 

thought that Holly Brubach, who 

writes about fashion for The New York¬ 

er, had lost her mind. The following 

paragraph provoked this worry (Bru- 

bach began by saying chat at the 

Milan show for spring ready-to-wear, 

most of the calk was about the aliens 

who were reported to have landed in 

Voronezh m the Soviet Union): 

Had the aliens landed in Milan chat 

week instead, they might: have gone 

home.,.with reports of having 

sigh red Tiny Turner at the Giorgio 

Armani show wearing an 

seats as they walked, as if 

they felt self-conscious 

about baring the backs of their 

thighs; or with an account of Ver¬ 

sace’s curtain call, heralded by an 

announcer—a gesture so preposter¬ 

ous that it begged for Ed McMa¬ 

hon to call out, 'Hectare's Gianni!" 

Well, yes, if aliens had landed in 

Milan that week, they might have re¬ 

turned home with an account of Tina 

Turners panes suit (by Armani) and 

lace-up shoes, but I still think they 

would have been unlikely to make an 

allusion to Ed McMahon. 

Brubach's ratio of valuable, histori¬ 

cally informed, well-expressed obser¬ 

vations to insubstantial, fake-evoca¬ 

tive, New Yorker—ish cultural mu sings 

is good; she does not write about her 

"friend, Lucie, an Englishwoman liv¬ 

ing in Paris, too often; she can de¬ 

scribe clothes. In fact, she is perhaps 

the best fashion writer around. That is 

why she disappoints so much when 

she is irksome. Do I mind the pre¬ 

cious vignertes^the overheard con¬ 

versations and the street encounters— 

that interrupt her pieces every tew 

paragraphs?' Nor coo much. That she 

admires Cole creeper haps the most ir¬ 

ritating figure of the twentieth centu¬ 

ry? Not really, The chronic cur-cut- 

ting over the entanglement of fashion 

and exceptional female beauty—as if 

things had ever been otherwise? Not 

at all. No, what is hard to cake is rhe 

brooding, the weariness, the unrelent¬ 

ing dismay. In parr, Brubachs gloom 

is a necessary compensation for writ¬ 

ing on a subject of such frivolity as la 

made for the One-Worlders 

at The Neu> Yorker; but this 

does nor excuse her fully. 

“Kri zia, better than usual. 

Montana, good. Dolce & 

Gabbana, not so hoc. So 

what?' she writes. She ad¬ 

mires Franco Moschino for 

trying to tell the fashion 

world that something's 

gone awry"—by provoca¬ 

tively embroidering ex¬ 

pensive JACKET on an ex¬ 

pensive jacket, for exam¬ 

ple. Heavy. In rhe current 

nostalgia for the sixties and 

seventies we can sense a 

hanging back from the 

brink of nuclear war, AIDS 

and the earth's destruction," Brubach 

writes. That the sixties and seventies 

were a time of optimism and compla¬ 

cency with regard to nuclear war and 

the earth's survival will come as a sur¬ 

prise to many. Children’s clothes are 

pretty sad for what they say about 

the narcissistic ways adults use their 

children/' No kidding! "Nor is the 

new vulgarity the sort of nouveau- 

nche exhibitionism chat animated the 

eighties. Money, too, has lost its al¬ 

lure. Compared with the vulgarity of 

five years ago..,the new vulgarity is 

hollow somehow/' Hollow vulgarity—a 

source of melancholy that the poets 

had until now overlooked. 

Brubach s heroine is Coco Chanel, 

who "lived among artists, intellectuals, 

and aristocrats.She was emotionally 

dishevelled, struggling to come to 

terms with bitter disappointment and 

persistent loneliness. She was without 

self-pity/ Gianfranco Ferre, the Bar¬ 

bie-doll models, the aliens^what do 

they know of bitter disappointment 

and persistent loneliness? Probably 

nothing, the poor souls. ]) 

u nc ha rac 11 r i s t i ca 11 y loo se - 

fitting khaki pants suit (by 

Armani) and uncharacteris¬ 

tically fiat lace-up shoes,... 

or with descriptions of one 

of the week's most poi¬ 
gnant moments, at Gian¬ 

franco Ferre, when the 

models, their Barbie-doll 

bodies the very standards 

by which so many earth¬ 

ling women measure their 

shortcomings, sashayed 
hurriedly down the runway 

in bathing suits cut high 

on tlu- leg, nervously swish¬ 

ing towels behind their 

Staying up late to 

watch the Oscars 

must have 

disappointed The 

New Yorker'% 

Terrence Rafferty, 

since his favorite 

prize doesn’t 

even exist 
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In all probability, when the Charles R* Wilson 

Construction Company of Palm Beach was hired by billionaire 

Ronald Perelman to renovate his newly acquired, $9 million 
amorphous one-story fortress overlooking the Atlantic, its propri¬ 
etors were not aware of Pereimans dark history with building con¬ 
tractors, That is, when they agreed to perform a renovation in only 
two months (time was “of the essence, Perelman had stipulated) in ex¬ 

change for $989,433, they probably didn't imagine that a bewildering se¬ 
ries of changes ordered, they allege, by Perelman would nearly double the 
cost to 31 .86 million, or that the rime 

ir would take to finish this transmog¬ 

rification would be extended by al¬ 

most eight months. And they proba¬ 
bly wouldn't have believed that Perel- 

man (the Okay, time to dump Revlon for 

a few bill ion Perelman) would refuse to 

make good on an alleged 3511,170 in 

unpaid bills, or that he d end up 

suing Wilson—that’s right, Perelman 

sued Wilson—complaining that Wil¬ 

son had made “unauthorized requests 

for additional payment,’ But then, 

probably nobody at Wilson had read 

spy's April 1989 account of Perel¬ 

man s bullying, erratic behavior to¬ 

ward construction companies that 

worked on his Manhattan and Long 

Island homes (“Mr. and Mrs. Perel¬ 

man Build Their Dream House, by 

Carl MacDonald). If anyone had, Wil¬ 

son might have realized that the 

Pereimans are pathological renovators 

and serial deadbeats, and steered clear. 

“We've been in Palm Beach for 53 

years now, and this type of situation 

doesn't happen often,” Jim Peeples, a 

somewhat mystified supervisor at 
Wilson, told spy—meaning, presum¬ 

ably, an obnoxious-plutocrat-trying- 

t o-welsh-on-a-debt-and-bring ing-a- 

specious-lawsuit type of situation. 
"We just try to make people happy," 

Well, there are people, and then 

there are w^^people like Perelman 

and his glamorous wife, TV gos^ 

sipeuse Claudia Cohen, neither of 

w’hom reached their ethereal place in 

the world by settling for anything less 

than supcrfabulous. “The quality of 

work they demand has to be excel- 

lent,’1 Peeples sighed. He searched for 

words. “They...demand ltd 

Peeples is not at liberty to go into 

detail, thanks to an out-of-court 

settlement that stipulated silence, 

(Th is vow of omerta may relate to 

Perelman’s recently revved-up cam¬ 

paign to refurbish his image—one 

that may best be defined as rhat of 

sinister corporate raider and bullying 

skinflint,) Other observers, however, 

speaking on the condition of anonym¬ 

ity, were able to flesh out just what 

that demand for excellence meant. Co¬ 

hen left: an especially vivid impression. 

She would fly down for a catered 

lunch at the place/’ said a subcontrac¬ 

tor, “and while she was there she d 

scream at workers to widen doors, 

knock out walls, change the floors. 

That woman is just a monsterl We'd fix 

some tile around a door, and the next 

day we d come back and find out she 

wanted the door widened a quarter of 

an inch. So we'd have to tear it all out 

and start over again. 

‘’When I think of Claudia Cohen/' 

said another craftsman, “the word 

capricious comes to mind. She just 
can t visualize things. She has to have 

it done first, and then she can decide 

she doesn't like it....Everybody would 

work fine until about an hour before 

Claudia arrived—then everyone just 

went into paroxysms of fear/' 

As with previous Perelman renova¬ 

tions, the affair ended up in court, the 

better to showcase Pereimans as¬ 

tounding pikery. He began by agree¬ 

ing, "as a demon strati on of good 

faith/' to put $491,868 into an es¬ 

crow account until the matter was re¬ 

solved. Never mind that this amount 

was $19302 less than what Wilson 

claimed was owed. As it turned out, 

Pereiman s ’good faith" amounted to 

holding Wilson's $500,000 hostage to 

a few thousand that were in dispute, 

As Pereimans earlier experiences had 

shown, a small business in desperate 
need of cash just may be persuaded to 

cave in rather than be tied up in a 

lawsuit ad infinitum. 

Wilsons lawyer, Michael Mon- 

cliick, recalls the negotiations, “I told 
[Pereimans lawyers]. Look, you’ve 

withheld $500,000 from my client. 

You acknowledge that $450,000 or so 

is owed, so why not just pay us that, 

and we can discuss the rest of it 

later?”' But Perelman, whose billion- 
airehood wasn’t attained through the 

sweetness of his nature, insisted on his 

day in court. For two months^while 

Wilson s unpaid subcontractors con¬ 

tended with their own bills— Perel¬ 
man delayed, disdaining even to ap¬ 

pear at an important deposition in 

West Palm Beach* When Monchick 

filed an order compelling Perelman to 

present himself (bbmelf not one of his 

ubiquitous flunkies), he responded via 

court documents that he could not be 

bothered with such trifles, because of 
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a pre-existing business commitment 

in California/ The response went on 

co assert, with an almost resonant 

hauteur, that "the case is in its infan¬ 

cy and rhere is no pressing need for 

the deposition on the date sched¬ 

uled/' Monchick fired back that Wil¬ 

son's need for $51 1,000 was most 

pressing indeed, and that Pcrclman's 

stalling was nothing less than an 

attempt to “drive [Wilson] out of 

business/ 

The court agreed with Monchick 

and ordered Perelman not only to pay 

Wilson s legal fees but also to appear 

in West Palm Beach for deposition 

within the 

week. Faced 

with the dis¬ 

tasteful pros¬ 
pect of hav¬ 

ing to explain 

an avalanche 

of neurotic 

change orders, 

Perelman al¬ 

lowed his at¬ 

torneys to set¬ 
tle out of 

court, And for 

the record, 

Wilson claims 

to be happy 

with the set¬ 

tlement. 

’Luckily/ 

says Peeples, 

we had docu¬ 

mentation"—which must have proved 

that such unique features as a 

$130,000 network of stereo, whirl¬ 

pool and security-system wiring as 

well as a vast tonnage of air-condi¬ 

tioning units and swanky Crema 

Marti I stonework had indeed been or¬ 

dered, installed and then perhaps re¬ 
ordered and reinstalled, and so on to 

blurry eternity. Somehow, it is all so 

fitting; the fearsome Perelmans, 

scourges of contractors, felled by that 

humblest of instruments, the ini¬ 

tialed change order* Still, sequel 

lovers, fear not: some of the proceeds 

from the Revlon sale will no doubt 

go to fund the acquisition of new 

properties, which creares the possibil¬ 

ity— nay, the necessity — of home 

improvement. J 

“When I think of 

Claudia Cohen,” 

said a worker, 

“the word 

capricious comes 

to mind. When 

Claudia arrived, 

everyone just 

went into 

paroxysms 

of fear” 

CELEBRATE CfflCO DE MAYO... 
HOHI AMD FOREVER. 

W'e invite you to come celebrate with us in the spirit 
of the greatest Mexican tradition. Cinco De Mayo 

(the Fifth of May) is the anniversary of winning a great 
Mexican batde. In its honor comes our name and the 
fine Mexican dining that New Yorkers have known 
through the years. At Cinco De Mayo the celebration 
never ends! 

flNCO DE MAYO’ 
CITICORP 54th Street at 3rd Ave. ■ New York, NY 10022 - 212-755-5033 

SOHO 349 Mfeat Broadway ■ New York, NY 10022 ■ 212-226-5255 
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sale for Democpacv 
The Walls Have Ears, and the Hedges 

Have Four - Inch, Razor 'Sharp Thoms 

by Susan Lehman 
They might be terrorists* The pizza man, the 

tourists wandering past the cherry blossoms, the third graders 

visiting the FBI. Any one of these "innocent” people might be 
planning to drive a truck full of explosives through the White 
House gate. Or plotting to steal state secrets. That's why it's im¬ 
portant to keep highly trained security agents on perpetual alert 
throughout the nation s capital. 

Sharpshooter^ magnetometered metal detectors and packs of bomb-sniff¬ 

ing dogs trotting through Capitol offices are a lot more noticeable since 
the war in the Persian Gulf* But even 

before our troops starred launching 

Patriot missiles and deploying hy¬ 

draulic bridge-building tanks* special 

forces, armed with a full cache ol 

high-tech weaponry, stood ready to 

repel enemy advances at home. 

Ask the Secret Service* Even in 

peacetime they’ve got hundreds of 

uniformed agenrs assigned to the 

White House around the dock. When 

they re not busy subduing fence 

jumpers, demolishing gate-crashing 

vehicles or scaring away planes that 

fly over White House airspace, these 

special agents spend time monitoring 

the infrared seismic sensors that ring 

l600 Pennsylvania Avenue, checking 

incoming pizzas and tubs of fried 

chicken for explosives and otherwise 

keeping a steady lookout for trouble¬ 

makers. In their spare time, agents hit 

the road and interrogate schoolchil¬ 

dren like 17-year-old Tim Austin of 

Oakton, Virginia, who put the wrong 

answer on his English paper. (Ad¬ 

dressing the essay question "If you 

had 24 hours to live, what would you 

do?," Tim, trying to outdo a friend’s 

offbeat response, had written that he 

would kill Dan Quayle.) 

In the interest of keeping agents on 

their toes* in the early 1980s rhe U.S. 

government made plans to put up a 

$1,6 million replica of the White 

House at the Secret Services training 

center in Beltsville, Maryland. The 

pretend White House was never built, 

but student agents can still apprehend 

simu-terrorists on the streets of the 

fake Anytown, USA, that was built in 

Beltsville. Upholding the nations secu¬ 

rity isn’t all fun and games: consider 

the dedication of the Secret Service man 

who, jogging backward in order to 

keep an eye on ten-year-old Amy Carter 

while she played dodgeball during re¬ 

cess, tripped, twisted an ankle and had 

to be rushed to the hospital. 

Security professionals must brave 

strange foodstuffs in strange places. 

After observing the tasters on the se¬ 

curity team that accompanied Ronald 

Reagan to England after the Versailles 

summit in 1982, MP John Wheeler 

told an American reporter* "Very 

frankly, your president was surround¬ 

ed by a bunch of gorillas," 

Official Washington extends be¬ 

yond the president and his house. 

Heads of stare, for example, must be 

protected from riffraff’ and dangerous 

curling irons. That’s why guards had 

to X-ray the combs, blow-dryers and 

other equipment that hairdresser 

Robin Weir brought with him when 

he went to Blair House to do Queen 

Beatrix of rhe Netherlands's hair in 

I 982. And why guards with Uzis 

watched from a nearby balcony as 

Weir set and sculpted Indira Gandhi’s 

hair in 1983. Before he was permitted 

to cut Nancy Reagan's hair, Weir was 

subjected to an extensive background 

check (employment-history review* 

credit check, questioning of dozens of 

references), as are the maids* the 

stenographers and the people who 

wash the president s boxer shorts. Cu¬ 

riously* the normally diligent security 

detail asked no questions when Weir 

showed up at the British embassy 

with a tackle box full of sharp scissors 

for a visit with Margaret Thatcher. 

In Washington you can tell a lot 

about a person by looking at the size 

of his "protective detail. Look also at 

the speed with which that detail 

musters into action. Three or four Se¬ 

cret Service men rush into Duke Zei- 

bert's restaurant two hours prior to a 

Cabinet member's visit to clear the 

place of any lurking security threats. 

When a mere ambassador comes to 

Duke's, however, only two or three 

guards are dispatched, and they come 

just minutes before the diplomat ar¬ 

rives. When former mayor Marion 

Barry used to sit at Duke's, two 

agents surveyed the scene about 1 5 

minutes before he arrived (apparently 

no advance men cleared the way when 

Barry set out for a place other than 

Duke Zeibert's in quest of crack). And 

no one at all comes before William 

Donald Schaefer, the governor of 

Maryland, arrives. 

Over at the Pentagon, security peo¬ 

ple have far graver concerns. An in¬ 

side source remembers when Pen¬ 

tagon officials, stewing over the disap¬ 

pearance of office equipment, hired an 

outside security firm to inquire into 

the thefts. Investigators dusted Pen¬ 

tagon offices with a chemical powder 
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that revealed fingerprints when ex¬ 

posed to infrared Sight. The powder 

had a secondary attribute: ir turned 

bright blue under infrared light when 

combined with semen. Though they 

did discover several sets of finger¬ 

prints, the security people were more 

impressed with the massive evidence 

of semen that turned up — under 

desks, beneath chairs, on sofas — 

throughout the Pentagon, 

Today, Washington protects itself 

with more sophisticated systems chan 

ever before. At certain plutonium fa¬ 

cilities, the FBI and the Department 

oi Energy use "Evedemify" equipment 

to scan rhe patterns of blood vessels 

in the eyes of visitors, and allow only 

people with prescanned eyeballs to 

enter restricted areas. Killer bushes 

with four-inch-long, razor-sharp 

thorns protect both the CIA and Ma¬ 

rine Corps facilities in suburban Vir¬ 

ginia. When these "'trifoliate orange 
hedges" are fully grown, you'd need a 

bolt cutter or some powerful explo¬ 

sives to blast through them. 

Are people following you? This is 

something you might want to think 

about—in a secure environment. Con¬ 

sider checking into the Madison 

Hotel’s Presidential Suite, Although 

no U S. president has ever stayed 

there, it rents for $2,050 a night, has 

bulletproof windows and is safely re¬ 

mote from the hotel’s elevators and 

other guests. Of course, someone a 

mile away might be watching you 

through the bulletproof window with 

a powerful magnifying lens, so maybe 

you'd rather pay $2,500 for the Royal 

Suite, with its one-way windows* 

Paranoia, at least in Washington, is 

good for business. ® 
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The Press 

Someone Must Still Think Art 

Buchwald Is Hilarious. Hands. 

Please. Anyone. Anyone? 

by Tom McNlchof 

When we sprang upon him at the National Press 

Club, the retired Pentagon computer analyst was contentedly 

awaiting lunch and the days festivities—namely, the presenta¬ 
tion of a humor award to the syndicated columnist Art Buchwald* 
Hence his discomfort when we asked whether he personally thought 
Buchwald was funny. “Do I think Art Buchwald is funny?” he re¬ 
peated. The analyst pondered the question. 'Well, you can't live in Wash¬ 

ington for 20 years and not be exposed to him/' he offered ar last. 

Apart from those who write the blurbs for Buchwald's all-too-fre- 

quent anthologies ("One of today's 

master satirists;' says an anonymous 

copywriter. 'An old pro at jokes and 

gags/' says The Washington Post), 
finding people who actually consider 

Ruchwald’s twice-weekly column 

funny is a task that would challenge 

even Professor Heinrich Applebaum, 

the unfunny character Buchwald dusts 

off every time he needs a setup line- In 

fact, H, J. Cummings, an Apple- 

baumesque figure whose Workshop 

Library on World Humour was honor¬ 

ing Buchwald, illustrated that very 

point with a discussion of the satirist's 

circa-1989 tour of the Soviet Union* 
"They interpreted him differently 

there," Cummings offered. "The Sovi¬ 

ets take a lot of what he writes as 

being serious.’’ Perhaps by serious 

Cummings meant not funny* But be¬ 

fore the point could be clarified, the 

Old Pro at Jokes and Gags himself 

entered the room, took the podium 

and noted the tight security he’d seen 

in an adjoining room for visiting 

South African president F, W. De 

Klerk. 1 I thought all of that security 

was for me!" he quipped. 

The comment drew hearty laughs 

from the crowd, but then this was 

Washington, and almost anything 

delivered in a lisping voice that 

sounds like Buddy Hack err doing 

Elmer Fudd is bound to get a laugh. 

And make no mistake—Art Buch¬ 

wald is a funny guy in person. It is in 

print, in The Washington Post and the 

other 529 newspapers that carry his 

column, that the Old Pro has long 

since gone gimpy. 

Granted, there was a time when 

BuchwakTs column was funny; there 

was also a time when Morey Amster¬ 

dam guested on The Tonight Show. But 

today, to the long-suffering millions 

who have to pass his column on their 

way to the comics, he has become the 

Incredible Shrinking Satirist. 

"In Washington, people usually 

turn to the Op-Ed pieces before they 

read Buchwald, if [they read him] at 

all,” says Norman Ornstein, the ubiq¬ 

uitous pundit. "I think Buchwald s 

probably more widely read outside 

the Beltway than he is here." 

"I think Buchwald is more popular 

inside the Beltway," maintains Roy 

Bode, editor of the Dallas Times Her¬ 

ald. Two years ago the Times Herald 

decided to stop running Buchwald’s 

column, although editors fretted over 

whether the move would set off reader 

protest. In the event, the decision in¬ 

spired not a single call or letter. By 

way of comparison, Bode says, the 

paper "dropped Zippy the Pinhead 

about the same time and got so many 

letters, we had to bring it back." 

The essence of Buchwald s work is 

difficult to put into words, even for 

the editors who run his column, "His 

writing has a lot of quotes," offers 

Gerry Hertz let, city editor of The 

Goshen News, an Indiana newspaper 

that carries Buchwald, "Sometimes 

his humor is ironic, and people don’t 

get it all the time.” 

This theory—that Art Buchwald is 

lunny, its just that most people don't 

get his humor because he’s so 

subtle—would go a long way toward 

explaining his longevity in the face of 

such a tepid popular response to his 

work. It would mean, however, that 

people in the sixties were smarter 

than people today, since Buchwald's 

formula has not changed since then. 

One essential ingredient is the char¬ 

acter with the funny name—Heinrich 

Applebaum, of the Institute for Po¬ 

litical Spectrums; Heinrich Apple- 

baum, head of Heinrich Applebaums 

Made-to-Order Quality Predictions; 

Professor Heinrich Applebaum, ex¬ 

pert on "half-fare phobia"; Comrade 

Glushkov* chairman of the State Pric¬ 

ing Commission; and Mr, Sam Rever¬ 

beration, an acoustics expert. Of 

course, anyone can make up a funny 

name; it takes a Master Satirist to 

knowr tlie difference between an ap¬ 

propriate name (like, say, Heinrich 

Applebaum) and an inappropriate one 

(such as "Abraham Lincoln Roosevelt, 

a Negro student," a character Buch¬ 

wald created in the early 1960s but 

has since retired). 

Once the characters are established, 

the Buchwald recipe calls for the mix¬ 

ture to be stirred until a dialogue 

bubbles to rhe surface. After more 

than 40 years of fabricating such con¬ 

versations, Buchwald has acquired the 

ability to slip in and out of dialects 
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with startling ease. Here's Buchwald 

as Federov, a KGB spy who is defend¬ 

ing the veracity of his reports; Is con¬ 

fusing, comrades* I confess. But is not 

my fault. ! only report the truth." 

Now* here's the very same Buchwald 

reporting how a Japanese newspaper¬ 

man apologized to him; '"Ah so,1 he 

said, 'A thousand pardons, " 

With the proper ingredients in 

place, the Buchwald recipe is goof- 

proof; it even provides leftovers. Dur¬ 

ing Kennedy's presidency, Buchwald 

wrote a column about a society that 

supported JFK’s press secretary* 

pudgy Pierre Salinger: The object of 

the society is to discourage physical 

fitness in all its forms. Our motto is 

‘Better Fed Than Red/" just last May* 

Buchwald had Mikhail Gorbachev say 

to George Bush, " LWe have a new say¬ 

ing in the Soviet Union: '’Better Fed 

Than Red,.A Buchwald joke, like a 

diamond* is forever. 
Once a year, Buchwald implicitly 

acknowledges that he has run out of 

ideas by reprinting the Thanksgiving 

column he first published in 1952, 

The column* which purports ro ex¬ 

plain Thanksgiving to the French in a 

humorous manner, has grown so tire¬ 

some* by the way* that Post Style-sec¬ 

tion editor Mary Hadar has for the 

last four years tried to persuade him 

not to run it. That she hasn’t attempt¬ 

ed to do the same with the hundred 

other, equally weary columns Buch¬ 

wald produces each year should be 

taken as a measure of the depth of 

Hadar s affection for her old friend, 

Even if Buchwald scolumn were re¬ 

tired, he would Still make a good liv¬ 

ing from speaking engagements. And 

then there are the awards ceremonies, 

such as the World Humour Award 

banquet—tree food* free laughs, free 

applause and an attractive parchment 

scroll to take home, which he accept¬ 

ed with due humility, “One has mixed 

feelings about being given an award 

for humor,'' Buchwald said in accep¬ 

tance. “On the one hand* you're 

flattered. On the other hand, if some¬ 

one gives you a prize for making fun 

of them* you can t be doing a very 

good job. ' 

Heinrich Applebaum couldn't have 

said it better. $ 

UN-BRITISH 

ACROSS 

10, Webster's Ninth New Collegiate Dictio¬ 

nary does not mention any singular of 

suds, but surely a sud is one soap bubble, 

23. 'In favor of" is for* plus tuna and et 

(which is and in Latin) backward. 

26. Deal in E rearranged (“odd"). Refer¬ 

ence to the song "Sweet Adeline," a tra¬ 

ditional favorite of people in their cups. 

27. All plus mil (“put out") backward. 

28. In the early days of Desert Storm, 

syndicated columnist William Raspber¬ 

ry* a man, explained why he was backing 

the war effort; "An analogy comes to 

mind. You can warn your daughter to 

take every precaution against pregnancy. 

You can do what you can to help her un¬ 

derstand the long-term implications of 

childbearing. Bur once the baby is born* 

warning against pregnancy makes no 

sense." On the same day on the same 

page in New York News day, Mary Me- 

Grory observed in her column* "Men* 

primarily, rake the position that since 

the war.,.has started* nothing can be 

done or should be done to try to stop it. 

Women often feel otherwise,” McGrory 

cited a Texas woman whose son was 

killed in Vietnam by friendly lire and 

who traveled 37 hours by bus to Wash¬ 

ington to protest the new war: *She 

thinks that demonstrations may do more 

for the participants than for presidents, 

'ft's a way of venting anger*' she says." It 

seems to me that few Americans without 

a male chromosome would draw a dispas¬ 

sionate analogy between childbearing 

and mounting a massive assault, and that 

few Americans with a male chromosome 

would characterize their own political ac¬ 

tion as essentially emotional. Much do¬ 

mestic warfare arises from this gender 

difference—as well as from men's daring 

to vent opinions about gender differ¬ 

ences, Let me say quickly chat the politi¬ 

cal actions of many men probably are es¬ 

sentially emotional and 1 am trying to 

stake out a middle ground here and it 

goes without saying chat J am full of 

shit. Okay? 

29. M for Monsieur, plus a an.* followed 

by animal "wild." The key distinction of 

the mammalian class is chat its members 

feed their young with mammary milk. 

Mammary and mammal actually derive 

from mama * which is baby talk for mother 

even in Ladn^you could look it up, 

(Men* then, are underdeveloped mam¬ 

mals; hairy-chested ness may welt be an 

attempt to gloss over this shortcoming. 

And men's orgasms* we all know* are not 

as long as women’s. What I am doing is 

frantically trying to make up for any sex¬ 

ist impression 1 may have given in refer¬ 

ring to female emotionality above* okayi' 

But of course I am just making things 

worse, as men will* pigs that we are. 

Okay: Have you seen Jonathan Demme s 

Silence of the Lambs} It is the first vio- 

lence-against-women movie I've seen 

that resolutely avoids appealing to male 

prurience, Jodie Foster is brave and able 

and also extremely beautiful, and to my 

recollection we never see any of her skin 

except her face and hands. And generally 

in movies the nude female corpses are 

Starlet-shapely, but in this one they come 

across as the deeply urithrilling remains 

of real women. What we need from 

Demme now is a war movie.) 

DOWN 

1, 23* Sand around harps plus flat lor sa¬ 

vorless and S for salt. Notes that are nei¬ 

ther sharped nor flatted are natural notes. 

5- You can find desist in what's after in, 

22. Kareem Ahdul-jabbar is one of a 

number of American sports idols who 

have adopted the Muslim faith. 1 didn’t 

put him or Ali (see below) into this puz¬ 

zle on purpose; they just fit in. Kismet. 

25. Muhammad Ali plus hi. The first 

Desert Storm—spawned joke 1 heard was 

’ What do you call an Arab with a ham on 

his head? Hammed, What do you call an 

Arab with two hams on his head? Mo¬ 

hammed, What do you call an Arab with 

two hams on his head and a vibrator in his 

butt? Sheik Mohammed,'' This is one of 

the stupidest jokes 1 have ever heard. I am 

putting it way down at the bottom here in 

the hope that no one will read it. ^ 

may mi spy 
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It doesn’t help that our commander in chief is George 

Bush, whose personal reactions to the tactics of Saddam Hussein 

(“Kinda sick,” for instance) have been reminiscent of Michael 
Dukakis's reactions to the tactics of the Bush campaign. Or that 
linkage seemed to be a dirtier word for our side than kill. But, at any 
rate, morale is the key element in a war, and war lowers mine. 

From the beginning of the War in the Gulf my position on it was 

clear: If it workst Vm not against it. If it doesn't, l didn 't think it would. I real¬ 

ize these were not stirring affirmations. They put off many hitherto anti- 
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war people I talked to who'd caught 

Desert Storm fever. Some of the rea¬ 

sons for their enthusiasm: (a) a general 

dread, nearly as great as the presi¬ 

dent's, of concentrati ng on the domes¬ 

tic can of worms; (b) the absence of a 

military draft; (c) moral fatigue; (d) 

the ieeling that no one can be expect¬ 

ed to resist more than one full-scale 

national mobilization in a lifetime; (e) 

hatred for Israels enemies, coupled 

with a need for genuinely detestable 

enemies of our own;(f) baby-boomers’ 

discovery of something fresh or pleas¬ 

ingly retro in the notion that Ameri¬ 

can troops are not personally the 

enemy. 

The only one of these 1 have trou¬ 

ble with is the last one. Although 1 

was in the Army myself, and the only 

people in the Army whom l found 

very congenial were those who, like 

me, were eager to get out of it, 1 don't 

see how there could ever have been 

any doubt, even during Vietnam, that 

the nation needs soldiers and should 

root for them to survive (if not neces¬ 

sarily to turn out heavily at the polls). 

And hey, these new generals we have 

are a lot more likable (comfortably 

fat, for one thing, like Mrs, Bush) 

than Westmoreland, 

Still, bomb tuns and yellow rib¬ 

bons don't make me feel patriotic. 

What does, aside from returning to 

this country from any other one, is 

inventive American English. "Gener¬ 

als always speak generally/ General 

Schwarzkopf said on TV, and I was 

proud to think that after all these 

years, an American general finally came 

our with thac, "Intermitting the bad 

guys ’ is how a tank commander de¬ 

scribed his mission one night on the 

news; American irony had gone to war. 

'Why won’t you call a spade a 

spade?" Saddam Hussein (in transla¬ 

tion) asked Peter Arnett. He was hurt 

chat his enemies kept calling his mis¬ 

siles Scuds when he called them Al- 

Husseins, after his grandfather. 

Sticks and stones may break my 

bones, but NATO calls various Soviet 

helicopters blinds, Hips, Hooks, 

Halos, Helixes, Havocs, Hokums and 

Hormones, American-named Ameri¬ 

can helicopters are Cobras, Apaches, 
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Knights, Super Sea Stallions, Black- 

hawks and Chinooks, Whether a Chi¬ 

nook can beat a Hormone 1 don't 

know, but it sounds like ir ought to 

be able to, 1 do know we have some 

nerve naming weapons after people 

we took this country away from. (I be¬ 

lieve the Super Sea Stallions once 

peacefully farmed Atlantic City.) 

ACROSS 

lr 6, Squelch as 

well as dilute 

cocktail. (6,3,5) 

9. Simian 

presents garbled 

plea to 

Eisenhower, (7) 

10. With 

sweetening 

added, single 

soap bubble gets 

around crazy 

rage.(7) 

11. Board 

proposal pur 

before Kafka 

hero.(5) 

12. Not one to 

indulge, Reba 

backs up to get 

around blot, (9) 

13. Stressed a 

cold, decent 

arrangement. (8) 

IS, Soft, thick, 

worm like larva 

back in town. {4) 

19. Nor cutting, 

boring. (4) 

20, Car and 

spouse eliminate 

human 

element, (8) 

23, In favor of fish 

and Latin coming 

back. Lucky?(9) 

24- Once more, a 

profit. (5) 

26. Odd deal: 

in East, drunks 

sing sweet to 

her. (7) 

27. Everything 

put out back for 

eternity. (3,4) 

28. Milksop 

Staten bland 

shortstop 

has male 

chromosome. (5) 

It's amazing to watch how slowly 

our Tomahawk missiles move through 

the air poking about for targets. If I 

were naming an American cruise mis¬ 

sile, I'd call it the Waverly, after this 

Eudora Welry dialogue: "All poisonous 

snakes you can tell 'em because they 

crawls waverly, son. If a snake ain't 

coming with the idea to kill you, be 

crawls straight." Of course, our mis¬ 

siles officially exempt what we call in¬ 

nocent civilians, so maybe we should 

call one the Guiltseeker* 

Next thing you know, l it be trying 

my hand at the ancient tradition of 

h‘tja\ or diatribe poetry; which was re¬ 

portedly revived during the war— 

Saudi poets cast attacks on Saddam 

like (in translation) this: 

braves have all been killed, O rue,/ 

Even the rooster laughs at you/1 In 

the past, reportedly, this mode of 

blowing off hokum and hormone ac¬ 

tually averted warfare sometimes. 

Maybe Democratic congressman Har¬ 

ry A. Johnston of Florida knew what 

he was talking about when he said, 

"This may sound racist, but these 

guys are twice removed from camels. 

They don’t know how to fight a war," 

What if we d used our ghetto-hard¬ 

ened rap groups in the Gulf before 

committing our divisions? 

Saddam, you think you're bad? You 

would 

Last about a week in our neighborhood. 

We do, after all, have some nerve. 

Your face is darkest 

black, 

And we will yet set 

fire 

To your bottom and 

your back. 

And Iraqis an¬ 

swered with ' Your 

29. Wild animal 

follows Monsieur 

before morning 

breast-feeding, (9) 

DOWN 

1. With 23, 

unnatural notes of 

angels' 

instruments 

surrounded by 

grit and savorless 

salt. (6,3,5) 

2. ] got out of 

Peoria somehow 

to compose 

high musical 

drama, (5) 

3. Fashionable 

boy dolls are lily- 

livers. (8) 

4. Eva got upfc 

waxed wroth and 

leveled out. (8) 

5. Stop! In 

between the sides 14. Hundred-zip, (3,1,4) 

is temperance, (6) 50-zip, right? 21. Up, up! Fry 

6. Hairpiece Not so much? one scrambled. 

on kidder Like 19? (9) and take out the 

folded mild 16. Environmen- trash! (7) 

magazine. (6) talist head is a 22. Make East 

7. Between old vegetable. (5,4) right somehow 

O'Hara place 17. Not so hot to for former center 

and city of put Gospel before of L.A. (6) 

angels, crazy nut armed conflict, 23. (See 1 Down.) 

creates awful meat head! (8) 25. Excuse the 

hairy eight- 18. From "join Greatest, going 

legged thing. (9) me at the Copa, both ways, (5) 

8. Up-and-down please” to ' Make 

warning a deal with the Answers appear on 
system, (5) prosecution/1 page 83. 
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